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Resumen en castellano
Esta tesis doctoral se enmarca dentro del campo de los sistemas embebidos
reconfigurables, redes de sensores inalámbricas para aplicaciones de altas prestaciones,
y computación distribuida.
El documento se centra en el estudio de alternativas de procesamiento para sistemas
embebidos autónomos distribuidos de altas prestaciones (por sus siglas en inglés, HighPerformance Autonomous Distributed Systems (HPADS)), así como su evolución hacia el
procesamiento de alta resolución. El estudio se ha llevado a cabo tanto a nivel de
plataforma como a nivel de las arquitecturas de procesamiento dentro de la plataforma
con el objetivo de optimizar aspectos tan relevantes como la eficiencia energética, la
capacidad de cómputo y la tolerancia a fallos del sistema.
Los HPADS son sistemas realimentados, normalmente formados por elementos
distribuidos conectados o no en red, con cierta capacidad de adaptación, y con
inteligencia suficiente para llevar a cabo labores de prognosis y/o autoevaluación. Esta
clase de sistemas suele formar parte de sistemas más complejos llamados sistemas ciberfísicos (por sus siglas en inglés, Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs)). Los CPSs cubren un
espectro enorme de aplicaciones, yendo desde aplicaciones médicas, fabricación, o
aplicaciones aeroespaciales, entre otras muchas. Para el diseño de este tipo de sistemas,
aspectos tales como la confiabilidad, la definición de modelos de computación, o el uso
de metodologías y/o herramientas que faciliten el incremento de la escalabilidad y de la
gestión de la complejidad, son fundamentales.
La primera parte de esta tesis doctoral se centra en el estudio de aquellas plataformas
existentes en el estado del arte que por sus características pueden ser aplicables en el
campo de los CPSs, así como en la propuesta de un nuevo diseño de plataforma de altas
prestaciones que se ajuste mejor a los nuevos y más exigentes requisitos de las nuevas
aplicaciones. Esta primera parte incluye descripción, implementación y validación de la
plataforma propuesta, así como conclusiones sobre su usabilidad y sus limitaciones.
Los principales objetivos para el diseño de la plataforma propuesta se enumeran a
continuación:


Estudiar la viabilidad del uso de una FPGA basada en RAM como principal
procesador de la plataforma en cuanto a consumo energético y capacidad de
cómputo.



Propuesta de técnicas de gestión del consumo de energía en cada etapa del perfil
de trabajo de la plataforma.



Propuestas para la inclusión de reconfiguración dinámica y parcial de la FPGA
(por sus siglas en inglés, Dynamic Partial Reconfiguration (DPR)) de forma que
sea posible cambiar ciertas partes del sistema en tiempo de ejecución y sin
necesidad de interrumpir al resto de las partes. Evaluar su aplicabilidad en el
caso de HPADS.

Las nuevas aplicaciones y nuevos escenarios a los que se enfrentan los CPSs, imponen
nuevos requisitos en cuanto al ancho de banda necesario para el procesamiento de los
datos, así como en la adquisición y comunicación de los mismos, además de un claro
incremento en la complejidad de los algoritmos empleados. Para poder cumplir con
estos nuevos requisitos, las plataformas están migrando desde sistemas tradicionales
uni-procesador de 8 bits, a sistemas híbridos hardware-software que incluyen varios
procesadores, o varios procesadores y lógica programable. Entre estas nuevas
arquitecturas, las FPGAs y los sistemas en chip (por sus siglas en inglés, System on Chip
(SoC)) que incluyen procesadores embebidos y lógica programable, proporcionan
soluciones con muy buenos resultados en cuanto a consumo energético, precio,
capacidad de cómputo y flexibilidad. Estos buenos resultados son aún mejores cuando
las aplicaciones tienen altos requisitos de cómputo y cuando las condiciones de trabajo
son muy susceptibles de cambiar en tiempo real.
La plataforma propuesta en esta tesis doctoral se ha denominado HiReCookie. La
arquitectura incluye una FPGA basada en RAM como único procesador, así como un
diseño compatible con la plataforma para redes de sensores inalámbricas desarrollada
en el Centro de Electrónica Industrial de la Universidad Politécnica de Madrid (CEIUPM) conocida como Cookies. Esta FPGA, modelo Spartan-6 LX150, era, en el momento
de inicio de este trabajo, la mejor opción en cuanto a consumo y cantidad de recursos
integrados, cuando además, permite el uso de reconfiguración dinámica y parcial. Es
importante resaltar que aunque los valores de consumo son los mínimos para esta
familia de componentes, la potencia instantánea consumida sigue siendo muy alta para
aquellos sistemas que han de trabajar distribuidos, de forma autónoma, y en la mayoría
de los casos alimentados por baterías. Por esta razón, es necesario incluir en el diseño
estrategias de ahorro energético para incrementar la usabilidad y el tiempo de vida de
la plataforma. La primera estrategia implementada consiste en dividir la plataforma en
distintas islas de alimentación de forma que sólo aquellos elementos que sean
estrictamente necesarios permanecerán alimentados, cuando el resto puede estar
completamente apagado. De esta forma es posible combinar distintos modos de
operación y así optimizar enormemente el consumo de energía. El hecho de apagar la
FPGA para ahora energía durante los periodos de inactividad, supone la pérdida de la
configuración, puesto que la memoria de configuración es una memoria volátil. Para
reducir el impacto en el consumo y en el tiempo que supone la reconfiguración total de

la plataforma una vez encendida, en este trabajo, se incluye una técnica para la
compresión del archivo de configuración de la FPGA, de forma que se consiga una
reducción del tiempo de configuración y por ende de la energía consumida.
Aunque varios de los requisitos de diseño pueden satisfacerse con el diseño de la
plataforma HiReCookie, es necesario seguir optimizando diversos parámetros tales
como el consumo energético, la tolerancia a fallos y la capacidad de procesamiento. Esto
sólo es posible explotando todas las posibilidades ofrecidas por la arquitectura de
procesamiento en la FPGA. Por lo tanto, la segunda parte de esta tesis doctoral está
centrada en el diseño de una arquitectura reconfigurable denominada ARTICo3
(Arquitectura Reconfigurable para el Tratamiento Inteligente de Cómputo, Confiabilidad y
Consumo de energía) para la mejora de estos parámetros por medio de un uso dinámico
de recursos.
ARTICo3 es una arquitectura de procesamiento para FPGAs basadas en RAM, con
comunicación tipo bus, preparada para dar soporte para la gestión dinámica de los
recursos internos de la FPGA en tiempo de ejecución gracias a la inclusión de
reconfiguración dinámica y parcial. Gracias a esta capacidad de reconfiguración parcial,
es posible adaptar los niveles de capacidad de procesamiento, energía consumida o
tolerancia a fallos para responder a las demandas de la aplicación, entorno, o métricas
internas del dispositivo mediante la adaptación del número de recursos asignados para
cada tarea. Durante esta segunda parte de la tesis se detallan el diseño de la arquitectura,
su implementación en la plataforma HiReCookie, así como en otra familia de FPGAs, y
su validación por medio de diferentes pruebas y demostraciones. Los principales
objetivos que se plantean la arquitectura son los siguientes:


Proponer una metodología basada en un enfoque multi-hilo, como las
propuestas por CUDA (por sus siglas en inglés, Compute Unified Device
Architecture) u Open CL, en la cual distintos kernels, o unidades de ejecución, se
ejecuten en un numero variable de aceleradores hardware sin necesidad de
cambios en el código de aplicación.



Proponer un diseño y proporcionar una arquitectura en la que las condiciones de
trabajo cambien de forma dinámica dependiendo bien de parámetros externos o
bien de parámetros que indiquen el estado de la plataforma. Estos cambios en el
punto de trabajo de la arquitectura serán posibles gracias a la reconfiguración
dinámica y parcial de aceleradores hardware en tiempo real.



Explotar las posibilidades de procesamiento concurrente, incluso en una
arquitectura basada en bus, por medio de la optimización de las transacciones en
ráfaga de datos hacia los aceleradores.



Aprovechar las ventajas ofrecidas por la aceleración lograda por módulos
puramente hardware para conseguir una mejor eficiencia energética.



Ser capaces de cambiar los niveles de redundancia de hardware de forma
dinámica según las necesidades del sistema en tiempo real y sin cambios para el
código de aplicación.



Proponer una capa de abstracción entre el código de aplicación y el uso dinámico
de los recursos de la FPGA.

El diseño en FPGAs permite la utilización de módulos hardware específicamente creados
para una aplicación concreta. De esta forma es posible obtener rendimientos mucho
mayores que en el caso de las arquitecturas de propósito general. Además, algunas
FPGAs permiten la reconfiguración dinámica y parcial de ciertas partes de su lógica en
tiempo de ejecución, lo cual dota al diseño de una gran flexibilidad. Los fabricantes de
FPGAs ofrecen arquitecturas predefinidas con la posibilidad de añadir bloques
prediseñados y poder formar sistemas en chip de una forma más o menos directa. Sin
embargo, la forma en la que estos módulos hardware están organizados dentro de la
arquitectura interna ya sea estática o dinámicamente, o la forma en la que la información
se intercambia entre ellos, influye enormemente en la capacidad de cómputo y eficiencia
energética del sistema. De la misma forma, la capacidad de cargar módulos hardware bajo
demanda, permite añadir bloques redundantes que permitan aumentar el nivel de
tolerancia a fallos de los sistemas.
Sin embargo, la complejidad ligada al diseño de bloques hardware dedicados no debe ser
subestimada. Es necesario tener en cuenta que el diseño de un bloque hardware no es sólo
su propio diseño, sino también el diseño de sus interfaces, y en algunos casos de los
drivers software para su manejo. Además, al añadir más bloques, el espacio de diseño se
hace más complejo, y su programación más difícil. Aunque la mayoría de los fabricantes
ofrecen interfaces predefinidas, IPs (por sus siglas en inglés, Intelectual Property)
comerciales y plantillas para ayudar al diseño de los sistemas, para ser capaces de
explotar las posibilidades reales del sistema, es necesario construir arquitecturas sobre
las ya establecidas para facilitar el uso del paralelismo, la redundancia, y proporcionar
un entorno que soporte la gestión dinámica de los recursos.
Para proporcionar este tipo de soporte, ARTICo3 trabaja con un espacio de soluciones
formado por tres ejes fundamentales: computación, consumo energético y confiabilidad.
De esta forma, cada punto de trabajo se obtiene como una solución de compromiso entre
estos tres parámetros. Mediante el uso de la reconfiguración dinámica y parcial y una
mejora en la transmisión de los datos entre la memoria principal y los aceleradores, es
posible dedicar un número variable de recursos en el tiempo para cada tarea, lo que hace
que los recursos internos de la FPGA sean virtualmente ilimitados. Este variación en el

tiempo del número de recursos por tarea se puede usar bien para incrementar el nivel
de paralelismo, y por ende de aceleración, o bien para aumentar la redundancia, y por
lo tanto el nivel de tolerancia a fallos. Al mismo tiempo, usar un numero óptimo de
recursos para una tarea mejora el consumo energético ya que bien es posible disminuir
la potencia instantánea consumida, o bien el tiempo de procesamiento.
Con el objetivo de mantener los niveles de complejidad dentro de unos límites lógicos,
es importante que los cambios realizados en el hardware sean totalmente transparentes
para el código de aplicación. A este respecto, se incluyen distintos niveles de
transparencia:


Transparencia a la escalabilidad: los recursos usados por una misma tarea
pueden ser modificados sin que el código de aplicación sufra ningún cambio.



Transparencia al rendimiento: el sistema aumentara su rendimiento cuando la
carga de trabajo aumente, sin cambios en el código de aplicación.



Transparencia a la replicación: es posible usar múltiples instancias de un mismo
módulo bien para añadir redundancia o bien para incrementar la capacidad de
procesamiento. Todo ello sin que el código de aplicación cambie.



Transparencia a la posición: la posición física de los módulos hardware es
arbitraria para su direccionamiento desde el código de aplicación.



Transparencia a los fallos: si existe un fallo en un módulo hardware, gracias a la
redundancia, el código de aplicación tomará directamente el resultado correcto.



Transparencia a la concurrencia: el hecho de que una tarea sea realizada por más
o menos bloques es transparente para el código que la invoca.

Por lo tanto, esta tesis doctoral contribuye en dos líneas diferentes. En primer lugar, con
el diseño de la plataforma HiReCookie y en segundo lugar con el diseño de la
arquitectura ARTICo3. Las principales contribuciones de esta tesis se resumen a
continuación.


Arquitectura de la HiReCookie incluyendo:
o

Compatibilidad con la plataforma Cookies para incrementar las
capacidades de esta.

o

División de la arquitectura en distintas islas de alimentación.

o

Implementación de los diversos modos de bajo consumo y políticas de
despertado del nodo.

o

Creación de un archivo de configuración de la FPGA comprimido para
reducir el tiempo y el consumo de la configuración inicial.



Diseño de la arquitectura reconfigurable para FPGAs basadas en RAM ARTICo3:

o

Modelo de computación y modos de ejecución inspirados en el modelo
de CUDA pero basados en hardware reconfigurable con un número
variable de bloques de hilos por cada unidad de ejecución.

o

Estructura para optimizar las transacciones de datos en ráfaga
proporcionando datos en cascada o en paralelo a los distinto módulos
incluyendo un proceso de votado por mayoría y operaciones de
reducción.

o

Capa de abstracción entre el procesador principal que incluye el código
de aplicación y los recursos asignados para las diferentes tareas.

o

Arquitectura de los módulos hardware reconfigurables para mantener la
escalabilidad añadiendo una la interfaz para las nuevas funcionalidades
con un simple acceso a una memoria RAM interna.

o

Caracterización online de las tareas para proporcionar información a un
módulo de gestión de recursos para mejorar la operación en términos de
energía y procesamiento cuando además se opera entre distintos nieles
de tolerancia a fallos.

El documento está dividido en dos partes principales formando un total de cinco
capítulos. En primer lugar, después de motivar la necesidad de nuevas plataformas para
cubrir las nuevas aplicaciones, se detalla el diseño de la plataforma HiReCookie, sus
partes, las posibilidades para bajar el consumo energético y se muestran casos de uso de
la plataforma así como pruebas de validación del diseño. La segunda parte del
documento describe la arquitectura reconfigurable, su implementación en varias FPGAs,
y pruebas de validación en términos de capacidad de procesamiento y consumo
energético, incluyendo cómo estos aspectos se ven afectados por el nivel de tolerancia a
fallos elegido.
Los capítulos a lo largo del documento son los siguientes:
El capítulo 1 analiza los principales objetivos, motivación y aspectos teóricos necesarios
para seguir el resto del documento.
El capítulo 2 está centrado en el diseño de la plataforma HiReCookie y sus posibilidades
para disminuir el consumo de energía.
El capítulo 3 describe la arquitectura reconfigurable ARTICo3.
El capítulo 4 se centra en las pruebas de validación de la arquitectura usando la
plataforma HiReCookie para la mayoría de los tests. Un ejemplo de aplicación es
mostrado para analizar el funcionamiento de la arquitectura.

El capítulo 5 concluye esta tesis doctoral comentando las conclusiones obtenidas, las
contribuciones originales del trabajo y resultados y líneas futuras.

Abstract
This PhD Thesis is framed within the field of dynamically reconfigurable embedded
systems, advanced sensor networks and distributed computing.
The document is centred on the study of processing solutions for high-performance
autonomous distributed systems (HPADS) as well as their evolution towards High
performance Computing (HPC) systems. The approach of the study is focused on both
platform and processor levels to optimise critical aspects such as computing
performance, energy efficiency and fault tolerance.
HPADS are considered feedback systems, normally networked and/or distributed, with
real-time adaptive and predictive functionality. These systems, as part of more complex
systems known as Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs), can be applied in a wide range of
fields such as military, health care, manufacturing, aerospace, etc. For the design of
HPADS, high levels of dependability, the definition of suitable models of computation,
and the use of methodologies and tools to support scalability and complexity
management, are required.
The first part of the document studies the different possibilities at platform design level
in the state of the art, together with description, development and validation tests of the
platform proposed in this work to cope with the previously mentioned requirements.
The main objectives targeted by this platform design are the following:


Study the feasibility of using SRAM-based FPGAs as the main processor of the
platform in terms of energy consumption and performance for high demanding
applications.



Analyse and propose energy management techniques to reduce energy
consumption in every stage of the working profile of the platform.



Provide a solution with dynamic partial and wireless remote HW
reconfiguration (DPR) to be able to change certain parts of the FPGA design at
run time and on demand without interrupting the rest of the system.



Demonstrate the applicability of the platform in different test-bench applications.

In order to select the best approach for the platform design in terms of processing
alternatives, a study of the evolution of the state-of-the-art platforms is required to
analyse how different architectures cope with new more demanding applications and
scenarios: security, mixed-critical systems for aerospace, multimedia applications, or
military environments, among others. In all these scenarios, important changes in the
required processing bandwidth or the complexity of the algorithms used are provoking
the migration of the platforms from single microprocessor architectures to
multiprocessing and heterogeneous solutions with more instant power consumption but
higher energy efficiency. Within these solutions, FPGAs and Systems on Chip including

FPGA fabric and dedicated hard processors, offer a good trade of among flexibility,
processing performance, energy consumption and price, when they are used in
demanding applications where working conditions are very likely to vary over time and
high complex algorithms are required.
The platform architecture proposed in this PhD Thesis is called HiReCookie. It includes
an SRAM-based FPGA as the main and only processing unit. The FPGA selected, the
Xilinx Spartan-6 LX150, was at the beginning of this work the best choice in terms of
amount of resources and power. Although, the power levels are the lowest of these kind
of devices, they can be still very high for distributed systems that normally work
powered by batteries. For that reason, it is necessary to include different energy saving
possibilities to increase the usability of the platform. In order to reduce energy
consumption, the platform architecture is divided into different power islands so that
only those parts of the systems that are strictly needed are powered on, while the rest of
the islands can be completely switched off. This allows a combination of different low
power modes to decrease energy. In addition, one of the most important handicaps of
SRAM-based FPGAs is that they are not alive at power up. Therefore, recovering the
system from a switch-off state requires to reload the FPGA configuration from a nonvolatile memory device. For that reason, this PhD Thesis also proposes a methodology
to compress the FPGA configuration file in order to reduce time and energy during the
initial configuration process.
Although some of the requirements for the design of HPADS are already covered by the
design of the HiReCookie platform, it is necessary to continue improving energy
efficiency, computing performance and fault tolerance. This is only possible by
exploiting all the opportunities provided by the processing architectures configured
inside the FPGA. Therefore, the second part of the thesis details the design of the so
called ARTICo3 FPGA architecture to enhance the already intrinsic capabilities of the
FPGA.
ARTICo3 is a DPR-capable bus-based virtual architecture for multiple HW acceleration
in SRAM-based FPGAs. The architecture provides support for dynamic resource
management in real time. In this way, by using DPR, it will be possible to change the
levels of computing performance, energy consumption and fault tolerance on demand
by increasing or decreasing the amount of resources used by the different tasks. Apart
from the detailed design of the architecture and its implementation in different FPGA
devices, different validation tests and comparisons are also shown. The main objectives
targeted by this FPGA architecture are listed as follows:


Provide a method based on a multithread approach such as those offered by
CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture) or OpenCL kernel executions,

where kernels are executed in a variable number of HW accelerators without
requiring application code changes.


Provide an architecture to dynamically adapt working points according to either
self-measured or external parameters in terms of energy consumption, fault
tolerance and computing performance. Taking advantage of DPR capabilities,
the architecture must provide support for a dynamic use of resources in real time.



Exploit concurrent processing capabilities in a standard bus-based system by
optimizing data transactions to and from HW accelerators.



Measure the advantage of HW acceleration as a technique to boost performance
to improve processing times and save energy by reducing active times for
distributed embedded systems.



Dynamically change the levels of HW redundancy to adapt fault tolerance in real
time.



Provide HW abstraction from SW application design.

FPGAs give the possibility of designing specific HW blocks for every required task to
optimise performance while some of them include the possibility of including DPR.
Apart from the possibilities provided by manufacturers, the way these HW modules are
organised, addressed and multiplexed in area and time can improve computing
performance and energy consumption. At the same time, fault tolerance and security
techniques can also be dynamically included using DPR. However, the inherent
complexity of designing new HW modules for every application is not negligible. It does
not only consist of the HW description, but also the design of drivers and interfaces with
the rest of the system, while the design space is widened and more complex to define
and program. Even though the tools provided by the majority of manufacturers already
include predefined bus interfaces, commercial IPs, and templates to ease application
prototyping, it is necessary to improve these capabilities. By adding new architectures
on top of them, it is possible to take advantage of parallelization and HW redundancy
while providing a framework to ease the use of dynamic resource management.
ARTICo3 works within a solution space where working points change at run time in a
3D space defined by three different axes: Computation, Consumption, and Fault
Tolerance. Therefore, every working point is found as a trade-off solution among these
three axes.
By means of DPR, different accelerators can be multiplexed so that the amount of
available resources for any application is virtually unlimited. Taking advantage of DPR
capabilities and a novel way of transmitting data to the reconfigurable HW accelerators,
it is possible to dedicate a dynamically-changing number of resources for a given task in
order to either boost computing speed or adding HW redundancy and a voting process
to increase fault-tolerance levels. At the same time, using an optimised amount of

resources for a given task reduces energy consumption by reducing instant power or
computing time.
In order to keep level complexity under certain limits, it is important that HW changes
are transparent for the application code. Therefore, different levels of transparency are
targeted by the system:


Scalability transparency: a task must be able to expand its resources without
changing the system structure or application algorithms.



Performance transparency: the system must reconfigure itself as load changes.



Replication transparency: multiple instances of the same task are loaded to
increase reliability and performance.



Location transparency: resources are accessed with no knowledge of their
location by the application code.



Failure transparency: task must be completed despite a failure in some
components.



Concurrency transparency: different tasks will work in a concurrent way
transparent to the application code.

Therefore, as it can be seen, the Thesis is contributing in two different ways. First with
the design of the HiReCookie platform and, second with the design of the ARTICo3
architecture. The main contributions of this PhD Thesis are then listed below:


Architecture of the HiReCookie platform including:
o

Compatibility of the processing layer for high performance applications
with the Cookies Wireless Sensor Network platform for fast prototyping
and implementation.

o

A division of the architecture in power islands.

o

All the different low-power modes.

o

The creation of the partial-initial bitstream together with the wake-up
policies of the node.



The design of the reconfigurable architecture for SRAM FPGAs: ARTICo3:
o

A model of computation and execution modes inspired in CUDA but
based on reconfigurable HW with a dynamic number of thread blocks per
kernel.

o

A structure to optimise burst data transactions providing coalesced or
parallel data to HW accelerators, parallel voting process and reduction
operation.

o

The abstraction provided to the host processor with respect to the
operation of the kernels in terms of the number of replicas, modes of
operation, location in the reconfigurable area and addressing.

o

The architecture of the modules representing the thread blocks to make
the system scalable by adding functional units only adding an access to a
BRAM port.

o

The online characterization of the kernels to provide information to a
scheduler or resource manager in terms of energy consumption and
processing time when changing among different fault-tolerance levels, as
well as if a kernel is expected to work in the memory-bounded or
computing-bounded areas.

The document of the Thesis is divided into two main parts with a total of five chapters.
First, after motivating the need for new platforms to cover new more demanding
applications, the design of the HiReCookie platform, its parts and several partial tests
are detailed. The design of the platform alone does not cover all the needs of these
applications. Therefore, the second part describes the architecture inside the FPGA,
called ARTICo3, proposed in this PhD Thesis. The architecture and its implementation
are tested in terms of energy consumption and computing performance showing
different possibilities to improve fault tolerance and how this impact in energy and time
of processing.
Chapter 1 shows the main goals of this PhD Thesis and the technology background
required to follow the rest of the document.
Chapter 2 shows all the details about the design of the FPGA-based platform HiReCookie.
Chapter 3 describes the ARTICo3 architecture.
Chapter 4 is focused on the validation tests of the ARTICo3 architecture. An application
for proof of concept is explained where typical kernels related to image processing and
encryption algorithms are used. Further experimental analyses are performed using
these kernels.
Chapter 5 concludes the document analysing conclusions, comments about the
contributions of the work, and some possible future lines for the work.
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Chapter

1

Introduction

The purpose of this introductory chapter is showing the
main goals of this PhD Thesis so that the rest of the
document can be properly followed. First, motivation and
problem formulation are explained. Second, a technology
framework is provided to give an overview of the technology used analysing different possibilities
and drawbacks for the design of Autonomous Distributed Systems for high performance
applications. For that purpose, three main aspects are studied: dependability requirements, high
performance computing capabilities and energy efficiency. Finally, the thesis outline and structure
of the document are presented.
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1.

Introduction

1.1. Introduction and Motivation
Over the last decade, electronic devices have evolved towards more complex
applications. While computing performance needs to be increased, consumers are
asking for new portable, inexpensive and reliable products. In order to cope with
these requirements, new approaches must be studied.
This PhD Thesis is focused on the study of architectures for High-Performance
Autonomous-Distributed Systems (HPADS), as well as their evolution towards High
performance Computing (HPC) capabilities. HPADS can be understood as an
evolution of the well-known Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) class as well as part
of the so-called Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs). According to Bell´s Law [Bell’08],
the WSN class appeared around 2000 with a price in the range of 100€ and
processing capabilities inferior to mobile-phone-like devices, as shown in Figure
1. HPADS can be defined as an evolution of this class, keeping price and size in
the range of mobile phones, but reaching computing capabilities in the range of
personal computers. CPS systems, as it can be seen in the concept map defined by
the Berkeley University of California [BerkeleyCPS] in Figure 2, are considered
feedback systems, normally networked and/or distributed, with adaptive and
predictive capabilities that are able to respond in real time. Among other things,
high levels of dependability, the definition of suitable models of computation, and
the use of methodologies and tools to support scalability and complexity
management, are required. CPSs and, within them HPADS, cover a wide range of
applications as it is also shown in Figure 2. The architectures proposed in this PhD
thesis are oriented to those applications with high computing requirements such
as robotics, health-care or military, among others, that still have limitations in
terms of size, energy consumption and price.
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Figure 1: Bell´s Law [Bell’08]

The concept of Autonomous Distributed Systems (ADS) has been normally linked
to groups of networked computers. However, nowadays everything tends to be
dynamic, distributed and connected in time, space and tasks. This interaction is
done among automatic systems or even with humans in the loop. Applications
such as crisis management, swarm applications, energy management, traffic
control or data centres, make use of distributed capabilities forming
heterogeneous systems with different levels of interaction, accessibility and
authorization. These interactions are also very likely to change over time with the
entrance of new nodes or components or because of changes in the working
environment and conditions. Within these systems, it is possible to find myriad
works in the state of the art related to communication protocols and algorithms
for distributed processing [Pattanaik’15]. Nevertheless, this PhD Thesis is centred
not in communication protocols but in processing solutions for distributed
platforms where energy, processing performance and fault tolerance need to be
improved.
These new wireless distributed platforms are no longer targeting only simple
applications, as traditional WSNs did, with low bandwidth and limited
processing capabilities, but new more demanding ones, where sampling rates are
up to kHz, complex algorithms are required, and Quality of Service (QoS) is
crucial, while price, size and energy consumption are still main concerns.
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Figure 2: Cyber- Physical Systems- Concept Map [BerkeleyCPS]

Before starting with new applications and requirements, it is important to review
some features of WSNs. Traditional WSNs for low performance applications are
composed of wireless distributed devices that work in a certain cooperative way
to collect information from the environment and/or to take actions on it. WSNs
are designed to be wireless and almost everlasting. Therefore, since they are selfcontained systems that aim to work unattended during long periods of time, their
resources are very limited. In order to comply with enormous energy restrictions,
WSNs have been traditionally designed using low-profile Microcontrollers (µCs)
with ultra-low power consumption and very limited processing and storing
capabilities. In addition, they normally rely upon communication protocols that
are optimised for low-data rate applications such as ZigBee, 802.15.4 or Bluetooth
(for instance, ZigBee working at 2.4 GHz, the maximum data rate is 250 kbps
[IEE802.15.4]). In order to extend their battery life, WSNs work with very small
duty cycles, reducing power consumption to the minimum during relatively long
5
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periods of inactivity. Due to their limited processing and communication
capabilities, they are not prepared to run complex algorithms. At the same time,
the inclusion of fault tolerance and security techniques is also very restricted. Due
to all these reasons, WSNs have been normally used for applications commonly
called Sense-Store-Send-Sleep, where mostly raw data are gathered from the
environment and sent to a central node or PC to be analysed with very low preprocessing being done at local level.
However, in the last few years, new scenarios and applications are turning up
where computing requirements and dependability needs are much higher while
energy consumption is still very restrictive. This increase in the computing
requirements is caused either by applications with higher communications and
sensor measuring bandwidth [Medina’10] and [Bein’12], or by applications that
require the computation of more complex algorithms. For these new applications,
low profile µCs are not a suitable solution, either because they have not enough
resources to cope with these complex algorithms, or because they are not energy
efficient. Multimedia applications using face recognition algorithms for video
surveillance [Matai’11], drones running detection, identification and tracking of
objects, critical systems on satellites, machine health monitoring, vibration, etc.
are some examples of these new high-performance applications.
In order to have a feasible and energy efficient solution even within these new
demanding scenarios, the following considerations need to be examined:


Decrease network traffic to reduce communication complexity and energy
consumption.



Accelerate processing to carry out complex algorithms keeping low duty
cycles and close-to-zero power consumption during inactive times.

As it was already mentioned, WSN applications work with very low duty cycles,
low bandwidth, and hardly any local processing needs. However, if bandwidth is
to be increased, and taking into account that communication modules are one of
the most power-consuming parts of a node, it is not possible to continue sending
raw data to a central station but pre-processed information.
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With regards to the amount of data sent through the network, it is important to
have an idea of how WSNs are organised. WSNs, as well as other distributed
systems, can be deployed following different topologies [Qiang’11]. Most of these
topologies are divided in clusters, while at the same time, each one of these
clusters can have different topologies. In general, it is possible to distinguish three
different types of nodes: End devices, Routers and Sink Nodes. In traditional
applications, end devices contain sensors and/or actuators to interact with the
environment. Raw information is then gathered by these nodes and sent to the
central node through the router nodes with small data changes and low duty cycle
operation. Therefore, the amount of data travelling through the network is kept
low. Since one of the most power consuming parts of a node is the communication
module, keeping a low bandwidth is crucial to keep energy efficiency and to
reduce network complexity. However, in the case of the new more demanding
applications where sample rates are much higher (tenths of kHz), sending raw
data to be processed by a central node or a computer is not an efficient solution.
Due to this fact, in-network processing capabilities [Al-Zubaidy’15] need to be
improved. In-network processing consists of increasing local processing
capabilities so that only crucial information is exchanged among nodes reducing
significantly network traffic and consumption caused by communications.
As it was already mentioned, not only bandwidth is increased in this kind of
applications but also computing requirements. According to the previous
analysis, more powerful processors would be required in order to be able to
process data locally and save energy, but also to be able to carry out complex
algorithms on time. Most of these high-performance applications require the use
of complex calculations to extract useful information from the collected data.
However, they must not only be capable of carrying out these algorithms, but they
also need to be as fast as possible so that the system can be taken to a power down
mode and their operation life can be then extended. As illustrated in Figure 3, the
energy balance for a high-performance processor can be better since, although
instant power is higher, the integral with time, energy, is lower due to a much
shorter processing time.
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Apart from being crucial to keep energy under control, in those applications that
require real-time adaptation and/or decision making, the time needed by a lowprofile processor makes impossible to deliver a proper service. The requirements
in terms of processing speed, dependability and available energy are not only
increasing but also very likely to change over time since environmental conditions
and working loads change constantly together with the security and faulttolerance levels required. Some examples are cameras that change their operating
mode with light conditions, fault-tolerance levels that change depending on
attacks probabilities.

Figure 3: Energy comparison: Low-profile processor vs high-performance processor

Applications including a high amount of algorithms and/or tasks with different
levels of priority or criticality require a huge amount of processing resources.
Besides, the possibility of adjusting the amount of internal resources dedicated for
a given task or application at run time makes possible to target applications within
changing environments while also providing more energy-efficient solutions.
Then, it can be concluded that the need of increasing local processing capabilities
to reduce network traffic, achieve shorter active times and react and/or adapt in
real time, motivates the use of more powerful processors. In addition, adapting
the amount of resources per task at run time to adapt to changing environments
or to dedicate more resources to critical tasks, has been also introduced as an
interesting approach to provide energy efficient solutions while increasing
performance.
8
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However, when trying to increase the number of resources per chip, there are
certain technology limitations that must be taken into consideration [Sourdis’11].
Firstly, increasing resources leads to higher power consumption. By 2020 chips
will exceed the maximum available power budget. Besides, performance does not
scale well with technology. Even though there might be more available resources
per chip, due to power limitations and heat dissipation, frequency has stalled, as
it can be seen in Figure 4, and chips do not show significant improvements
[Kaeli’11]. Additionally, using all the available resources in a chip at the same time
is not possible in all cases. Then, the concept of dark silicon appears, this is, those
regions in a chip that cannot be active at the same time. In this scenario,
parallelism to reach high speed, and flexibility by means of hardware
reconfiguration, together, are a natural way for energy optimised execution with
maximum resource utilization.

Figure 4: Frequency and number of transistors evolution per year [Sourdis’11]

Additionally, with a higher level of integration, chips are becoming less reliable
and it is hard to keep defect density under acceptable ranges while manufacturing
costs are increased. As technology scales, transistor aging is worsen and soft errors
grow exponentially. In addition, this kind of devices are normally deployed in
harsh environments, sometimes with high radiation or even in the presence of
external attacks. However, complexity growth forces to increase dependability,
being this need beyond these systems in harsh situations. Even in the purest High
Performance Computing world, module redundancy technique is used to increase
fault tolerance, and hence, quality of (computing) service. Therefore, strategies to
improve dependability are required also after design and manufacturing stages
in many application areas.
9
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As a summary, the following general requirements and limitations are imposed
by these new more demanding applications and technology:


Higher computing performance is required to face more complex
algorithms and applications, reduce data traffic and increase bandwidth.



Need for flexibility and dynamic use of inner resources to adjust to
changing environments, allocate tasks depending on criticality or add
redundancy to keep fault tolerance.



Higher energy efficiency is needed to alleviate the increase of instant
power when using more powerful processors.

Among all the possibilities for the processing units, Field Programmable gate
Arrays (FPGAs) are presented as very suitable solutions to cope with all these
needs. As it will be detailed in the following sections, SRAM-based (Static
Random Access Memory) FPGAs, due to their size and reconfiguration
capabilities, can provide appropriate solutions for those applications where high
performance and flexibility are required. The use of dedicated hardware (HW)
blocks and parallel processing permit boosting performance in a way that is not
possible with other processors. Besides, Dynamic Partial Reconfiguration (DPR)
allows changing HW blocks at run time to change functionality, add fault
tolerance and security on demand, and perform dynamic management of
resources to adapt the system to changing requirements and scenarios in real time.
However, the use of FPGAs also has some important disadvantages. Firstly, their
power consumption is much higher than average µCs (hundreds of miliwatt).
Even when the device is inactive, its static power consumption is too high to be
affordable by wireless devices even when they are switched to their low power
modes. Although Flash-based FPGAs have lower power consumption, while they
have some of the advantages shown before, their reduced amount of resources
and limitations in terms of partial reconfiguration, make them suitable for
medium levels of computational complexity but they are not big and fast enough
for certain high performance cases.
In the second place, HW description is, in general, more complex than SW coding.
Application designers are more used to defining algorithms in C or any other high
10
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level programming language. HW descriptions, in languages such as VHDL (Very
High Speed Integrated Circuit HW Description Language) or Verilog, are much
more complex since they need a deeper understanding of the underlying
technology, especially taking into account communication interfaces and
parallelization control. Merging all these features implies having full control over
parallel tasks while task scheduling has the additional complexity of dealing with
changeable HW in real time.
Taking the aforementioned new requirements as the motivation for this work, this
PhD Thesis proposes a platform architecture where an SRAM-based FPGA is
included as the main and only processing engine. In order to alleviate highpower-consumption problems, the design should include different power islands
so that it could be possible to switch on and off different parts of the platform in
such a way that only those islands that are strictly necessary are powered, while
the rest are directly shut down. Combining the island-based design with
dedicated-HW acceleration and a dynamic use of the inner resources of the FPGA,
it is possible to reduce active times and instant power so that energy consumption
might be reduced importantly.
The use of task-dedicated HW blocks, the possibility of parallelization and the use
of DPR to multiplex resources in time, allows boosting performance but it also
introduces high levels of design complexity. In order to ease application
prototyping and dynamic resource management while fully exploiting all the
possibilities offered by HW, it is necessary to include a custom-made architecture
on top of the structures provided by manufacturers.
With that purpose, in this PhD Thesis, a reconfigurable processing architecture
implemented in an SRAM-based FPGA is also presented. The architecture offers
a framework to design applications using HW accelerators working as coprocessors together with an embedded host processor running the non-critical
application code. The architecture defines a multi-accelerator and multi-thread
execution structure to exploit parallelization. Every task subject to parallelization
can be divided into a changeable number of HW blocks. At the same time, each
one of these blocks can contain different execution threads. The amount of
resources used to perform a task may be dynamically defined at run time
11
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depending on the needs of the system in a transparent way for the application
code running in the host processor. The number of HW blocks can be adjusted
either to speed up processing or to provide HW redundancy to increase faulttolerance levels.
The proposed architecture, called ARTICo3 (known for its acronym in Spanish:
Arquitectura Reconfigurable para el Tratamiento Inteligente de Computación,
Confiabilidad y Consumo), provides solutions trading off among high performance
computing, low energy consumption and different levels of fault tolerance.
Working points can be dynamically changed according to self-measured
parameters and information gathered from the environment. In order to ease
application prototyping, templates to introduce hardware accelerators must be
provided with a common interface and no need for specific drivers.
The PhD Thesis presents a node architecture for High-Performance AdvancedDistributed Systems based on an SRAM-FPGA, together with a reconfigurable
internal architecture to take advantage of multi-threading execution,
environmental awareness and SW-HW transparency to reduce energy
consumption and increase fault tolerance.

1.2. Main Goals of the PhD Thesis
This PhD Thesis is focused on the study of processing solutions for HighPerformance Autonomous-Distributed Systems, focusing on both platform and
FPGA architecture levels to optimise computing performance, energy efficiency
and fault tolerance. The main goals of the work are listed below. Those goals
achieved that represent an original contribution of this PhD Thesis will be
highlighted along the document in their corresponding chapter with a red square.
A discussion about the original contributions is also shown in Chapter 5.
1) Design, development and validation of a high-performance wireless
sensor node based on an SRAM FPGA with dynamic HW reconfiguration
capabilities.
-

Inclusion of energy management possibilities to reduce energy
consumption in every stage of the working profile.
12
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-

Provide the high performance node with dynamic partial and wireless
remote HW reconfiguration.

-

Demonstration of the feasibility of the design in terms of energy
consumption and performance for high demanding applications such
as image processing and collaborative evolutionary algorithms.

2) Design of a reconfigurable virtual architecture inside the FPGA to provide
support for dynamic resource management in real time.
-

Provide a method based on a multithread approach such as those
offered by CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture) or OpenCL
kernel executions, where kernels are executed in a variable number of
HW accelerators without requiring application code changes.

-

Provide an architecture to dynamically adapt working points
according to either self-measured or external parameters in terms of
energy consumption, fault tolerance and computing performance.
Taking advantage of DPR capabilities, the architecture must provide
support for a dynamic use of resources in real time.

-

Exploit concurrent processing capabilities in a standard bus-based
system by optimizing data transactions to and from HW accelerators.

-

Take advantage of HW acceleration as a technique to boost
performance to improve processing times and save energy by reducing
active times for distributed embedded systems.

-

Dynamically change the levels of HW redundancy to adapt fault
tolerance in real time.

-

Provide HW abstraction from SW application design.

1.3. Technology Framework
This PhD Thesis is framed within the field of dynamically reconfigurable
embedded systems, advanced sensor networks and distributed computing. The
following subsections give an overview of the background knowledge on which
the rest of the document is based on. First a discussion about available
13
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technologies is carried out to justify the use of an FPGA for the design of the
platform. Once the use of an FPGA is motivated, information about their
structure, reconfiguration possibilities and their advantages, as well as different
manufacturers is provided. In addition, as it has been already introduced, the
different trade-offs required to fully exploit the use of FPGA in HPADS are
explained: Low-power design, dependability and High-Performance Computing.

1.3.1 Available Technologies
In order to find the best processing solution for HPADS, this section analyses the
available technologies in the market for the main processing engines of the to-bedesigned platform. It is important to remember that target applications require
intensive computing and high levels of flexibility, while energy efficiency is
crucial. Since the technology selected is an FPGA, the following study is done
comparing each case with the possibilities offered by this kind of devices to
motivate its final selection.
Traditionally, as it was already introduced, distributed systems, like traditional
WSNs, have been based on GPPs (General Purpose Processors) with ultra-low
power consumption but very limited computing capabilities. When computing
requirements are increased, it is necessary to completely change the processing
paradigm in order to find trade-off solutions ranging between computing
performance and energy consumption. In these cases, although price is always
important, the cost of the devices is less restrictive.
The first and most logical approach could be migrating to higher performance µPs
(Microprocessors) with more resources, like DSPs (Digital Signal Processors) with
VLIW (Very Long Instruction Word) architectures, since designers are used to
work with SW-based applications and tools. This is the selected option taken by
most WSN designers such as Sun Microsystems (now Oracle) with the Atmel
AT91SAM9G20 [Smith’07] or Crossbow with the Intel PXA271 XScale
[Nachman’08]. However, for computing intensive applications, the ratio
power/performance is better in the case of FPGAs because of the implicit
parallelism offered and the use of dedicated HW solutions. On the contrary,
design time is much lower in the case of GPPs since development tools are more
mature and designers are more specialised while their price is much lower. Hence,
14
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high performance GPPs are a good option for medium levels of complexity where
tasks can be easily carried out in SW.
Since computing performance and energy efficiency are key aspects for the design
targeted in this thesis, GPPs were discarded. As it was introduced in the first
section of the document, in the last years, the tendency has been increasing the
number of transistors per chip. However, even though the resources per chip are
increased, frequency of operation has stalled. The solution that has been generally
adopted to solve that problem is parallelization. Hence, the second most logical
approach, are Multicore GPPs. This approach is followed by most of the
commercial systems in Personal Computers (PCs), mobile phones, tablets, etc.
One of the most important advantages is the way of programming which is very
similar to simple GPPs although with the additional complexity of managing the
different cores and shared resources. There are already in the market C language
extensions such as the APIs (Application Programming Interfaces) Open MP or
C++ AMP among many others to ease this programming transition. Therefore, it
is fair to say that development tools are closer to embedded SW designers than
FPGA design tools. Throughput comparison between multicore GPPs and FPGAs
is highly dependent on the targeted applications. Task level parallelism suits
better for multicore, while data level parallelism is more suitable for FPGAs.
Although multicore GPPs are a good solution, power/performance ratio is still
better in FPGAs while they are also less flexible when compared to a fully
reconfigurable FPGA. In the case of HPADS, it is not necessary to use very large
and expensive FPGAs since by using HW reconfiguration, it is possible to
multiplex tasks so that internal resources are virtually unlimited.
A very interesting approach although out of the scope of the applications targeted
by HPADS due to price and energy consumption, are the General Purpose
Graphic Processing Units (GPGPUs). GPGPUs were first introduced by NVIDIA
to accelerate processing through parallelization of highly repetitive calculations.
The architecture and language used by NVIDIA share the name: CUDA. CUDA
follows a SIMT (Single Instruction Multiple Thread) approach where highly
parallelizable computations are carried out by Streaming Multiprocessors (SMs).
Due to the high amount of processors, this is a many-core approach different from
15
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the multicore seen before. The main problems associated to this model are high
power consumption due to the high amount of resources, and flexibility
limitations derived from having a fixed processing architecture divided in
different processors. In addition, accesses to the external memory are very critical
and tend to be time consuming as well as communication among processors
belonging to different clusters, fixed IO resources, etc. The comparison related to
computing performance with FPGAs completely depends on the applications
targeted. GPGPUs are more efficient when targeting applications that require
floating point calculations while FPGAs are more efficient for bit-wise-based
algorithms [Shuai’08].
CUDA offers transparent scalability for the designer due to independency among
thread blocks. This is very interesting since providing the application designers
with a good abstraction level with respect to the underlying HW is crucial.
GPGPUs are introduced in this section because the architecture proposed in this
PhD Thesis aims to join most of the advantages offered by CUDA architecture,
but with HW-based co-processors instead of SMs, yet still providing similar
models of computation, and with the possibility of using the same OpenCL or
CUDA algorithm descriptions for both platforms.
Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) are fully designed to cover a fixed
functionality. This last approach is left to the end since even though it offers the
best results in almost all the parameters used for the comparison, their flexibility
is completely null and this aspect is crucial when talking about adaptable systems
such as HPADS. Therefore, although they are optimised to have the best
performance and best unitary price when they are manufactured in large
amounts, they lack the flexibility required for this kind of systems.
Table 1 shows a comparison of all the technologies mentioned above. Values have
been compared in the range of null, low, medium, high and very high. Notice that
very high represents the maximum advantage for the technology and null
represents the worst case possible.
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Table 1: Available technologies comparison
FPGA

GPP

Multicore

GPGPU

ASIC

High

Low

Low

Low

Very high

Flexibility

Very high

High

Medium

Low

Null

Design Cost

High

Very low

Medium

Medium

Very high

Unitary Cost

Medium

Low

Medium

High

Very low

Performance

High

Low

High

Medium

Very high

Energy
Efficiency

Therefore, in applications where a trade-off among flexibility, computing
performance and energy consumption is needed, the most balanced solution is
offered by FPGAs. The following section introduces more in detail this kind of
devices regarding their internal architectures, types, reconfiguration capabilities
and commercial platforms, as well as the criteria followed to select SRAM-based
FPGAs for the design of the platform presented in this work.

1.3.2

FPGAs

The reasons for selecting an FPGA as the main processor of the platform have been
already introduced. This section provides information about their technology
necessary for the correct understanding of the rest of the document.
FPGAs emerged as the offspring of CPLDs (Complex Programmable Logic
Device) and PALs (Programmable Array Logic). With different architecture, they
offer more flexibility although more complexity. One of the first purposes of
FPGAs was serving as prototyping platforms for ASICs, however, nowadays they
are already introduced in final products such as telecommunications, aerospace,
defence, etc. Although FPGAs are slower, more power consuming and they need
more area than ASICs, their flexibility and in-situ configuration allow shorter
design times and time to market. As it was already introduced in the previous
section, FPGAs offer dedicated-HW solutions, parallel processing capabilities and
high levels of flexibility due to the use of DPR.
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FPGAs can be described as two-layered devices: one composed of logic blocks and
interconnection matrixes, and another containing the necessary memory settings
to describe the functionality of the logic blocks and their connections. The general
structure of an FPGA is shown in Figure 5. Logic blocks might be also combined
with more complex functional blocks such as on-chip memory blocks and
controllers, blocks for DSP, full general purpose embedded processors, and highspeed transceivers for Ethernet or PCI Express depending on the platform.

Figure 5: Generic architecture of an FPGA

Connections among elements are done by programmable routing resources
through the whole FPGA device. They are composed of wires and programmable
switch matrixes. There are certain interconnection resources that are under user
control such as clock lines or global control signals, while the rest, although
editable at low level, in general are kept transparent for designers. These
connection resources distinguish between long and short interconnection wires.
Long wires are faster when connecting separated areas of the FPGA, while short
wires connect outputs with inputs of the same logic block, neighbour tiles,
connections between every other tile, etc. The way these connections are done has
a huge impact on delays and therefore on maximum frequencies. The number of
matrixes crossed, the type of connection and distances are very important aspects
to take into account to optimise timing in an FPGA design.
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CLBs (Configurable Logic Blocks) or LABs, depending on the manufacturer, are
implemented using Look-Up Tables (LUTs) that can be configured to generate any
logic function. These blocks also include multiplexers, shift registers, and
distributed memory elements to store intermediate results.
The file stored in the configuration memory to define the functionality of the
previously described elements, power-up conditions and the connection of the
inner structure of the FPGA is called bitstream. According to the technology used
for the storage of the bitstream file, it is possible to distinguish among different
types of FPGAs:
1) Antifuse Technology: These FPGAs are also called one-time-programmable
(OTP), since once they are programmed their connection paths become
fixed. Therefore, they do not need any external device to store
configurations. However, their flexibility is very low. They are normally
used in environments where security is crucial [Lee’07]. Examples of these
FPGAs are Spartan II/Spartan IIE OTP family or the Microsemi SX-A
family.
2) EPROM, EEPROM and Flash: As well as in the previous case, these FPGAs
are based on non-volatile memories so they do not need any external
device to store configurations unless different configurations are required.
While this aspect offers important advantages like not losing configuration
when they are switched off, on the other side, they can only be configured
a limited number of times, configuration is slower than SRAM FPGAs and
frequency of operation and the number of inner resources are, in general,
lower. An important advantage of these devices is their lower power
consumption compared to SRAM-based FPGAs. An example of these
FPGAs is the Microsemi Igloo family.
3) SRAM Technology: SRAM-based FPGAs can be reconfigured, theoretically,
an unlimited number of times while reconfiguration speed and size are
much higher than Flash-based devices. The main advantage of these
FPGAs is that they can change their configuration totally or partially at
run time. Besides, this reconfiguration can be done from inside the FPGA
fabric to achieve self-configuration capabilities. The main disadvantage of
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SRAM-based FPGAs is their high static power consumption (Figure 7).
Besides, since they are based on volatile memories, their configuration is
lost when the device is switched off. Therefore, if both flexibility and
energy efficiency are crucial, energy saving methodologies need to be
implemented to deal and palliate these problems. Examples of these
FPGAs are Xilinx Spartan, Virtex, Artix and Kintex families or Altera
Cyclone or Stratix families.
4) Combination of technologies: it is possible to find combinations of the three
previous cases like the Lattice ICE40 that can be configured as SRAM or
from a one-time-programmable non-volatile memory.
While OTP FPGAs are not suitable for the design of HPADS due to their lack of
flexibility, Flash-based FPGAs represent one of the best alternatives for mediumhigh complex applications. Their low static power and the fact of being alive at
power up make them energy efficient solutions for applications that require
medium-high complex algorithms and bandwidth levels. However, applications
where a big amount of resources is needed and flexibility for run-time adaptation
is crucial, SRAM-based FPGAs are presented as better solutions. Due to their
higher power consumption, further considerations on the platform design need
to be taken into consideration to achieve a powerful though energy efficient
solution. As it will be seen, waking up an SRAM-based FPGA from a shutdown
mode is only worthwhile if the tasks to be carried out are complex enough.
Since the appearance of the first FPGA in 1985, the XC2064, commercialised by the
Xilinx

co-founders Ross

Freeman and Bernard

Vonderschmitt,

different

manufacturers have entered the market, most of them from the United States (US).
The FPGA market obtained a $3.6 billion revenue in 2012 and it is expected to
reach $5 billion in 2015 [Sem_Eng]. Apart from the enormous amount of possible
applications such as cellular infrastructure, network equipment, highperformance computing, satellites, aerospace, radar and military, miniaturization
is the main reason behind this incredible growth. During the last 30 years, FPGA
manufacturing has improved going from 2 µm [Xilinx History] to the last devices
with 16 nm of the UltraScale+ from Xilinx or the 22 nm Intel’s technology. Xilinx
has even started to work with TSMC in 7 nm [TSMCXilinx]. The main companies
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involved in the development of the FPGA market include Xilinx, Inc. (US), Altera
Corporation US), Tabula, Inc. (US), Achronix Semiconductor Corporation (US),
Microsemi Corporation (US), Lattice Semiconductor Corporation (US), Atmel
Corporation (US), E2V Technologies (UK). Xilinx Inc. possesses half of the market
followed by Altera Corporation. Figure 6 shows the market situation in 2010 and
2011.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: FPGA Market Share in (a) 2011 and (b) 2010. [Sem_Eng]

Although static power consumption is up to a hundred times lower in the case of
Flash-based FPGAs, they offered a significant lower performance. For example,
Microsemi Igloo FPGAs that have been used for the design of the Halloween
platform [Philipp’14] are built on 130 nm while Spartan-6 is built on 45 nm. This
means higher density and better propagation delays. Besides DPR can be
performed so the internal logic can be adapted to changeable conditions an
unlimited number of times, while it can be controlled from the inside of the device.
Information about static power consumption and size of different FPGA vendors
are shown in Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4.
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Table 2: Xilinx FPGAs

Table 3: Altera FPGAs

Table 4: Microsemi FPGAs

The FPGA selected for the platform design needs to have DPR features while its
amount of resources needs to be medium high. Comparing densities among
different manufactures is a difficult task. Classifications are done according to
memory and LUT blocks, macro cells, logic blocks, etc. Although exact
comparisons are difficult, it is possible to say that from the SRAM-based FPGAs
with DPR capabilities, only Altera and Xilinx provide densities high enough to
implement the applications mentioned before (see Figure 7). At the beginning of
this thesis, only Xilinx provided reconfigurable capabilities, so the selection was
done among the different families of this manufacturer.
Among all the Xilinx FPGAs, at the beginning of this thesis the one with the most
competitive power consumption and appropriate size was the Spartan-6. Within
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all the possibilities inside this family, the XC6SLX150 FGG484-2 was selected
because of the high amount of inner resources and IOs. An interesting evolution
of the design proposed in this thesis would be migrating to the Artix family or
Altera Stratix V since they now offer better performance and DPR capabilities are
more mature. Although the Artix family has not been tested during this work, the
architecture proposed has been also implemented in the Kintex-7 device so the
feasibility of migrating to 7-series families has been demonstrated.

Figure 7: FPGA classification [Philipp’14]

Once all the different technologies have been covered, different techniques that
will be used along the document are also introduced.
Systems can be normally characterised by four properties: performance,
functionality, dependability and cost. Along the following subsections, key features
and requirements for High Performance Computing, Dependability concepts and
methodologies and functionality improvements by means of using DPR on FPGA
systems, are exposed.

1.3.3

Dynamic Partial Reconfiguration: Theory and Opportunities

One of the main methodologies to exploit the use of FPGAs in terms of
performance, energy efficiency and fault tolerance is reconfiguration.
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Flexibility has become a key aspect in distributed systems. The capability of being
able to adapt HW functionalities at run time for new protocol updates
[Dunkley‘12], changeable environments and different working loads is crucial for
the new target applications. Reconfigurable systems offer a level of flexibility
equal to SW-based systems with the additional advantage of introducing fully
dedicated HW designs for specific tasks. There are many applications that can
benefit from HW reconfiguration. Wireless communications are able to adapt
parameters and standards at run time to achieve multi-band [Veljkovic’14] and
multi-standard solutions like the ones targeted by the Software Defined Radio
community (SDR) [Tribble'08]. Multimedia applications related to video, like the
Reconfigurable Video Coding (RVC) [Mattavelli’08], or changing working loads
such as the case of smartphones and tablets are good examples of the possibilities
offered by adaptable HW.
Space applications are also a clear target of this kind of devices since, complexity
is increasing, but the number of devices to cope with increasingly complex tasks
is very limited. Therefore, HW reconfiguration where tasks can be multiplexed in
area and time is very convenient, [Osterloth’09] and [Osterloth’10].
In Automotive-Real-Time Systems and aviation, the number of tasks related to
traffic control, guidance and security are increasing exponentially. The number of
Electronic Control Units is increasing [Pham'09], and so it is power consumption,
to cope with mixed criticality requirements. In this scenarios, reconfigurable HW
can offer lower power solutions with a lower number of devices [Harb’11] and
[Claus’07].
Applications with requirements of HPC and high levels of fault tolerance can also
benefit from DPR capabilities. These cases are studied in this PhD Thesis and they
are introduced in Subsections 0 and 1.3.5.
Not only FPGAs are being used in the reconfigurable hardware world, but also
analogue and mixed solutions. FPAAs (Field Programmable Analogue Arrays)
contain Configurable Analogue Blocks (CABs) to create different analogue circuits
combining

operational

amplifiers,

passive

components,

etc.

[Hall’02].

Combinations of analogue and digital elements can also be found, like for instance
the Cypress PSoCs [Cypress] or Microsemi Smart Fusion [Igloo2]. This kind of
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devices are not studied along this thesis since it is focused mainly on digital
design.
Reconfiguration in FPGAs is not limited to DPR. This is probably the most
powerful approach, though the most complex. Different criteria can be selected to
classify reconfiguration [Azarian'09]. The first approach is classifying
reconfiguration according the area affected during the process. Within this
classification it is possible to distinguish between full reconfiguration of the device,
where the whole bitstream is changed, and partial reconfiguration, where only
certain parts of the bitstream are changed. In the second case, complexity is added
since the extraction of partial bitstreams is required, but less configuration
overhead is achieved. The second classification can be done according to how the
reconfiguration process is carried out with respect to the rest of the platform. In
this case there are also two possibilities: static and dynamic reconfiguration. In order
to perform a static configuration of the device, the system needs to be offline
during the reconfiguration process. On the contrary, dynamic reconfiguration
allows changing the configuration of the device while the rest of the platform
continues working. Among all the possible combinations, the most convenient for
the present work is Dynamic and Partial Reconfiguration (DPR). DPR enables
concurrency, since only certain parts of the device need to be interrupted while
the rest continue with normal operation, and therefore, it is the only alternative
for self-adaptation. In addition, smaller configuration files imply lower
configuration time and therefore, less energy, less storage needs and higher
performance. As it will be explained along the document, DPR allows are reuse of
different IPs (Intellectual Properties) while at the same time, it offers scalability
for changing operating conditions.
Benefits and complexity added by DPR are shown in Table 5.
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Table 5: DPR: Benefits and added complexity
Benefits

Added complexity
Introduce partitions

Run time adaptation of HW

conceptually to allow

algorithms

concurrency
Partitions are divided

Smaller devices can be use by
multiplexing tasks

within the architecture
Dynamic & Partial
Reconfiguration

which add design
complexity
Communication

Self-configuration allows more

infrastructures are more

intelligent devices

difficult to organise
Design space becomes

Smaller configuration files for

wider and more difficult

less energy, storage and

to manage with more

acceleration.

complex validation

DPR is then a technique where the device floor planning is a function of time since
it allows the substitution of certain parts of the logic of the FPGA at run time while
the rest of the device continues working, [Koch'12] and [kao’05]. This is especially
interesting for those applications that can be divided in different processing
elements working with certain levels of concurrency, so not all of them are
required at the same time. All these possibilities will be explained in Chapter 3
within the description of the FPGA architecture proposed in this work.

1.3.4 Dependability
The use of FPGAs and how reconfiguration capabilities can be beneficial for the
design of HPADS has been already explained. However, adding complexity and
targeting critical applications required high levels of dependability.
Dependability is defined as “the capability of a system to deliver service that can
justifiably be trusted” [Laprie’01]. Dependability has been a concept linked to
computing since 1830, [Lardner’84] and [Babbage’74]. The purpose of this section
is providing a background that will be later related to the architectures proposed.
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During the forties, first computers were designed using unreliable components,
so different techniques were used to palliate this effect such as redundancy or
error codes control. Fault tolerance techniques achieved through redundancy
were first unified by W.H Pierce in 1965 [Pierce’65]. Laprie formulated a synthesis
of all the collected concepts in 1985 [Laprie’85] as seen in Figure 8.
Dependability must be improved to face the appearance of threats, to prevent
them, or even to forecast their appearance. Threats can be understood in three
different levels: faults, errors and failures. A fault can cause an error if it is an
active fault or be dormant and hidden with no immediate effect.
If an error is created by a fault in the system, this error can provoke a failure if the
system stops delivering a proper service. Therefore, a fault can cause an error, but
this error cannot be considered as a failure until service is not affected. At the same
time, if it causes a failure, this failure can cause a fault causing a reaction chain.

Figure 8: Dependability properties [Laprie’85]

There are several techniques to deal with these threats. These techniques are
normally divided into three different groups: fault prevention, fault tolerance and
fault removal. Most techniques related to prevent the presence of faults are carried
out during design and manufacturing stages, mainly through quality control. An
example of these methodologies is radiation hardening by using special packages
and materials. However, since FPGA design is done after commercialization,
special care needs to be taken at design stage, especially in SRAM-based FPGAs
that are susceptible of failures due to radiation or overheating.
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Fault-tolerance techniques are focused on how to deliver a proper service even in
the presence of active faults. Fault-tolerance analysis has been widely studied on
FPGAs [Radu’14]. Different possibilities will be addressed along the document
related to the node design and the virtual architecture on the FPGA. The proposed
architecture of the proposed node architecture is divided in different power
islands that can be switched on and off as they are needed. In this way, in case a
fault in one of the islands occurs, it is possible to completely isolate the island as
long as it is not critical for the correct behaviour of the whole system. Besides, the
virtual architecture inside the FPGA allows concurrent error detection by means
of HW redundancy with voting and error collection for fault diagnosis. In this
way, faults can be masked numbered, and localised.
Fault removal addresses techniques about how to reduce the number of faults. For
instance, if a soft error, in configuration or processing element design, occurs, the
HW block can be replaced using DPR to a known or fixed configuration file
(working as a checkpoint) to eliminate the error. This is called rollback in
computing and in FPGAs can be done using scrubbing of the configuration
memory by using readbacks [Santos’14] or blind scrubbing with no readbacks
[Heiner’09]. In case of a hard error, when the device is physically damaged; the
area in which the faulty block is placed can be isolated so it does not affect the rest
of the system. This, as well as in the case of the power islands, is called fault
isolation. Voting processes and redundancy are widely studied techniques in the
state of the art [Pratt’07] and [Trefzer’14]. Voter replication or the addition of
partial voters to certain stages of the processing elements are addressed in
[Veljkovic’14] in FPGAs for space applications. Fault tolerance is not limited to
accidental faults but also to attacks. For instance, Side-Channel-Attack (SCA)
protection [He’12] by means of DPR in FPGAs has also been studied. This
technique is very appropriate to be implemented in the ARTICo3 architecture
since double rail communication is possible while the voter module can work as
a comparator for negative blocks.
Fault forecasting estimates the present number or future appearance of faults by
an evaluation of the system behaviour and the probabilistic analysis of faults
[Huang’04]. Although this kind of techniques are not addressed within this PhD
Thesis, the architecture provides information in real time about number and type
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of errors, power and energy consumption, external sensors, occupied area inside
the FPGA and processing speed, among others, that can help in the behaviour
evaluation to implement new techniques.
All these techniques are implemented to maintain the attributes that define a
dependable system, which are according to [Laprie’01]: availability, reliability,
safety, confidentiality, integrity and maintainability Definition of these concepts
are listed below:
1) Availability is the readiness of a system for correct service.
2) Reliability relates to the continuity of correct service.
3) Safety is the absence of catastrophic consequences on both the user and the
environment.
4) Confidentiality is the absence of unauthorized disclosure of information.
5) Integrity is the absence of improper system state alterations. It is a
prerequisite for availability, reliability and safety.
6) Maintainability is the ability to undergo repairs and modifications.
Some features are combinations of the previous. For instance, security can be
considered as the combination of availability, confidentiality and integrity. For
instance, the inclusion of encryption and hash algorithms within FPGA design is
already much extended. Besides, the dynamic inclusion of some of these
algorithms according to the needs of the systems can also be achieved by using
DPR.

1.3.5

High Performance Computing in Embedded Systems

The use of FPGAs with DPR are not only useful to increase flexibility and fault
tolerance, but also to boost performance.
New scenarios, applications and more demanding users are constantly asking for
improvements in the processing capabilities of embedded systems. Even though
semiconductor technology has been following Moore´s law for years, the number
of transistors per chip, although increasing, is not making significant performance
improvements. Adding more peripherals to a single processor or increasing clock
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frequency lead to problems like, for instance, the memory wall [Wulf’95] or heat
dissipation. Multicore and multicore heterogeneous systems [Wolfer’15], on the
contrary, are presented as improved solutions that take advantage of concurrency
and tailored units more suitable for specific tasks. While in multicore
homogeneous systems, SW developers find problems to best utilise the inner
resources, heterogeneous platforms obtain better performance by combining
modules suitable for different specific tasks, like for example, floating point units.
Those are the cases of CPUs plus DSPs, GPGPUs or heterogeneous systems using
FPGAs.
The use of multicore heterogeneous platforms allows embedded systems to reach
HPC capabilities. Among all these platforms, the use of HW reconfiguration using
FPGAs makes possible to take advantage of parallelism, concurrency, dedicated
HW and scalability by means of DPR. HPC applications have been traditionally
performed by supercomputers or clusters of workstations or servers. However,
with the introduction of multicore systems, it was possible to introduce
methodologies to boost performance within inexpensive embedded systems.
Examples of reconfigurable systems for supercomputing applications like SRC-6,
SG1 RASC or CrayXD1 can be found in [Craven’07], [El-Gazhawi’08] and
[Herbordt’07]. These platforms target applications related to financial
computations using, for instance, Monte Carlo algorithms [Schryver’14],
bioinspired scientific computations or cryptography.
One of the ideas behind this PhD Thesis is migrating and scale some of the
methodologies applied in HPC to distributed systems were energy and fault
tolerance are very restrictive. These methodologies will be centred in a
multithread approach, different from the multitask approach used in
multiprocessors.
Some of the problems of these systems are still the translation of algorithms to
HW implementations and the bottleneck between controllers and HW
accelerators. Within this work, the limitations of bus data transmission to the
reconfigurable accelerators are improved to palliate this problem. In case of the
translation of the algorithms, there are solutions like the HDL Coder of
Mathworks Inc. or Vivado HLS (High Level Synthesis) that help designers closer
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to model-based design to be able to implement HW accelerators from high level
tools.

1.3.6

Low Power and Low Energy Design

Including HPC capabilities to boost computation or replicating HW to add
redundancy and, at the same time, keeping power and energy consumption under
acceptable limits is a difficult task.
As for every digital circuit, power consumption of FPGAs can be divided in two
parts: dynamic and static as seen in Eq. 1.
𝑃 = 𝑃𝑆 + 𝑃𝐷

Eq. 1

These two components can be divided according to the different contributions of
core, I/O (Input/output), memories, etc.
Static power is mostly affected by the size of the device and the voltage supply,
although other parameters, such as temperature, also have significant
contributions. The expression of the static power is shown in Eq. 2.
𝑃𝑆 = 𝑉𝑐𝑐 𝐼𝑆

Eq. 2 [Rabaey’09]

Where Vcc is the supply voltage and Is is the static current. Reducing static power
at design level can be a difficult task since most improvements require changes in
the underlying technology. However, reducing voltage supply or cooling can
improve these consumption levels. Static power is present with independence of
the activity of the circuit so it represents an important handicap, especially in
SRAM-based FPGAs. Shutting the system down during long periods of inactivity
can then save a lot of energy.
Dynamic power depends on the switching activity of the circuit and therefore, on
the application. The expression of the dynamic power can be seen in Eq. 3.
𝑃𝐷 = 𝛼𝐶𝑓𝑉𝑐𝑐 2

Eq. 3 [Rabaey’09]

Where α is a parameter related to the processed data, C is the capacitance of the
circuit, f is the operating frequency, and Vcc is the supply voltage. The impact of
the switching activity depends on frequency, processed data (1s and 0s) and also
the interconnections of the circuits.
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It is possible to find a lot of techniques to reduce dynamic power acting on voltage
and clock frequency [Rabaey’09]. Dynamic Voltage Scaling (DVS), for instance,
consists of reducing supply voltage to reduce power consumption. Since voltage
is directly related to the time response of the circuits, this also allows reducing the
operating frequency so further reductions are achieved. This methodology has a
huge impact on dynamic consumption since voltage adds a quadratic component
to the power value [Sreenivaas’10] and [Nunez’07].
Reducing frequency and voltage is a possibility during system operation.
Nevertheless, during standby periods, clock can be completely switched off to
almost eliminate dynamic consumption. This technique is known as clock gating.
Clock gating can be applied selectively to those areas of the device that are in
standby [Huda’09], [Gupta’14]. However, clock management can add complexity
to the design and it is necessary to be very careful since clock lines are very
sensitive signals.
Power consumption in FPGA devices changes from one technology to another
[Microsemi’08]. It is fair to say that Flash-based FPGAs represent the most suitable
solutions for low power applications due to their lower static power (around two
orders of magnitude lower [Microsemi’08]) and their ability of being alive at
power up (based on non-volatile configuration memories with no need of external
memories unless different configurations are needed). However their lower
maximum operating frequency, size, and limited reconfiguration capabilities,
limit their usability in high performance applications. Although SRAM-based
FPGAs are more convenient for HPC applications, their static power is a very
limiting factor. According to [Philipp’14], around 54% of the power consumption
of an SRAM-based FPGA is static, although this depends on the application and
therefore on the dynamic power. Therefore, although different strategies can be
included to reduce dynamic power, static consumption is still the most limiting
factor.
All the techniques mentioned above can be used to reduce power consumption
but it is necessary to introduce an additional parameter to save energy. This
parameter is time. Even though current peaks in this kind of devices can be very
high (hundreds of mA), reducing active time and taking the system to a shutdown
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or sleep mode can save a lot of energy. The power consumption profile of the core
of an SRAM FPGA in a duty-cycle application is shown in Figure 9.
In case of SRAM FPGAs, depending on the desired periodicity of the application,
two different approaches can be taken into consideration: shutdown the FPGA or
take it to a sleep mode. Shutting the system down requires saving the state (if
necessary) prior to cut the power off and configure the device every time the
system wakes up.

Figure 9: Power profile. FPGA duty cycle applications [Philipp’14]. (a) Shutdown
mode and (b) Sleep mode

Sleep modes, on the contrary, such as the suspend mode in the Xilinx Spartan
family or the Flash*Freeze of the Microsemi Igloo family, reduce power by
shutting down IO banks and decreasing clock frequency while keeping
configuration intact. The threshold, above which shutting the system down starts
being worthwhile, is shown in Eq. 4. It is important to highlight that the overhead
included by initial reconfiguration can be very important with respect to the
energy spent during processing. Therefore, waking the system up will only be
worthwhile if the tasks to perform are complex enough. Medium-high and low
performance applications can better benefit from Flash-based FPGAs and µCs
respectively.
𝑇𝑜𝑓𝑓 >

𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑃𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 + 𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑔 𝑃𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑔
𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 + 𝑃𝑠𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑝

Eq. 4

Along this PhD Thesis, different energy-saving methodologies are studied for
each stage of the working profile. Some of them are related to the design of the
platform (HiReCookie node) to optimise energy during inactive and initial
configuration states and some others are focused on resource management and
HW acceleration during the processing period.
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Apart from methodologies centred on the FPGA, different low-power modes for
the whole platform described in this work are also proposed. A higher level
possibility in systems with discrete components is switching on and off
components as they are required or not by the application. These designs divided
in power islands can also have a huge impact in the total power consumption of
the platforms since normally, testing circuitry or certain memories are not used at
all times.

1.4. Thesis Work Lines and Structure of the Document
The rest of the document is divided into two main parts. First, after motivating
the need for new platforms to cover new more demanding applications, the
design of the HiReCookie platform, its parts and several partial tests are detailed.
The design of the platform alone does not cover all the needs of these applications.
Therefore, the second part describes the architecture inside the FPGA, called
ARTICo3, proposed in this PhD Thesis. The architecture and its implementation
are tested in terms of energy consumption and computing performance showing
different possibilities to improve fault tolerance and how this impact in energy
and time of processing.
Therefore, the document is structured as follows. Chapter 1 shows the main goals
of this PhD Thesis and the technology background required to follow the rest of
the document. First, motivation and problem formulation are explained. Second,
a technology framework is provided to give an overview of the technology used
analysing different possibilities and drawbacks for the design of Autonomous
Distributed Systems for high performance applications. For that purpose, three
main aspects are studied: Dependability requirements, High Performance
Computing capabilities and Energy efficiency.
Chapter 2 shows all the details about the design of the FPGA-based platform
HiReCookie. First, a survey about similar platforms in the state of the art is shown.
Second, the actual design of the platform is explained. Third, energy-saving
possibilities are detailed in order to show the usability of the platform not only in
terms of performance but also as an energy efficient solution. To conclude the
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chapter, some tests are shown to validate the design, show different real
applications and characterised both performance and energy consumption.
Chapter 3 describes the ARTICo3 architecture. ARTICo3 provides support for the

inclusion of dynamic resource management techniques to adapt the system to
different needs in real time. The architecture, by means of Dynamic Partial
Reconfiguration, allows the replication of HW tasks to support module
redundancy and multi-block and multi-thread operation. A configuration-aware
data transaction unit permits data dispatching to more than one module in
parallel, or provide coalesced data dispatching among different units to maximize
the advantages of burst data transactions. The selection of a given configuration
is application independent but context-aware, which may be achieved by the
combination of a multi-thread model similar to the CUDA or OpenCL kernel
model specifications. Details of the design of the architecture and its
implementations within the HiReCookie and Kintex-7 FPGAs families are shown.
The proposed model of computation is related to state of the art solutions showing
its advantages for reconfigurable computing.
Chapter 4 is focused on the validation tests of the ARTICo3 architecture. An
application for proof of concept is explained where typical kernels related to
image processing and encryption algorithms are used. Further experimental
analyses are performed using these kernels. Processing time versus number of
HW accelerators, penalizations in terms of processing speed by increasing faulttolerance levels and energy consumption under different working points are
studied. Results are combined to build the solution space for several kernels in
order to understand the different trade-offs among different scenarios.
Comparisons with other state-of-the-art architectures and platforms are also
carried out to highlight advantages and limitations of the architecture.
Chapter 5 concludes the document analysing conclusions, comments about the
contributions of the work, and some possible future lines for the work.
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This second chapter shows all the details for
the design of the FPGA-based platform
called HiReCookie. First, a survey about
similar platforms in the state of the art is
shown. Second, the actual design of the
platform is explained. Third, energy-saving
possibilities are detailed in order to show the
usability of the platform not only in terms
of performance but also as an energy
efficient solution. To conclude the chapter,
some tests are shown to validate the design,
showing different real examples and characterising both performance and energy consumption.
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2.

HW Platform Design: HiReCookie

2.1. Introduction
This chapter shows background material for advanced sensor networks as well as
the platform architecture proposed in this PhD Thesis. The requirements for the
design of HPADS platforms were already introduced in Chapter 1. The need for
evolution is motivated by the appearance of new applications and scenarios
related to security, mixed criticality systems for aerospace, multimedia
applications or military environments, among others. In these applications,
processing bandwidth is increased and more complex algorithms are required.
However, the need for energy efficiency, reduced size and dependability are even
more important than before. Trade-off solutions mixing high-performancecomputing capabilities and affordable energy consumption are then needed to
cope with these new scenarios and applications.
Single microcontroller-based platforms are not suitable for these applications.
Since increasing the available resources per chip is not efficient anymore, the
market is moving towards multiprocessor-based architectures to exploit
parallelism. However, in energy-limited systems, special care must be taken when
moving to this kind of platforms since it might be necessary to conduct proper
power-management strategies to be able to keep energy under affordable ranges.
The use of reconfigurable FPGAs, instead of SW-based multiprocessor systems,
or combined with them, allows creating dynamically-adaptable multiprocessing
solutions with the capability of adjusting their resources in real time.
This second chapter details the design of the HiReCookie platform [Valverde’14a]
along with energy and performance tests, and applications for proof of concept to
motivate the usability of the design.
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This chapter presents the architecture of the high performance node called
HiReCookie. The architecture of the platform, and, in particular, the
aggregation of its implemented energy-saving techniques, are one of the
contributions of this PhD Thesis.

2.2. HW Platforms in the State of the Art
Thanks to their flexibility, Wireless Sensor Networks are now being used in many
different fields [Arampatzis’05] such as industrial control, medicine, modelling of
ecosystems and prediction in environmental monitoring or defence, among others
[Suri’06]. With the success of these distributed systems as information collectors
for the Internet of Things (IoTs), and the advances of technology related to
multimedia applications and advanced sensors for Cyber-Physical Systems
(CPSs), both worlds are being combined to offer more advanced capabilities for
intensive processing applications.
The possibility of using cameras and other multimedia sensors open new
challenges to platform designers, mostly due to the amount of generated data and
the required bandwidth, since most of these platforms still need to work powered
by batteries.
Different possibilities in terms of technology for these new platforms were already
commented in Chapter 1. 32-bit processors offer balanced solutions for medium
levels of complexity while ASIC-based designs offer the best computing
performance and energy efficiency. However, µCs are not suitable for real-time
multimedia applications in part because of the overheads included by instruction
execution, while ASICs lack of the required flexibility. On the contrary,
reconfigurable devices can apply changes to their control and data paths on
demand to be specifically tailored to any application.
In order to extend the life of the network, it is important to apply information
reduction methodologies to minimise the amount of exchanged data. In order to
do that, different approaches can be followed either locally, like for instance, event
detection, fusion or compression, or at network level aggregating data from
different devices. For instance, following an event detection approach, if a face
detection algorithm is being used, only the pixels with information about faces
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will be sent for being recognised elsewhere or, even more, to include the face
recognition stage in the node, and just transmit the ID of the identified individual
or individuals. However, it is necessary to find trade-off solutions between the
complexity selected for the event detection algorithm, and therefore the amount
of energy spent, and the amount of transmitting data. Because of that, adding
more local computing capabilities is crucial, but always keeping in mind energy
efficiency.
Platforms have been designed following different approaches depending on their
target applications. According to their processing systems, the main possibilities
are: (1) standalone low-profile µCs, (2) standalone high-profile µCs, (3) standalone
FPGAs with or without embedded processor, and (4) combinations of µCs or
DSPs, and FPGAs. In addition, some FPGA-based systems have been also used
for node prototyping to illustrate the usability of these devices. As it is shown in
this section, there is no universal solution. Each approach is oriented to a certain
range of applications where resources are optimised in terms of energy, cost and
design time.
Traditional WSNs for low-demanding applications found their best solution in
ultra-low power µCs with enough processing capabilities, low price and ultra-low
power consumption. Some examples of these platforms are summarised in Table
6. An evolution of WSN nodes can be observed through all the platforms
developed by the Berkeley University of California in the first positions of Table
6. This evolution can be seen starting from the weC node until the integrated smart
dust platform called Spec.
Almost all these platforms include an 8-bit microprocessor. These nodes are the
most appropriate solutions for those applications called Sense-Store-Send-Sleep,
where processing requirements are very low and energy consumption is
extremely limited but they are not suitable when higher performance is required.
A proof of how important SW overheads can be, is shown in [Nazhandali’05].
Within this example, a task of a total of 1118 cycles needs 781 cycles only for
interrupt handling. This is a 70 % overhead.
When processing requirements are more demanding, these processors can evolve
to 32-bit architectures with higher amount of internal resources, such as DSP units,
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serial interfaces and bigger memories, but still very competitive power
consumption and price. Examples of these nodes are shown in Table 7. For
applications with medium levels of complexity, 32-bit microcontrollers with
enhanced peripherals and higher frequencies of operation offer more efficient
solutions since they still have low power consumption thanks to the use of deepsleep modes. These platforms combine fast wake-up capabilities with low power
consumption during operation and ultra-low power during sleep modes.
However, applications where processing capabilities are increased to face high
resolution signal processing, a large number of different algorithms, or real time
requirements, are not well supported by these platforms due to the lack of
resources and their SW-sequential processing nature.
Table 6: µC-based low-performance WSN platforms
Platform

Processor

Word Size (bits)

Year

weC Node [Hill’00]

Atmel AT90LS8535

8

1999

Rene Node [Hill’03]

Atmel AT90LS8535

8

2000

Mica Node [Hill’02]

Atmel Atmega163

8

2000

DOT Node [Hill’03]

Atmel AT90LS8535

8

2001

Mica2 Node [Mica2]

Atmel Atmega128L

8

2002

Spec Node [Hill’03]

RISC* Core

8

2003

Telos Node [Polastre’05]

TI MSP430F149

16

2004

TelosB Node [TelosB]

TI MSP430F1611

16

2005

IRIS Node [Iris]

Atmel Atmega1281

8

2007

Waspmote [Wasp]

ATmega1281

8

2007

BTnode [BT]

Atmel Atmega128L

8

2007

Raven Node [Raven]

Atmel Atmega1284P

8

2008

Zolertia Z1 Node [Z1]

TI MSP430F2617

16

2010

XM1000 [Advanticsys]

TI MSP430F2618

16

2011

* Reduced-Instruction-Set-Computer
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It is also possible to find examples in the state of the art of nodes having two µCs,
like the case of the UCLA Medusa MK-2 node [Savvides'02], that combines a lowprofile µC v STMega 128L and a higher performance µC Atmel ARM Thumb.
Some works classify these SW-based WSN platforms into three classes: lightweight, intermediate and high classes [Ang'13]. Light-weight platforms are the
ones with very limited computing capabilities, consumed very low energy and
have limited communication and storage features. An example of these platforms
is the Firefly platform [Mangharam'07]. Some other examples of these platforms
are shown in Table 6. Intermediate platforms, like the TelosB, include more
powerful processors although still very limited. High-class devices, like for
example the Stargate platform that includes a 32-bit XScale microprocessor,
contains enhanced processing architectures that include more peripherals and
work at higher operation frequencies. All these platforms take advantage of
different working modes including deep sleep modes to save energy.
Table 7: µC-based high-performance WSN platforms
Platform

Processor

Word Size (bits)

Year

µAMPS [Min'00]

Intel Strong ARM SA-1100

32

2000

iMote [Nachman'05]

Zeevo TC2001P

32

2005

Stargate [Stargate]

Intel PXA255 XScale

32

2006

iMote2 [iMote2]

Intel PXA271 XScale

32

2008

Sun SPOT [Smith’07]

Atmel AT91SAM9G20

32

2010

Egs [Ko'10]

ARM CortexM3

32

2010

Lotus [Lotus]

ARM CortexM3

32

2011

Opal [Jurdak'11]

ARM CortexM3

32

2011

Architectures dedicated to certain tasks can improve performance while
providing more energy efficiency. This is the approach followed by FPGAs.
However, there are also examples using Application-Specific-Instruction-set
processors (ASIPs) improved for certain applications by improving the data path
for certain instructions which is translated into more computational power. These
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platforms are normally used for encryption or error correction algorithms like the
work presented in [Tsekoura'10]. Other platforms include custom logic using
ASICs to boost certain tasks and achieve better energy efficiency. This is the case
of [Lu’09], or the Phoenix processor [Hanson’09] that reduces its power
consumption to 30 pW during sleep modes, or the case of [Hempstead'11], where
a 130-nm chip powered at 550 mV with a frequency of 12.5 MHz is presented to
decrease consumption. These examples, however, lack the flexibility required by
environments with changing conditions and workloads.
In the last few years, the use of FPGAs to combine the specificity of ASIC
architectures with the flexibility of GPPs is gaining importance in applications
such as multimedia data transmission in [Kaddachi’10] and [Zhiyong’09], sensor
data security related to encryption algorithms [Hamalainen’05] and [Song’10] or
environmental monitoring [Garcia’09] or [Muralidhar’08]. Among all these
applications, some have real-time requirements like [Wang’09] and [Gumbo’08].
However, it is important to take into consideration that using FPGAs can
introduce important consumption overheads depending on the technology used.
Therefore, it is important to distinguish between energy efficiency and higher
instant power consumption. While FPGAs have much higher power consumption
than GPPs, performance can make them more energy efficient than low power
controllers for complex computing. In [Stitt'04], energy savings of 35–70% with an
average speed-up of three to seven times were achieved when critical software
loop instructions were implemented in reconfigurable hardware. In [Telle'04], the
authors implemented a point multiplication operation in elliptic curve
cryptography using a Xilinx XC2V6000 working at 66 MHz. While for a key of 270
bits the HW implementation took 0.36 ms, the same algorithm running in an Intel
Dual Xeon processor took 196.71 ms working at 2.6 GHz. As it can be seen, the
HW implementation was 540 times faster working at 40-times lower frequency
than the processor. This can be used to enhance energy efficiency, however the
authors do not show any energy results to prove it.
Other low-power methodologies can be implemented when using FPGA-based
architectures. In [Liu'09], an asynchronous processor is designed using an FPGA.
This design addresses the concern of limited operation time in battery-powered
wireless sensor nodes. To minimise power consumption, the processor of the
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sensor node was kept in sleep mode when no processing is performed and then
no clock is active. The asynchronous processor uses an event-driven approach to
eliminate the need for a global clock and only powers up along with its related
modules when an event is detected. Results showed that an AA battery was
capable of working for about 60 days.
As it was already introduced, FPGA-based platforms for distributed applications
can be divided into standalone FPGAs with or without embedded processor,
combinations of µCs or DSPs and FPGAs or platforms for node prototyping.
These last cases include off-the-shelf FPGAs within development boards as
prototyping platforms since they have enough resources to host full SoCs, like for
instance the case of the Xilinx Zynq-7000 device. These systems are very
convenient to prove the usability of certain algorithms in HW in an easy and
inexpensive way. Thus, it is possible to test full designs in terms of performance
and power consumption, although power consumption can be altered by the high
number of unused resources, since the tendency is to oversize platform selection
to keep flexibility. Those are the cases of [Hillenbrand’10], [Hinkelmann'08] and
[Leopold'07] that use FPGAs to evaluate custom node architectures. In [Tong'09],
the authors introduce a Spartan-3E prototype board as a high-performance
coprocessor attached to an external ZigBee transceiver for a hyper-chaos
encryption engine. Similar approaches using off-the-shelf FPGA boards are
offered in [Muralidhar'08], [Yan'11] and [Hu'09], this last one being oriented
towards visual sensors. These previous approaches prove that including
reconfigurable devices in WSNs offers benefits in terms of flexibility or
performance, but they do not serve as full proof of concept for applicability in
actual deployments. More examples of these platforms are shown in Table 8.
Apart from the prototyping platforms mentioned above, it is possible to find
actual nodes including FPGAs. When a standalone FPGA is used for a real
platform design that is intended to be deployed in a real scenario, energy
consumption, size and price need to be taken into consideration. One of the
alternatives of nodes using FPGAs is using a pure-HW approach removing the
embedded microprocessor. Some of these examples are specifically customised
for certain WSN applications by adding specific modules in an ASIC-like
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approach or by implementing event-driven architectures inside the FPGA to
avoid the use of general purpose processors [Liao’13]. Within these approaches,
flexibility and network capabilities are sacrificed in order to achieve better energy
efficiency. Some examples using Spartan-3 FPGAs to implement complex
functions such as fuzzy logic based link cost calculation for routing decision
[Haider’05], image compression [Wang’10], running Gaussian average for image
background subtraction [Pham’11] or symmetric cryptography algorithms
[Eryilmaz’09] can be found in the literature.
Table 8: Platforms for high-performance WSN prototyping
Platform

FPGA

Processor

Year

[Plessl'03]

Xilinx Virtex-4

LEON 32-Bit

2003

[Ahola'07]

Altera Cyclone-II

Nios-II

2007

[Volgyesi'07]

Xilinx Spartan-3

Pico-Blaze

2007

[Chalivendra'08]

Altera Cyclone EP1C6240C8

Nios-II

2008

[Muralidhar'08]

Altera Cyclone-II

Nios-II

2008

[Allgayer'09]

Xilinx Virtex II

FemtoJava

2009

[Wei'09]

Altera Cyclone II

Open RISC

2009

[Raval'10]

Xilinx Virtex-4

Blue Core

2010

[Volgyesi'10]

Microsemi Igloo

ARM Cortex-M1

2010

[Raval'10]

Xilinx Virtex-4

Blue Core

2010

[Kaddachi'10]

Xilinx Virtex-5

none

2010

[Zhang'11b]

Altera Cyclone-II

Nios-II

2011

[Cheﬁ'11]

Xilinx Virtex-5

none

2011

[Li'11]

Xilinx Virtex-4

LEON3 / 8051

2012

[Ahmed'12]

Xilinx Virtex-4

Mini MIPS NoC

2012

[Hayek'12]

Xilinx Spartan-3

8051

2012

[Szilvasi'13]

Smart Fusion

Cortex-M3

2013

[Fatecha’13]

Cypress PSoC-5

Cortex-M3

2013

On the contrary, some approaches use an embedded processor inside the FPGA
to perform control tasks. This is the case of the HiReCookie node presented in this
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PhD Thesis. Although the HiReCookie platform includes an external
microcontroller, it is only dedicated to manage the on and off switching of the
power islands in which the design is divided in. No processing is performed by
this controller and therefore it is not considered as an additional processing
element in the platform. Some of these examples, like for instance
[Chalivendra’08] and [Sun’11], take advantage of the computational power and
SW programmability in a single device. More examples of these platforms can be
seen in Table 9.
Table 9: Standalone FPGA-based WSN platforms
Platform

FPGA

Year

RCH [Commuri'08]

Xilinx Virtex II

2008

VAPRES [Garcia'09]

Xilinx Virtex 4

2009

AEPod [Ledeczi'09]

Microsemi Igloo

2009

[Gasparini'11]

Microsemi Igloo AGL600

2010

[Vera-Salas'10]

Microsemi Igloo AGL250

2010

[Turcza'11]

Silicon Blue iCE65L08

2011

WMSN [Pham'11]

Xilinx Spartan 3

2011

[Liao’13]

Xilinx Spartan 3

2013

HiReCookie

Xilinx Spartan-6

2012

However, the most extended solution for the nodes is having an FPGA and an
external on-board microcontroller. Sometimes, an FPGA and an additional
processor can take advantage of the computing performance of the FPGA and the
programmability of the microcontroller. The FPGA can be then dedicated to
intensive tasks offloading the microcontroller, while if the FPGA is not needed its
static consumption can be eliminated by turning it off. Some examples of these
platforms are shown in Table 10. The co-processor can be either in the same board
or as an additional connection board. For instance, the Mica2 mote is extended
with a Xilinx Spartan-II FPGA to handle audio data processing in a counter-sniper
system [Simon’04]. Other examples like [Bellis'05], that includes a low
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performance Spartan-2E or the Cookies platform, which is the base of the platform
proposed in this Thesis, follow the same approach [Portilla’06] including a
Spartan-3 or a Microsemi Igloo FPGA in different versions [CEI].
HW reconfiguration is targeted in some of the previous examples in different
ways and levels. In [Philipp´11], a reconfigurable node that includes a low-power
flash-based FPGA is detailed. The authors overcome the dynamic reconfiguration
problems of the flash-based devices by having a virtual layer on top of the logic
one, which enables different blocks of the system depending on the run-time
needs. In this case, dynamic reconfiguration is emulated (Virtual Reconfigurable
Circuits VRC), since all the blocks already exist in the logic. Furthermore, some
approaches including Dynamic and Partial Reconfiguration using SRAM-based
devices have been also proposed. In [Nahapetian'07], a platform called MicrelEye
is proposed. This platform uses an FPSLIC configurable platform that includes a
small (40k gates) FPGA and an Atmel microcontroller. In spite of the small area of
the device, this is an interesting approach, evidencing the flexibility offered by
reconfiguration, and its application to image sensing. Also the original Cookie
platform was featured with basic possibilities using dynamic and partial
reconfiguration, as shown in [Krasteva’11].
Some of these examples are intended to show the usability of FPGAs in
applications related to WSNs but they are not considering cost or energy
consumption. Most of the actual node designs are based on Flash FPGAs since
power consumption is a main concern when they are to be powered by batteries.
The main reason for using SRAM-based FPGAs is then adding more computing
capabilities and flexibility for those applications that require them. For that
reason, the HiReCookie platform provides solutions within applications that are
far beyond the traditional WSN applications but still considering energy
efficiency as a crucial matter.
For instance, distributed multimedia applications for security perform tasks such
as face identification, audio exception detection, cross line or intrusion detection,
scene change, motion detection, etc. At the same time, these applications deal with
images and require the use of algorithms such as colour linearization and
correction, defective pixel correction, Bayer filters, noise reduction or/and gamma
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correction, only to prepare images for a posterior use. Within these applications,
for instance, face-recognition algorithms, like the Eigenfaces algorithm, perform
matrix calculations, Euclidean distances and comparisons with big databases. In
order to implement all these algorithms, the resources available in flash-based
FPGAs might not be enough. Besides, if working conditions are likely to change
over time not only changing the algorithms used but also workloads or security
levels, the amount of resources is certainly not enough. See comparisons in terms
of available resources in Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4 in Chapter 1.
Almost all the examples shown that included an SRAM-based FPGA selected
either a Virtex device, which is very power consuming, or a Spartan-3 or inferior
FPGAs which are still power consuming compared to the amount of resources
available. Although a better solution now would be including, for instance, an
Artix-7 or a Stratix V, in the moment of the selection of the FPGA for this work,
the best choice in terms of amount of resources and power consumption was the
Spartan-6 family.
The work shown in [Khursheed'11] also includes a Spartan-6 FPGA. They chose
the LX45 device which is 3.5 times smaller than the LX150 included in the
HiReCookie platform. Selecting a smaller FPGA is a good solution to reduce startup times and static power consumption. However, for the applications mentioned
above it might not be enough although taking advantage of DPR capabilities. The
Sentiof node also allows switching the FPGA off during long periods of inactivity.
However, the platform does not allow switching on and off the rest of the
components to increase the flexibility of power modes. In addition,
[Khursheed'11] does not report the use of DPR. Reconfiguration in Spartan-6 is
not supported by the official workflow offered by Xilinx and therefore it is
necessary to use a different methodology. Besides, the Spartan-6 FPGA is in fact
not intended to support DPR so achieving good reconfiguration features is a
challenge. It is possible to find examples in the state of the art where DPR in the
Spartan-6 FPGA has being successfully performed. These are the cases of
[Otero’13] or [Meyer’11]. The dynamic partial reconfiguration flow followed in
this PhD Thesis is an adaptation of the one showed in [Otero’13] for the Spartan6 FPGA but adapted to the LX150 device instead of the LX45 used by [Otero’13].
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Table 10: WSN platforms including FPGA and µC
Platform

FPGA

Processor

Year

Pico Radio [Burghardt'02]

Xilinx XC4000XLA

Strong ARM 1100

2002

Counter-sniper [Simon'04]

Xilinx Spartan II

Atmega 128L

2004

Tyndall [O’Flynn'05]

Xilinx Spartan-II-E Xilinx

Atmega 128L 8051

2005

[Bellis'05]

Virtex 4

RANS-300 [Caldas'05]

Xilinx Spartan II-E

TI MSP430

2005

Hogthrob [Virk'05]

Xilinx Spartan 3

Atmega 128L

2005

Square [Kwok'06]

Xilinx Spartan II

MicroBlaze (2nd FPGA)

2006

Cookies [Portilla’06]

Xilinx Spartan 3

ADuC841

2006

Cookies [CEI]

Microsemi Igloo AGL125

TI MSP430

2012

Parrotfish [Efstathiou'06]

Unknown

ATmega162

2006

Micreleye [Nahapetian'07]

Atmel FPSLIC

Atmel AVR

2007

Microsoft mPlatform

Xilinx Cool Runner-II

TI MSP430

2007

Rewise [Wilder'07]

Xilinx Virtex

TI MSP430

2007

[Tanaka'08]

Microsemi Igloo AGL600

ATmega644p

2008

[Schmid'08]

Microsemi Igloo AGL250

TI MSP430

2008

[Koskinen'10]

Microsemi Igloo

Atmel AVR

2010

[Mplemenos'09]

Xilinx Cool Runner-II

ATmega 1281

2009

PowWow [Berder'10]

Microsemi Igloo AGL125

TI MSP430

2010

[Sun'11]

Xilinx Spartan 3E

Atmel SAM7X

2011

Sentiof [Khursheed'11]

Xilinx Spartan-6 Actel Igloo

Atmel AVR32

2011

[Krasteva’11]

[Lymberopoulos'07]

AGL600
MasliNET [Jelicic'11]

Microsemi ProASIC 3

ATmega 1281

2011

RESENSE [Brokalakis'11]

Xilinx CoolRunner-II

ATmega 1281

2011

CES [Hsieh'12]

Microsemi SmartFusion

ARM Cortex-M3

2012

Halloween [Philipp’14]

Microsemi AGL1000 Igloo

ARM Cortex-M1

2014
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2.3. Design of the HiReCookie Node
This section shows all the information about the HiReCookie platform design
including processing and power supply units, their connections and board
designs.

2.3.1

Cookie Design Approach

The architecture of the HiReCookie platform follows the design proposed by
[Portilla’10]. The Cookies approach represents a modular design where the
functionalities of the node are implemented in physically separated layers or PCBs
(Printed Circuit Boards). The four basic functionalities of these layers are:
communications, processing, power supply and sensors/actuators (from now on sensor
layer) as seen in Figure 10. All the modules are stacked together through vertical
connectors that work both as mechanical links and vertical connection buses.
These vertical buses take all the signals that are exchanged among layers to all the
connected PCBs with independence on whether they are used or not. These
signals include analogue, digital and different power rails. In this way, it is
possible to increase flexibility by adding new layers in case additional
functionalities or extensions are required. The modular design allows changing or
updating the functionality of the node by only changing some of its layers, this
represents another level of reconfigurability. Besides, since not all the nodes in a
network have the same functionality, it is possible to reuse those layers that are
common and add specific ones only when they are required. For instance, Figure
10 (d) includes two sensor layers while Figure 10 (a) only includes one. In the same
way, Figure 10 (c) includes an additional memory layer to increase the already
existent memory in the processing layer. For example, a router node could only
include communications and power supply layers and, in case it is necessary, a
processing layer. However, a sink node only includes the power supply and
communication layers.
Since all the signals pass through the vertical connectors to all the layers, the order
in which the PCBs are connected is arbitrary. The only considerations to take into
account is that, in general, communication and sensor modules are placed on the
sides of the node due to interferences and contact with the environment.
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Figure 10: Cookie Node Architecture

Each vertical connector has 60 pins. There are two vertical connectors in each
layer. This is a total of 120 available connections among layers including power
supply, ground, communication interfaces, sensor signals, etc.
The modularity of the platform allows scalability and an easy update of the
platform capabilities. Due to these reasons, the high performance platform
architecture in this PhD Thesis has been designed following the Cookies layered
approach. In this way, different communication modules and sensors that were
already built for the platform, could be reused. For the design of the highperformance platform, a processing layer that includes a Spartan-6 FPGA and a
power supply layer to provide the required power levels were designed.

Figure 11: HiReCookie layers
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The modules that make the node suitable for high performance applications are
the processing and power supply layers. In addition, the node can be customised by
adding different sensors and communication layers. The following modules were
already designed as part of other research works, [Portilla’06] , [Valverde’12a],
and are completely compatible with the HiReCookie node as seen in Table 11.
Table 11: Available pluggable modules for the Cookie platform
Layer

Module
Micro-camera: Toshiba TCM8230MD
Temperature sensors: SHT11, DS18S20, DS1629
Accelerometer: ADXL213
LDR: HSDL-9000
pH of water: Isfet

Sensors

Conductivity of water: 4-electrodes
Temperature of water: Pt100
Ammonia gas: NH3-B1
Carbon dioxide: CO2-D1
pH of the air or alkalinity
ZigBee 2.4 GHz
ZigBee Telegesis ETRX2
Communication Modules

Wi-Fi WIFly 2.21
Ethernet HanRun HR961160C
GPRS Sim900

The following subsections describe the HiReCookie layers for high performance
operation.

2.3.2

Processing Layer

This section describes the physical design of the processing layer including the
PCB design and all its components and interconnections. Some considerations
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about the internal architecture of the FPGA will also be explained. This will serve
as a starting point for the implementation of the virtual architecture presented in
Chapter 3.
The compatibility of the platform for high performance applications with the
rest of the Cookies modules is one of the contributions of this PhD Thesis.
2.3.2.1

Layout and components

In Figure 12, a block diagram with all the main components of the processing layer
is shown. The processing layer of the HiReCookie node is based on a Spartan-6
FPGA. This FPGA works as a standalone processor and the brain of the
architecture. In addition, the layer includes all the required peripherals for the
correct operation of the processing unit. These components and their
interconnections are detailed as follows.
The processing layer is connected to the rest of the layers through the vertical
connectors as seen in Figure 12. In this way, any part not related to the
management of the system can be left to the rest of the PCB layers. This is the key
concept of the platform: modularity.

Figure 12: HiReCookie Node
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FPGA
The FPGA is the brain of the system. It is in charge of all processing and
management decisions within the node. The FPGA selected is the Xilinx Spartan6 LX150 FGG484-2. The selection of this FPGA was already motivated within
Chapter 1. Within all the possibilities available at the beginning of these thesis, the
Spartan-6 was the best solution (allowing DPR) in terms of power consumption
and number of resources. Besides, there is a pin-compatible low-power version of
the FPGA (Spartan-6 LX150 FGG484-1) in which, according to the manufacturer,
power savings can go up to 40% by reducing the power supply voltage of the core
reducing only 20% of speed [Xilinx_power].
This FPGA family offers dual-register 6-input look-up table (LUT) logic and a
wide selection of built-in system-level blocks including 18 Kb block RAM blocks,
second generation DSP48A1 slices, SDRAM memory controllers, enhanced
mixed-mode, clock management blocks, etc. (See the component datasheet for
more information [Xilinx_Spartan6]).
The FPGA is powered by six power rails: four I/O banks, the FPGA core and the
auxiliary logic. The I/O banks need to be powered according to the components
connected to them. The voltage range for these I/O resources varies from 1.2 V to
3.3 V.
The FPGA core is powered at 1.2 V, except in the case of the low-power version
that is 1 V to reach minimum power consumption. This is the primary power
supply of the FPGA and it needs to be very stable. When the Vccint value is lower
than 0.8 V, the configuration memory loses its content since it is based on volatile
technology (SRAM). This needs to be taken into consideration while using low
power modes.
In the case of the auxiliary logic, it includes some configuration logic and some
internal and I/O resources. The permitted voltages for this rail are both 2.5 V and
3.3 V and needs to be kept above 2 V to keep configuration. The selection of this
voltage depends on the power consumption restrictions (a voltage of 2.5 V can
reduce the power consumption in this rail in up to 40%) and on the voltage
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standard used by the I/O banks. Then, the different power rails are set to the
following voltage values [Xilinx_power]:


Vccint: FPGA core at 1.2 V. It powers all internal functions such as BRAM
(Block Random Access Memory) blocks, DSPs and CLBs. It is also the
input on the Power on Reset (POR) circuit.



Vccaux: auxiliary supply voltage at 2.5 V. It powers clock management tiles,
some I/O resources, dedicated configuration pins and the JTAG interface.



Vcco_0: Voltage supply rail for bank 0 powered at 3.3 V. This bank is
connected to the Analogue to Digital Converter (ADC), the external
oscillator (100 MHz), the communication layer (UART interface) and some
digital sensors through the vertical connectors.



Vcco_1: Voltage supply rail for bank 1 powered at 1.8 V. As it will be
explained in more detail, this bank is placed in the reconfigurable side of
the architecture. Some of the dedicated configuration pins are placed in
this bank. The external Flash memory has also connections in this bank
since the BPI configuration interface is partly in this bank.



Vcco_2: Voltage supply rail for bank 2 powered at 1.8 V. As well as with
bank 1, some of the dedicated configuration pins are placed in this bank.
It is also connected to the external Flash memory. Apart from that, the
external microcontroller for power management tasks is also connected to
this bank. It also serves as the input voltage for the POR.



Vcco_3: Voltage supply rail for bank 3 powered at 1.8 V. This bank is
connected to the both RAM and Flash external memories.

The HiReCookie node includes some low power modes playing with these power
rails. These modes will be detailed within the energy saving methodologies
section.
In order to fully exploit the possibilities offered by the FPGA, it is important to
understand the different configuration possibilities. The configuration of the
FPGA can be done through two different paths: the JTAG port and the external
Flash memory device. The JTAG connection will be used for debugging
(embedded logic analysers and SW debugging), and initial in-situ configuration
purposes. Apart from the JTAG connection, the Spartan-6 FPGA includes several
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initial configuration modes. The one chosen for this architecture is the Master
Byte-wide Peripheral Interface (BPI) mode. This mode allows the FPGA to be
configured directly and automatically from an external Flash memory, where
different bitstreams can be stored. In master configuration modes, it is the FPGA
the one in charge of mastering the configuration clock (CCLK) while in slave
modes the CCLK is taken as an input. See [Xilinx_config] for more information
about BPI configuration.
When the FPGA is powered on, the dedicated configuration pins are evaluated so
the FPGA knows where and how to look for the initial bitstream. In the case of the
HiReCookie node, these pins are directly connected to ground for the BPI
configuration mode. Other platforms leave the connection of these pins so
configuration modes can be changed using switches, however since this platform
is intended to work deployed in multiple environments, this possibility was not
considered for security reasons. Notice that even though the initial configuration
is set to BPI mode, the JTAG could be still available. However, for security reasons,
it should not be soldered for deployment. This would force to populate flash
devices with predefined initial configurations. When the FPGA is powered, the
address port starts providing addresses to the Flash memory. In order to ensure
the correct configuration of the FPGA, it is possible to delay the addresses
generation by holding the Program_B pin until the Flash memory reaches the
correct voltage value. This can be done by the external microcontroller in charge
of executing the power management decisions taken by the FPGA. The external
microcontroller is explained within this section.
As it can be seen in Figure 12, the FPGA includes the following connections with
the rest of the system.


I/O Bank 0 (3.3 V)
o

Several connections to the vertical buses: UART interfaces in the
communication modules and some other SPI (Serial Peripheral
Interface), I2C (Inter-Integrated Circuit) digital sensors and
cameras contained in the sensor layers. It also includes some
additional pins connected to the vertical buses for future
extensions and communication layers.
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o

Connection to the external ADC through an SPI interface. The ADC
will be explained in more detail within the power management
circuit.

o


External 100 MHz oscillator.

I/O Bank 1
o

Several connections to the vertical buses in case reconfigurable
modules need access to external resources.

o


Connection to the external Flash memory: BPI interface.

I/O Bank 2
o

Pin “Done” connected to a led to indicate a successful initial
configuration.

o

Connection to the external Flash memory. BPI interface.

o

Connections to the external µC for power management purposes.
This interface will be explained in detail with the external
controller.

o


Several connections to the vertical buses.

I/O Bank 3: Connection to Both RAM and Flash memories.

In order to plan the external connections of the FPGA, it is necessary to decide
beforehand some area partitions inside the device. Since the system will be
adapted to perform dynamic partial reconfiguration, the inner architecture needs
to be divided into static and dynamic regions. Therefore, it is crucial to control the
I/O resources so that the connections of the static region do not cross the dynamic
area since DPR is done not following the workflow offered by Xilinx and using
Bus Macros. In addition, there are certain hard modules across the inner
architecture of the FPGA that need to be avoided by the reconfigurable region.
Examples of these hard modules are the Memory Controller Block (MCB) for the
connection of the external RAM memory placed near I/O Bank 3, the boundary
scan interface (JTAG connector) placed on the upper right corner, or the ICAP
(Internal Configuration Access Port) port placed on the lower right corner, as seen
in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: Inner division of the FPGA areas

Apart from these hard modules, the BPI connection pins to the external Flash
memory, which are only used during initial configuration, are also placed on the
right side of the FPGA. Due to all these limitations, the internal division of the
FPGA was done as shown in Figure 13. More details about the inner partitions
will be addressed in Chapter 3.
Flash Memory
The memory device selected is a Numonyx Strata Flash Embedded Memory (P30)
model JS28F128P30B85 with a 56-Lead TSOP package [Micron_flash]. This is one
of the NOR flash memories recommended by Xilinx with a storage capacity of 128
Mb. The memory is powered at 1.8 V which matches with some of the FPGA
power rails.
According to the proposed power management strategies that will be described
in the following section, most components included in the node will be switched
off during periods of inactivity. The inclusion of a non-volatile memory device is
required to store sensitive information such as:
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Security copies of different full bitstreams or partial-initial ones. This
includes the Golden Bitstream loaded when an error occurs during initial
reconfiguration.



A library of HW modules. Partial bitstreams that will be loaded when
needed by the application.



HW context data. This context information from the application must be
saved when the FPGA is turned off.

As it was mentioned before, in order to work as the initial bitstream source for the
FPGA, the memory must be connected to the dedicated configuration pins of the
FPGA. Nevertheless, the memory will also work as a storage device for other kind
of information, so it also needs to be accessible through another controller.
Therefore, two different connections will be required for this memory. As it can
be seen in Figure 12, the memory device is connected to the dedicated
configuration pins in banks 1 and 2 and to bank 3 where the peripheral controller
will be placed.
It is important to notice that in order for the Flash to act as the initial bitstream
source of the FPGA, this initial configuration file must be previously stored in the
memory. Since the Flash memory is only connected to the FPGA and it is not in
the JTAG chain, this storage must be done through the JTAG port using an indirect
programming method from the vendor-provided software.
RAM
The RAM memory chosen is the Micron Mobile Low-Power SDR SDRAM
MT46H16M16LF. This memory is a high-speed 256-Mbits, CMOS dynamic
random-access memory. The speed grade chosen is (-6) which corresponds to a
166 MHz with an access time of 3 ns [Micron_RAM]. As well as in the case of the
flash memory, it can be powered at 1.8 V. Read and write accesses to the memory
are burst oriented.
This RAM memory allows fast information accesses as an extension of the inner
BRAM memory of the FPGA. Partial and dynamic reconfiguration speed also has
benefits by using an external RAM memory to store partial bitstreams, compared
to the use of the external flash.
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As it can be seen in Figure 12, the memory device is connected to the I/O bank 3
of the FPGA because the Memory Controller Block (MCB) is placed in bank 3.
Power management system
SRAM-based FPGAs have very high static power consumption (see Chapter 1 for
more information). Therefore, in applications with long periods of inactivity, a
huge amount of energy can be saved by shutting the FPGA and other elements
down. The platform architecture proposed in this PhD Thesis is divided into eight
different power islands that can be switched on and off independently according
to the needs of the system. In this way, apart from reducing power consumption,
it is possible to isolate certain non-crucial parts of the design in case an error
occurs. These islands include not only the different power rails of the FPGA, but
also different elements of the node design.
The power islands in which the node has been divided in are listed below. They
can also be seen in Figure 14:
1. Island 1 (3.3 V): External layers.
2. Island 2 (3.3 V): FPGA I/O Bank 0 and external oscillator.
3. Island 3 (3.3 V): Power and external measurements.
4. Island 4 (1.8 V): External RAM memory and FPGA I/O Bank 3.
5. Island 5 (1.8 V): FPGA I/O Banks 1 and 2.
6. Island 6 (1.8 V): Flash memory.
7. Island 7 (2.5 V): FPGA auxiliary logic.
8. Island 8 (1.2 V): FPGA core.
The division of the architecture in power islands as well as the control of the
low power modes within the node are one of the contributions of this PhD
Thesis derived from the design of the HiReCookie node.
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Figure 14: Power Islands

The FPGA is the brain of the architecture but it is also the most power consuming
element. In order to be able to switch the FPGA off and still be able to wake up
when required, an ultra-low power µC has been included in the platform for the
switching of the power islands. This controller has no processing or management
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decision responsibilities. It is the FPGA the one in charge of configuring the
different power modes and wake up policies into the µC so it can execute the
control of the power islands and some radio communications. Therefore, it can be
said that this µC works as the sentry of the platform since it is always powered,
although changing through different power modes.
In order for the platform to implement better energy saving techniques, the design
includes a power measurement circuitry to monitor the current consumption in
each of the power islands. Current consumption values are gathered by the FPGA
using the external ADC. In this way, the FPGA can collect more information about
the status of the system so that operation can be optimised. Find more information
about Energy Saving Methodologies in Section 2.4.
A block diagram of the Power Measurement Circuitry can be seen in Figure 15.

Figure 15: Power Measurement

The four voltage supply rails described previously come from the power supply
layer through the vertical connectors. Each of the power islands has a power
switch (TPS22907) controlled by the µC through different enable signals. At the
same time, each power rail of each power island includes a shunt resistor (0.01 Ω).
The voltage drop in each shunt resistor is amplified by an instrumentation
amplifier (INA333) so that the voltage value can be passed to the ADC (AD7928)
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and then read by the FPGA. Some relevant information about these components
is shown as follows:
1. External ADC: AD7928 Analog Devices [AD_ADC], 8 channels, SPI
interface, 12 bits, 1 MSPS.
2. Micro switches for the island control: Texas Instruments TPS22907
[TI_Switch], 1.5 A, average turn-on time 48 µs, turn-off time 40 µs,
VoutRiseTime= 36 µs, VoutFallTime=113 µs. These times are important in order to
see how fast the system can be awaken.
3. Instrumentation amplifier: Texas Instruments INA333 [TI_IAMP], zerodrift, rail-to-rail amplifier with an external resistor to set the gain
according to Eq. 5:
𝐺 =1+

100𝐾Ω
Eq. 5
𝑅𝑔

In order to reduce, size, power consumption and costs, not all the islands can be
monitored at the same time. In the case of islands 4 and 8, which correspond to
the external RAM memory plus I/O Bank 3 and the FPGA core respectively,
because of their importance, they have dedicated amplifiers and ADC inputs so
they can be monitored at all times. The connection of the rest of the islands needs
to be selected manually using 0 Ω resistors. Those where run-time monitoring is
more interesting are selected by default. These are the auxiliary logic of the FPGA
(island 7) and the external Flash memory (island 6). The total power consumption
of the node is also connected to the ADC. This connection will be addressed within
the Power Supply Layer Section. The external ADC is not only used for power
monitoring but also to monitor analogue signals from the sensor layers.
The power measurement circuitry is powered at 3.3 V (island 3). Therefore, in
order to be able to measure the voltage drop in those islands powered at either 3.3
V or 2.5 V without saturation, a voltage divider is placed before the amplifier to
adapt voltage levels.
The µC selected for the switching of the power islands is the ATMEL ATtiny
2313V. This is a low-power AVR 8-bit µC with only 2 kB of flash memory. It is
powered at 1.8 V and works at 32 KHz [Atmel_uC]. The selection of this µC was
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done mainly due to its very low power consumption and simplicity, since it is not
used for any management tasks of the system, see Table 12.
Table 12: Power Consumption ATtiny 2313v
Working Mode

Frequency (KHz)

Voltage (V)

Current (µA)

Active

32

1.8

20

Power Down

32

1.8

< 0.1

The main connections of the ATtiny can be seen in Figure 16.

Figure 16: ATtiny. Block diagram connection

The main purpose of the ATtiny is the execution of the low power modes selected
by the FPGA. All these power modes will be detailed in the Energy Saving
Methodologies Section. Since it is the only component of the platform that remains
powered at all times, in order to reduce even more power consumption, the
controller is also taken to a power down mode. As seen in Figure 16, the following
connections are available for the µC:
1. UART interface connected to the vertical bus to interact with the
communication modules (ZigBee or Wi-Fi). If the radio is turned on, the
ATtiny can check the incoming messages to switch the FPGA on or not.
Interrupts can also be created to wake the ATtiny up using the radio
modules.
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2. Analogue comparator: the ATtiny has an analogue comparator to generate
an interrupt in case certain threshold is reached by certain sensor. This can
be used to wake the rest of the system up in case further processing is
required. Either an adaptable reference voltage coming from the power
supply layer or an internal reference can be used to select the threshold
value.
3. There are seven pins dedicated to the enable signals of the power islands..
4. Connections with the FPGA: the communication interface between the
FPGA and the external controller is done through a Universal Serial
interface (USI) that can be configured to work with two or three wires. This
is a pseudo SPI or I2C connection. The selected interface for all the testing
has been an SPI connection. Apart from this connection, there is a one-wire
connection for interruption purposes and one pin connected to the
asynchronous full-chip reset of the FPGA (Program_B pin). The
Program_B connection can be used either to delay the initial configuration
of the FPGA to ensure a correct BPI configuration or to fully reset the
device in case of an error.
After reviewing all the components of the power management system, the main
reasons for the selection of these power islands are explained as follows. Sensor
and communication modules can be very power consuming. Therefore, it is
interesting for the platform to control not only those components placed inside
the processing layer, but also some of the ones placed on the external layers Island
1. Therefore, in the HiReCookie design, the 3.3 V power supply rail that passes to
the upper connectors of the processing layer is controlled by the external µC. In
this way, it is possible to switch on and off whichever layer connected on top of
the processing layer.
Island 2 includes the I/O bank 0 and the external oscillator. This island needs to
be switched on for the correct operation of the FPGA but fully powered off when
the FPGA is not working.
Power Island 3 includes the ADC and the instrumentation amplifiers for power
monitoring. This is one of the islands that, although very useful, is not crucial for
a basic operation of the system. In addition, monitoring its own power
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consumption in real time is not as important as in some other islands. However,
it is important to characterise how expensive is, in terms of power consumption,
introducing power consumption monitoring in the normal operation of the
system. This island can be switched of when neither power monitoring or
analogue sensors are being used.
Island 4 corresponds to the external RAM memory and I/O bank 3 of the FPGA.
Although data transactions to the external RAM memory will be done almost at
all times, in case power consumption needs to be sharply reduced, it is possible to
shut this island down and make use of the internal RAM memory of the FPGA. In
the same way, monitoring its power consumption is very useful when
characterising the virtual architecture inside the FPGA. As it will be shown within
the following chapter, the power profile of the RAM memory is used to
distinguish between different modes of operation and kernel executions by
observing when memory accesses are performed. Besides, initial configuration
can be performed from the flash memory connections in banks 1 and 2 being this
island completely switched off. This can add some extra energy reduction as it
will be explained in the how to start up the system and the order in which the
power islands must be switched in Section 2.4.2.
Island 5 includes I/O banks 1 and 2 of the FPGA. This island needs to be powered
for the initial configuration of the FPGA since the connection to the flash memory
is placed in its pins and POR checks the voltage value of Bank 2. Since these two
banks corresponds to the reconfigurable region inside the FPGA, when none of
the reconfigurable HW modules need external connections, this island can be
switched off. In normal operation the flash memory is accessed through I/O bank
3. In case of having island 3 switched off, it is possible to use these banks to access
the flash memory during normal operation. However, in this case, it will be
necessary to reduce the size of the reconfigurable region to allow the connection
from the controller to the I/O resources.
Island 6 corresponds to the Flash memory. This island needs to be powered for
the initial configuration right before the FPGA in order to avoid the internal logic
sending addresses to a non-powered memory and then cause a wrong
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configuration. In normal operation if no new partial bitstreams need to be loaded
into the system, this island can be switched off.
Island 7 is the auxiliary logic of the FPGA. This island share the enable signal with
island number 8. This is the only island powered at 2.5 V in the system. In
addition, it is interesting to monitor its power consumption during operation
since it is one of the representative rails indicating the state of the FPGA.
Island 8 is the FPGA core and the most important island of all. First of all, it is the
most power consuming rail during operation (see values in Chapter 4). Second,
observing its power profile provides loads of useful information in order to
characterise the operation of the system. Third, it is the only island powered at 1.2
V (or 1 V in the low-power version). Due to these reasons, it has its own power
measurement circuitry and ADC input.
2.3.2.2

PCB Design

The design of the Printed Circuit Board (PCB) was done to be compatible with the
rest of the Cookie layers. This includes restrictions in terms of size, 60x40 mm,
position of the vertical connectors on both sides of the PCB and the placement of
the components so no physical interactions occurred.
The PCB contains 215 components and it is divided in ten layers. A picture of the
PCB can be seen in Figure 17.

Figure 17: Processing Layer of the HiReCookie node

In order to increase the debugging capabilities of the platform, an additional
expansion board was also designed, as seen in Figure 18. This board enables
different debugging connections as well as serving as a power supply interface to
power the HiReCookie from an external power supply source.
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Figure 18: Expansion board

2.3.3

Power Supply Layer

It is not the intention of the document to go into details about the design of this
layer, but to give enough information to understand how the node works and how
it is powered. The block diagram with a summary of the main components of the
power supply layer is shown in Figure 19.

Figure 19: Power Supply Layer. Block diagram

A new design for the power supply layer was required since the new processing
layer demands higher current values and five different power rails (1.2 V, 1.8 V,
2.5 V, 3.3 V and a voltage reference for the external microcontroller), for instance
peaks of more than 1 A in the case of the FPGA core working at 1.2 V. As it can be
seen, the node can be powered either from a lithium battery or from a USB
(Universal Serial Bus) cable. The USB connection has three main goals: powering
the node, charging the battery and acting as an UART connection for debugging
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purposes. The battery level and the current consumption of the whole node can
be monitored by the processing layer so that energy saving methodologies can be
implemented.
When both the battery and the USB cable are connected, the system is powered
by the USB connector, while at the same time, the battery is charged using an
integrated circuit MAX1874 [Maxim_charger] that controls the process. Both the
battery and the USB outputs are connected to an integrated DC-to-DC converter
from Texas instruments [TI_DCDC], Tps650243, with five outputs that provides
the needed voltage and current values for the rest of the node. This DC-to-DC
converter is an integrated circuit (IC) from Texas instruments that includes two
power modes depending on the load connected to it. In this way, during sleep
periods, the load connected to the converter is low, so the power mode changes to
power down mode with a current consumption of less than 1 mA.
The final design of the Power Supply layer can be seen in Figure 20.

Figure 20: Power Supply layer

2.4. Energy Saving Possibilities
The handicap in terms of power consumption introduced by including an SRAMbased FPGA as well as increasing memory storing capabilities and adding new
modern sensors in the design of the node, was already explained in Section 1.3.6.
In order to be able to reduce power consumption to the minimum possible, it is
important to study all the different components and stages of the power
consumption profile of the node. Once these stages are characterised, it is possible
to introduce different possibilities to reduce either power consumption or time so
total energy is reduced. The possibility of monitoring its own power consumption
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and timing, as well as being able to control its power islands, allow the node to
introduce dynamic methodologies to adapt its workloads to the remaining
battery.
The architecture of the HiReCookie node has been already detailed in the previous
section. However, all the different power modes of the main components and
details about the use of the power management circuitry are explained in this
section.

2.4.1

Platform Components: Low-Power modes

In addition to the possibilities offered by the division in power islands, it is
important to fully exploit the inherent low-power modes offered by the
manufactures. All the different power modes of the main components of the
platform are detailed as follows.
2.4.1.1

ATtiny 2313V

The following features are considered in the code running in the ATtiny processor
to decrease as much energy as possible. In the case of the HiReCookie platform,
the µC is powered at the minimum voltage of 1.8 V and it is configured to work
at 1 MHz during active mode, finding a trade-off solution between power
consumption and speed. Some typical power consumption values of the µC are
shown in Table 13.
Table 13: Power Consumption of the ATtiny 2313V
Mode

Voltage (V)

Frequency (MHz)

Current (µA)

1.8

1

230

1.8

0.032

20

Idle

1.8

0.1

10

Power Down

1.8

0

< 0.1

Active

The µC includes different low-power modes. Sleep modes allow the application
to shut down the unused parts of the MCU (Micro Controller Unit) to save power
and energy. The sleep modes included in the ATtiny 2313V are: Idle, Power-Down
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and Standby (this last only recommended if using an external crystal, which is not
present in the case of the HiReCookie node). The three power modes are
summarised as follows:
1. Idle Mode:
a. Stopped: halts the clock of the CPU and flash memory.
b. Working: UART, analogue Voltage comparator, ADC, USI,
timer/counters, watchdog, and the interrupt system continue in
operation.
c. Wake up: external triggered interrupts as well as internal ones like
the timer-overflow and UART-transmit-complete interrupts. If
waking up from the analogue comparator interrupt is not required,
the analogue comparator can be powered off to reduce even more
power consumption. The time required to wake up from this
operation mode is only six clock cycles.
2. Power-Down Mode:
a. Stopped: all generated clocks are halted allowing operation of
asynchronous modules only.
b. Working: external interrupts, the USI start condition detection, and
the watchdog continue operating (if enabled).
c. Wake up: an external reset, a watchdog reset, a brown-out reset,
the USI start condition interrupt, an external level interrupt on
INT0, or a pin change interrupt can wake up the MCU. When
waking up from Power-down mode, there is a delay from the
moment the wake-up condition occurs until the wake-up becomes
effective. This allows the clock to restart and become stable after
having been stopped. The time required to wake up from this
operation mode is 4.12 ms including time to leave the power-down
mode and additional reset delay.
3. Standby Mode: This mode is like the previous one with the difference that
it requires an external oscillator that is not switched off. From this mode,
the MCU only needs six clock cycles to wake up. However, with the
oscillator running, power consumption is higher than in the previous one.
This mode is not possible with the current platform, since this wake up
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time do not represent a bottle neck in comparison with the initial
reconfiguration time as it will be explained in this section.
2.4.1.2

Xilinx Spartan-6 LX150 FGG484 -2

As it has been already explained along the document, one of the most important
handicaps of SRAM FPGAs is their high static power consumption. In order to
reduce power consumption during idle periods, the manufacturer offers powerdown modes that significantly reduce the power footprint of the device. In the
case of Xilinx and the Spartan-6, the device includes two low-power modes:
Suspend and Hibernate. During these modes, it is important to know which
elements can be switched off and what is the time required both to enter and to
exit the mode in order to establish a threshold value above which shutting the
FPGA off is an advantage.
Suspend Mode
The Suspend Mode offers the following features:
a. Reduces static power up to 40% according to the manufacturer
[Xilinx_power]) by switching I/O banks off.
b. Both configuration and application data are retained.
c. Fast enter and exit (detailed values are shown within this section).
d. This mode also allows synchronisation with the FPGA application
to acknowledge a ready state prior to change to Suspend mode.
e. It is possible to configure up to eight different pins to wake the
system up from Suspend mode.
f.

It is possible to define the behaviour of all output and bidirectional
pins during Suspend mode prior to enter on it.

g. Clock primitives are write protected during Suspend mode.
h. FPGA inputs and interconnections are shut down to keep design
state intact.
The times required for the FPGA to enter and leave Suspend mode are 1.5 µs and
75 µs, respectively.
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Power consumption during Suspend mode is highly dependent on what is
configured in the FPGA since both Vccint and Vccaux are kept powered. On the
contrary, all Vcco can be powered off with a significant energy saving.
Hibernate Mode
The consideration of the Hibernate mode as a low-power mode of the FPGA is not
an accurate statement, since hibernation consists of switching the FPGA off with
no configuration or application data retention. Therefore, the only capability
given by the manufacturer is ensuring hot swapping. This means that no damage
will be caused to the FPGA for connecting it to already-powered circuits or by
powering on and off the device whenever it is necessary. This is possible because
I/O pins are high-impedance before and during power-up and configuration and
there is not current path from I/O pins to the voltage supplies. This capability is
fully exploited by the HiReCookie node thanks to the control of the power islands
provided by the external microcontroller. Therefore, it is important to know how
to swap from one state to another, the time required for powering on and off each
of the power rails of the FPGA, and have in mind the rest of the peripherals
connected to the device.
The Spartan-6 includes a Power-On-Reset (POR) circuitry, to ensure that all the
necessary rails (Vccint, Vccaux and Vcco_2) are properly powered (0.2 to 50 ms) before
releasing the configuration reset. After the three power rails are stabilised and
after tPOR (5 to 40 ms), the configuration process can start. After configuration, the
POR circuit does not monitor the Vcco_2 rail so it is possible to power off this island
if necessary during operation with no configuration loses. Thanks to the POR
circuit, there is not special power-on sequencing since the three rails must be
powered for the FPGA to be configured. However, it is necessary to hold the
configuration reset (holding the Program_B from the ATtiny controller) until the
external Flash memory is powered to avoid errors in the initial BPI configuration.
2.4.1.3

External Elements

Apart from the components included in the processing layer, it is also important
to take into account external components such as sensors, communication
modules or even the power supply layer. Since sensors are highly dependent on
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the target application and their power consumption values change radically from
one example to another, sensor modules are not to be considered in this study.
Radio modules are an important contribution to the general power consumption
of the node. Although, their selection is also very application-dependent, an
example using a ZigBee module is introduced to give real values and examples
for the energy saving methodologies. This module will be used in the validation
tests.
The selected radio module is the ETRX2 from Telegesis [ZigBee]. The radio
module includes four different power modes. Every one of these modes has
different power consumption that depends on whether the node is working either
as a router or as a coordinator, or if the node is working as an end-device.
When the node is working as a router or as a coordinator, the communication
module should be working in awake-state since the rest of the network depends
on its behaviour. When the module is working in idle mode, it can be woken up
using commands sent from the external microcontroller or the FPGA. However,
if a deeper sleeping mode is required, such as Power down 1 or Power down 2,
the ATtiny has to trigger an external interruption to wake the module up, or in
the case of Power down 2, internal timers can be used. Some power consumption
values for the selected communication module are shown in Table 14.
Table 14: ZigBee Module ETRX2 Telegesis. Power Modes

2.4.2

Power Mode

MCU

Radio

Timers

Power

Awake

Awake

Awake

User defined

118 mW

Idle

Idle

Asleep

User defined

15 mW

Power Down 1

Asleep

Asleep

Off

2.3 µW

Power Down 2

Asleep

Asleep

User defined

2.3 mW

Power Profile: Stages and energy analysis

The power profile of duty cycle applications using SRAM-based FPGAs is shown
in Figure 21.
The stages shown in Figure 21 can be divided into three different phases:
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1. Phase0 corresponds to stage0 where the node is inactive and waiting for
an event to wake it up. This event can be either an external interrupt or a
periodic event.
2. Phase1 corresponds to the wake-up process, which includes stage1 for the
power up of the platform, and stage2 for the initial configuration of the
FPGA.
3. Phase2 includes all the processing tasks carried out while the node is
awake and the FPGA is performing certain processing tasks. It includes
the time required for processing, stage3, and the time required for a
possible state or context saving, stage4.
The energy consumption in each of the stages depends on different parameters
such as power-down modes, power-up sequences, etc. as it will be shown within
this section.
By properly managing the power islands and the loading of the initial bitstream
of the FPGA, it is possible to reduce energy consumption in some of these phases
by reducing power and/or time.
One of the most important decisions to decrease energy consumption is selecting
the low-power mode for the FPGA during inactive periods. Finding a threshold
value for the inactive time to decide whether the FPGA should be taken to a
Suspend mode or switched off is very important to save huge amounts of energy.
In SRAM-based FPGAs configuration is lost at power off. Therefore, one of the
most important contributions to this analysis is the energy required for the initial
configuration of the device. However, it is also important to take into account the
energy spent in saving the state (if necessary) in an external memory prior to
switch the FPGA off and the time required to power up all the islands. The powerup stage (stage1) includes the time to switch all the necessary islands on. Within
this stage, there are many different cases to consider since different sleep modes
include different states of the power islands. However, when changing to a sleep
mode, most of the rest of the islands are powered off. Therefore, the only
difference between stage1 in the case of changing to a Suspend mode or the same
stage but changing to hibernation is the time required to power Vccint and Vccaux on.
However, the energy spent in switching on these two islands can be considered
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negligible compared to the time required for the initial configuration of the FPGA.
Therefore, it is possible to simplify Eq. 9 for the threshold value considering that
stage1 is equal in both cases. Following the diagrams shown in Figure 21, it is
possible to obtain the following equations for the energy consumed in each of the
stages and then obtain the threshold time above which it is worth changing the
FPGA to hibernation instead of to Suspend mode.

Figure 21: Power profile of a generic application in the HiReCookie node. The upper
graph represents the profile when switching the FPGA off and the lower when
changing to suspend mode.

Each power and time component of the previous equations has different
contributions. These main contributions are shown as follows.
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𝐸𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝑃𝑝𝑤𝑢𝑝 𝑇𝑝𝑤𝑢𝑝 + 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑓 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑓 + 𝑃𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐 + 𝑃𝑠𝑣𝑠𝑡 𝑇𝑠𝑣𝑠𝑡

Eq. 6

+ 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑐 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑐
𝑠𝑢𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑

𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑐

ℎ𝑖𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑒
= 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑐
+ 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑓 + 𝑇𝑠𝑣𝑠𝑡
𝑠𝑢𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑

𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑓 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑓 + 𝑃𝑠𝑣𝑠𝑡 𝑇𝑠𝑣𝑠𝑡 = 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑐 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑐
ℎ𝑖𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑒
𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑐
>

𝑇𝑠𝑣𝑠𝑡 (𝑃𝑠𝑣𝑠𝑡 − 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑐 ) + 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑓 (𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑓 − 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑐 )
𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑐

Eq. 7
Eq. 8
Eq. 9

All the actions to decrease energy consumption are explained as follows within
the different stages o the working profile of the platform.
Phase0. Stage0: Inactive time
In order to keep energy consumption under control, power consumption should
be close to zero during inactive periods. At the same time, these periods must be
as long as the application and processing speed allow. This is possible by
managing the power islands so that only those elements strictly necessary are
powered. The components that need to remain active during sleep time are the
ATtiny controller and the element in charge of triggering the wake-up process.
Both the microcontroller and the trigger must be working in a power-down mode
when possible. Depending on each application, there will be different available
sleep modes based on the control of the power islands together with the
management of the power saving modes of the components that remain powered.
As it was already introduced, the ATtiny controller includes three different power
modes: Idle, Power Down and Standby. The microcontroller can wake the system
up using different interrupt sources. The selection of these sources depends on the
power mode that is being used since it defines how deep the system is sleeping.
The following table shows some possibilities of different sleep modes that
condition the different methodologies and sleep modes of the nodes.
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Table 15: Low-power modes
Components
Low-Power
modes

ATtiny 2313V

Idle
External
Interrupts

Wake-up
possibilities in
HiReCookie

Power
consumption

Power
Down

Spartan-6
XC6SLX150
Suspend

Timer

ZigBee ETRX2 Telegesis

Idle

Timer
AT

Timer

Reset

Voltage

External

External

Comp

int.

Interrupts

UART

INT0

Reset

(FPGA)

~18 µW

< 0.18
µW

ATtiny

Power

Power

Down 1

Down 2

External
Interrupts

commands

Timer
External
Interrupts

Reset

Reset

~2.3 µW

~2.3 mW

Reset
Depends
on

~15 mW

application

Even though sensors are not included in this study, they can be an important
cause of energy consumption. Since island 1 can include sensors and/or
communication modules, in case a sensor module is very power consuming, and
it needs to be switched off, but the communication module needs to be used as
wake-up trigger, they cannot be contained in the same island. However, the
module can be asleep, which enables a very important wake-up possibility while
introducing a very low power when working within the deepest power mode. See
Table 15 for more information.
In order to select the most appropriate sleep mode, it is important to take into
consideration all the possibilities and limitations of the platform. Table 16 shows
the most common sleep modes and those ones with the lowest power
consumption. Some other possibilities can be also implemented but they depend
on the target application.
In order to fully understand Table 16, some considerations need to be explained.
Although waking the microcontroller up from power-down mode can be done
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using an internal timer, a pin interrupt or an external reset, only the timer can be
used during sleep modes since all the other possibilities need to be triggered by
the FPGA, and in either Suspend or Hibernate modes, the FPGA has their I/O
resources powered off. In the same way, all the sleep modes imply that the FPGA
is powered off. However, the same combinations could be obtained with the
FPGA working in Suspend mode by leaving islands 7 and 8 powered. The only
difference would be a faster wake-up phase but higher power consumption.
As it can be seen, island 1 is not included in the columns. Its behaviour is divided
into two columns for the communication module and sensors since they can be
either together or not.
When the ATtiny is working in power-down mode, it makes no sense having the
ZigBee module powered but asleep unless the communication module is not
included in an island. If the ZigBee module is not included in an island, only PD1
mode makes sense since both elements waking up from an internal timer would
require synchronization.
Black tiles within Table 16 refer to the selected options. All the power
consumption values shown in the table refer to datasheet values.
The division in islands is here reminded for clarity.
1. Island 1 (3.3 V): External layers.
2. Island 2 (3.3 V): FPGA I/O Bank 0 and external oscillator.
3. Island 3 (3.3 V): Power and external measurements.
4. Island 4 (1.8 V): External RAM memory and FPGA I/O Bank 3.
5. Island 5 (1.8 V): FPGA I/O Banks 1 and 2.
6. Island 6 (1.8 V): Flash memory.
7. Island 7 (2.5 V): FPGA auxiliary logic.
8. Island 8 (1.2 V): FPGA core.
The different low power modes offered by the HiReCookie node are a
contribution of this PhD Thesis derived from the division of the platform in
power islands and the control offered by the ultra-low power microcontroller.
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Table 16: Sleep Modes HiReCookie
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Phase1. Stage1: Power Up
Once the wake-up event triggers the wake-up process, phase1 is started. The first
stage of Phase1 corresponds to the time required to wake the ATtiny and/or the
communication module, depending on the previous sleep mode, plus the time
required to power the rest of the islands until the initial configuration of the FPGA
can start.
There are not many things to do to improve this stage since wake-up times and
power-up times are basically defined by the selected components. However, some
considerations on the power-up sequence of the islands can improve wake-up
time and therefore energy consumption while ensuring a correct procedure. The
main steps followed by the platform at power up are listed below. Notice that this
is an example, time values can vary from one sleep mode to another or depending
on which islands need to be powered. This example illustrates the waking-up
process from sleep mode 1 powering all the islands but islands 1, 3 and 4. These
islands can be switched on afterwards if needed.
1. External event that triggers the wake-up process. Internal timer in the
ATtiny processor.
2. The ATtiny changes from Power-Down mode to active. Steps 1 and 2 take
4 ms.
3. Wake-up routine in the ATtiny. This depends on the configuration
selected by the FPGA before entering into the sleep mode. For this
example, running the code to start the islands plus configurations of the
ATtiny takes 20 µs.
4. This step starts immediately after the first instruction of the code running
in the ATtiny processor. Then, the islands are powered in the following
order:
a. Island 6 (Flash memory) to guarantee that once the FPGA is
awaken the memory is ready to serve the initial bitstream.
According to datasheet values this is around 60 µs.
b. Island 2 (external oscillator and I/O Bank 0) to guarantee that the
oscillator is working when the initial configuration starts.
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c. Islands 5, 7 and 8 can be powered in any order since the POR is not
released until the three of them reach their threshold values.
d. The rest of the islands can be switched on or not depending on the
application. There is enough time to do it while the FPGA is being
configured as it will be shown in the following stage.
This fourth step takes around 10 ms including the power up of the islands,
rising times for the switches, etc.
Dividing and identifying time and power consumption values for each of these
steps is not an easy task since several of them are actually happening in parallel.
Several measurements, either using an oscilloscope or timers, were carried out.
An average time of 15 ms was measured. Real values of these stage will be shown
together with the initial configuration of the FPGA. Then energy will be calculated
including start-up time and configuration time.
Phase1. Stage2: Initial Configuration:
The energy spent during the initial reconfiguration process can be considered as
the main handicap of using SRAM-based FPGAs. It is a direct consequence to their
high static power consumption since they need to be powered off during long
periods of inactivity. Because of this fact, these FPGAs will be only suitable
whenever the processing requirements of the target applications are intensive
enough and not for regular lower-end WSN applications.
Reducing energy consumption means reducing instant power and/or time during
initial configuration. Reducing instant power during the initial configuration
process is possible in the HiReCookie platform by powering only those islands
that are strictly necessary for the initial reconfiguration process. This is, for
instance, leaving the external layers, power measurement circuitry or the RAM
memory switched off during this stage.
In order to reduce configuration time, configuration frequency can be increased,
configuration interface improved and/or the size of the initial bitstream file can
be reduced. Playing with the values of the reconfiguration frequency and interface
depends mostly on the non-volatile device used. As it was already explained, the
initial configuration in the HiReCookie platform is done through a parallel BPI
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interface from the external Flash memory. The maximum frequency allowed
using this master method is defined by the maximum value of the Configuration
clock (CCLK). This value is defined within the BitGen options in the ISE SW
through the -ConfigRate parameter. According to the manufacturer´s datasheet
the maximum value allowed is 100 MHz. In this version of the HiReCookie, due
to routing restrictions between the Flash memory and the FPGA, a maximum
value of 6 MHz was achieved. The possibility showed in this work is reducing the
size of the initial bitstream to reduce configuration time and save energy. This
reduction combined with a frequency increase introduces important energy
saving as it will be detailed.
This second possibility, reducing the size of the bitstream, consists of erasing those
parts that are not necessary for the initial configuration, always maintaining the
format of the bitstream file. This approach has been already used in the state of
the art, first in [Hubner’10] for the Spartan-3 and then by [Meyer’11] for the
Spartan-6 FPGA. Reducing the size of the bitstream has not only been used to
compress the initial bitstream but also regular partial bitstreams. This is the case
of [Li'01] and [Stefan’08]. However this compression methodologies required a
decompress algorithm inside the FPGA and therefore cannot be used for initial
configuration. The methodology proposed in this work follows a similar approach
as the one proposed in [Meyer’11].
Taking into account that a design that is intended to be partially reconfigurable is
divided into two different regions: static and dynamic, and that initially the
dynamic region is completely empty, all the information regarding this area can
be erased from the initial bitstream file. Besides, by properly placing the design
on the static region, it is also possible to leave as many empty areas as possible so
that they can also be erased from the file. Later on, during the processing stage,
partial bitstreams can be loaded when required by the application, in parallel with
other possible duties of the node, interleaved with other stages.
An empty area in the FPGA is translated in an empty portion of the configuration
memory, this is, a portion full of zeroes. Therefore, a zero that has no physical
effect on the logic configuration can be erased from the initial bitstream. If the
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amount of empty areas is big enough, the reduction of the bitstream file is very
significant (around 80% according to experimental results shown in Section 2.5).
In order to be able to erase parts of the bitstream file, it is necessary to know its
structure in detail and therefore the inner structure of the FPGA. In order to
understand this compression method, some information about the architecture of
the FPGA and the bitstream file are shown. For additional information about the
bitstream see the manufacturer´s datasheet [Xilinx_config].
The internal architecture of the Spartan-6 LX150 FPGA is divided into 12 clock
regions. Each region is divided into columns. Each column includes different
reconfigurable elements: CLBs with slices LX or MX (depending on the internal
resources), BRAM blocks, DSP blocks, I/O resources and DCM. The distribution
of these columns is not given by the manufacturer for this FPGA model since the
Spartan-6 FPGA was not intended to be reconfigurable and it is not supported by
any of official workflow provided by the manufacturer. Therefore, it was
necessary to obtain the number of frames per column as well as their order by
moving dummy designs across each clock region of the FPGA in order to observe
how the bitstream was changing.
At the same time, these columns are divided in frames. Remember that a frame is
the minimum reconfigurable unit of information that can be read or written from
and into the configuration memory. A frame can be understood as a sub-column
inside every column with a little amount of information of the whole column. In
the Spartan-6 family, each frame consists of 65 words of 16 bits.
The structure of the bitstream file is divided into three different parts: Header,
Body and Tail, as seen in Figure 22. The header contains information about the
device, reconfiguration speed, CRC, etc. The body contains all the information
about the CLBs, BRAM routing, and IOBs. It is where all the configuration frames
are contained. The tail includes synchronization commands, CRC checking, etc.
In order to read or write in the configuration memory, each frame has their own
address (FAR address) that consists basically in its clock region, column and the
number of frame inside the column. Then, the bitstream file within the body
region consists basically of read/write commands, addresses and the info
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contained in each frame [Xilinx_config]. Knowing the structure of the FPGA and
the bitstream file, it is possible to identify the content of each frame in the
bitstream so that if a frame is completely null, it can be erased with the consequent
updating of the next address and frame content. The main idea is shown in Figure
22.

Figure 22: Compression of the bitstream

The size of a full bitstream of the Spartan-6 LX150 is 4.025 MB [Xilinx_config]. By
using the bitstream compression option of the BitGen provided by Xilinx (-g
compress option), it is possible to reduce the size of the initial bitstream up to 65%
by eliminating duplicated configuration data frames using the Multiple Write
Frame Register (MFWR). This happens normally when the initial bitstream is
mainly empty or in designs with unused BRAM blocks or HW multipliers.
However, in general, higher compressions can be achieved.
If the same frame needs to be written a fixed number of times, it can take up a lot
of space within the bitstream file. Therefore, in the case of the compressed one,
when a frame is repeated a certain number of times, the frame is stored in a MFWR
followed by a command to specify the frame address. The procedure is shown in
Figure 23. The bitstream includes 4 or five configuration words and then 65 words
per frame. Therefore, if redundant frames can be substitute by a command, the
improvement is notable.
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Figure 23: Compression methodology

The methodology proposed here combines the use of the MFRW register with the
elimination of the empty areas to create a partial-initial bitstream. This additional
compression is not part of the Xilinx workflow. The start point for this
optimization can be either a full or a compressed bitstream. Empty or repeated
frames are localized, grouped and erased if they are null. The body is then linked
to Header and Tail to create the partial-initial bitstream.
In order to perform this compression algorithm in an automatic way, an
application was designed as part of a Master thesis in which the author of this
PhD Thesis was a co-director [Lombardo’12].
The application makes use of different files created by the Xilinx tools. The .ncd
file contains all the information about the place and route of the design. The .elf
file contains the contents of the SW program for the Microblaze processor. The
.bmm file, the Block Memory Map file has descriptions of how individual block
RAMs constitute a contiguous logical data space. These values are used for the
initialization of the BRAM memory. With the information contained in elf and
bmm files, it is possible to know the initial values of the BRAM blocks so that
removing zeroes is possible and then link this contents to the rest of the bitstream
to generate the partial-initial bitstream.
Example values of this compression process are shown within the validation tests
in terms of energy and configuration time.
The average power consumption per island during this stage can be seen in Table
17.
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Table 17: Average power consumption during initial configuration
Power Island

Voltage Supply (V)

Power Consumption (mW)

Island 8 FPGA core

1.2

57

Island 7 FPGA auxiliary logic

2.5

43

Island 6 Flash memory

1.8

5.2

Island 5 FPGA I/O Banks 1, 2

1.8

4

Island 2 FPGA I/O Bank 0

3.3

25

and external oscillator
Total power consumption during initial configuration

134.2

Phase2. Stages 3 and 4: Processing, sleep mode selection and Save State
The processing step will be explained in detail during the following chapter, since
an explanation of the architecture inside the FPGA is required.
However, an important step is how the FPGA selects its own sleep mode and
wake-up policy before entering into a sleep mode after processing.
In order to implement the wake-up policies decided by the FPGA a SPI
communication protocol between the ATtiny and the FPGA was selected where
the FPGA works as master and the ATtiny as slave. With this configuration, it is
the Microblaze inside the FPGA the one initiating the communication since, in
addition, during processing times, the external microcontroller will be in a lowpower mode. Since both microcontrollers are working at different speeds
(Microblaze at 100 MHz and ATtiny ate 1 MHz in general), it is necessary to
implement an acknowledge mechanism in the direction ATtiny-Microblaze in
order to avoid synchronization problems.
While the ATtiny is working in Power-Down mode, as it was already explained,
an external interrupt in the pin INT0 (Pin 2 port D) can wake it up from the FPGA.
However, this pin needs also to be used to send acknowledge during the SPI
configuration. Therefore this pin needs to be used as both input and output
depending on the use. For that purpose a tristate buffer was used connected to the
pin inside the FPGA.
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The pin is configured by default as in input in order not to wake the ATtiny up if
not needed. Controlling the toggle signal it is possible to use the same pin for both
purposes. Specific functions were added to the SPI drivers to include this
functionality.
Therefore, the code running in the ATtiny processor includes different modes
configured by the FPGA. The following configurations can be done from the
Microblaze to the ATtiny processor. Dedicated drivers were design for that
purpose:
1. Wake the ATtiny up using the INT0 interrupt.
2. Configure the operation mode between idle and Power-Down.
3. Obtain information about the state of the power islands through different
readable state flags, including which interrupt waked the system up the
last time.
4. Configuration of the wake-up policy as seen in Table 15.
5. Sleep command to execute one of the sleep modes shown in ¡Error! No se
encuentra el origen de la referencia.. Make sure the wake up policy was
selected prior to this command.
The creation of the partial-initial bitstream together with the wake-up policies
of the node are a contribution of this PhD Thesis.

2.5. Validation Tests
The validation tests for the design of the HiReCookie platform are divided into
three different parts:
1. Design validation: components, behaviour, debugging capabilities, etc.
2. Applications for proof of concept.
3. Energy and performance tests.

2.5.1

Validation of the design

Due to the complexity of the design, a 300-pages guide was developed in order to
include all necessary information for manufacturing, mounting and testing, as
well as different tutorials to learn how to interact with the power islands, program
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the microcontroller with the power management execution code and different
steps to prepare the platform for normal operation. Different codes were provided
to test the correct operation of the islands and testing the rest of the components.
The contents of the guide are summarized as follows:
1. Manufacturing information such as the material, number of layers, Gerber
files, size, surface finish, etc.
2. Hardware description including external switches, connectors and
buttons, as well as different configurations to select the power islands to
be monitored, connections to the vertical buses by using 0 Ω resistors, etc.
3. Debugging hints about the interfaces and operation modes.
4. Tests:
1. Programming the ATtiny microcontroller to have full control over
the power islands.
2. Test of the power islands one by one
3. Configuring the FPGA through the JTAG connection once the
islands are switched on.
4. I/O testing of the FPGA.
5. Programming the Flash memory using the Impact tool to store the
initial bitstream.
6. Serial communication of both the ATtiny and the FPGA with an
external PC for debugging purposes.
7. Radio communication test: connection to the Wi-Fi and ZigBee
platforms.
8. ADC tests: monitor the power consumption of the islands and
external analogue connections from the FPGA.
9. SPI communication between the FPGA and the ATtiny. Selection
of the low power modes.

2.5.2 Applications for proof of concept
With regards to the applications for proof of concept, two final degree theses and
one master thesis, co-directed by the author of this PhD Thesis, used the
HiReCookie node as their development node. It is not the intention of this work
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to go into details about these implementations but to show the possibilities and
usability of the platform.
The first application called “CPU/GPGPU/HW comparison of an Eigenfaces face
recognition system” [Camarero’14], implemented an Eigenfaces recognition
algorithm [Turk’91] using the HiReCookie node. This work was developed as part
of a European project called RUNNER with the main idea of introducing the
HiReCookie node in the head of the NAO robot (Aldebaran Robotics) to provide
it with face-recognition capabilities. Two micro-cameras were connected to the
node as sensor layer, and an Ethernet port connected the HiReCookie to the rest
of the robot as seen in Figure 24.

Figure 24: NAO and HiReCookie Node

The Eigenfaces recognition algorithm was invented by Sirovich and Kirby in 1987.
Later, in 1991, Matthew Turk and Alex Pentland used this algorithm for face
classification. The Eigenfaces face recognition algorithm is divided in two main
stages. In the first stage, a training image set is used both to build an orthogonal
basis of the face subspace and to define an average face. This process is usually
carried out offline. The second stage takes an input image, removes the average
face and projects it onto the face subspace using the basis obtained in the previous
stage. Then, the Euclidean distance between the projection and the references is
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calculated. This process is performed online and therefore, hardware acceleration
capabilities can be used in order to reduce computing time. Implementations of
the on-line part of the algorithm were done both in SW and HW. Some results of
power and processing time can be seen in Table 18. This application shows how a
HW implementation is convenient in terms of processing speed as well as it
demonstrate the usability of the platform.
Table 18: Implementations SW and HW in the HiReCookie [Camarero’14]
Processor

Power (W)

Processing time (ms)

CPU 100 MHz MicroBlaze

1.31

8000

Single HW Accelerator 100 MHz

1.35

350

The HiReCookie node was also used as the main platform in another two final
degree theses to implement evolvable hardware systems in which one of the
optimisation criteria was power consumption in real time [Lopez’14],
[Vazquez’14].
Evolvable hardware makes use of circuits that can be reconfigured at run-time. In
this way, the reconfiguration process can be subjected to evolution, leading to a
circuit or component that evolves towards an increasingly improved adaptation
to certain conditions. When the evolution is achieved through the guidance
performed by a genetic algorithm, the implementation of the evolvable system
involves:
1. Defining which characteristics of the hardware act as genes according to
the bio-inspired approach to the design of a system. Their combination
would be the chromosome.
2. Introducing a procedure to yield an artificial evolution, which consists of
the way offspring are generated.
3. Setting a mechanism of evaluation (a function to measure adaptation or
fitness) that allows to range the individuals of the population according to
their adaptation to the environment or fulfilment of certain objectives.
Evolution is said to be intrinsic when it is performed by the system in charge of
the execution itself, in this case, the HiReCookie. In order to build an evolvable
system, it needs to be designed in a modular way so that some of its components
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can be modified and replaced by others at run-time. An evolvable system may not
target a single objective but the optimization of a set of them. Most design
environments deal with limitations, so that a trade-off between resources and
success in a task is pursued, changing the point of view from effectiveness to
efficiency. In this application, the capability of the HiReCookie of knowing its own
real power consumption in real time, allows adding this value to the evolution
process. Evolution is performed according to a multi-objective scheme, which was
chosen to be based on Pareto optimality. The objective that stands for the
effectiveness – and is intended to be optimized together with the power
consumption – is the quality of a grayscale image filter based on a processing
array, which is the particular application selected to illustrate the approach
presented in this particular example.
In general, the Spartan-6 FPGA is not the most suitable solution to implement
evolvable HW solutions due to its low reconfiguration speed. However, this
application showed again the applicability of the platform with satisfactory
results.
Following the same line, and taking advantage of the networked nature of the
HiReCookie platform, a distributed evolutionary algorithm was developed using
different nodes.
In general, an evolutionary loop consists of:
1. An evolutionary algorithm (EA) that proposes a candidate circuit,
obtained by some transformations from previous candidate circuits by
means of evolutionary operators such as mutation or crossover
(understood, for EH terminology, as random variations of a circuit, or a
combination of two circuits, respectively).
2. The newly generated circuit or circuits are then obtained by means of DPR
by differentially reprogramming the new circuit with respect to its parents
or brothers.
3. An evaluation of the degree of adaptation of the circuit to the proposed
system by means of the so-called fitness function.
4. A selection of the candidates to become the parents of the next generation.
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As it can be seen, a possible drawback of EH is evolution time. Typically, the EA
execution time is negligible, as well as for the selection process. However,
reconfiguration time and evolution time are key factors. Reconfiguration time is
mostly technology dependent, while evolution time is application dependent.
Evolvable Hardware based on DPR becomes attractive when these two factors
become comparable. Some solutions provide smaller reconfiguration times by
having Virtual Reconfigurable Circuits (VRC) which minimize reconfiguration
time [Phillip’12], but have much smaller scalability. However, if EH components
are networked, there becomes the possibility of using collaborative efforts among
different nodes for accelerating evolution time. The evolutionary process can be
enhanced by parallelizing generations and evaluations, in order to reduce overall
evaluation time. The representation of a circuit by its genome can be done with a
much reduced amount of information, permitting to remotely exchange
individuals through the communication channels in a very inexpensive manner,
giving chances for a successful collaborative evolution. The nodes with the
configuration used for this application are shown in Figure 25.

Figure 25: HiReCookie nodes with a Wi-Fi module and powered by a lithium battery

2.5.3 Platform Tests
The main objectives of these tests are summarised as follows:
1. Show the power profile of the platform in a test-bench duty-cycle
application.
2. Show the energy consumption of the whole platform, the FPGA and the
FPGA core to see how it is decreased by managing the power islands and
the initial bitstream.
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3. Show the effects of decreasing the size of the initial bitstream, first using
the compression provided by Xilinx and then including the partial-initial
proposed in this work.
4. Show comparisons in terms of energy and time among different
implementations as well as with a well-known low-power µC used in
WSN platforms (MSP430) to find a computing threshold above which the
use of SRAM FPGAs is justified.
The following tests use a SHA-1 algorithm as a test-bench implemented as a HW
module, C code running in the Microblaze and C code running in an MSP430
processor.
The SHA-1 (Secure Hash Algorithm) is a well-known cryptographic hash function
[SHA]. The algorithm is not considered to be important for these tests since it is
only used to test the energy consumption of the platform. The same algorithm is
used through the majority of the tests to compare implementations in SW and
HW. Different algorithms with different configurations will be also tested in
Chapter 3 to test the performance of the architecture inside the FPGA. In this
specific scenario the SHA-1 was chosen because it is a widely known algorithm
and it is easy to find generic implementations in both HW and SW.
These tests do not show a real application but a test bench in which the number
of data blocks processed by the SHA-1 algorithm are increased to increment the
level of required computation. In this way, it is possible to find a threshold value
of computation above which this platform represent a suitable solution in terms
of time and energy.
These tests show results of the energy consumed by the FPGA and the whole
node. However, the comparison with the low-profile µC is done comparing the
consumption of the FPGA versus the µC since the rest of the peripherals might be
needed in both cases.
All the figures showing the power profiles correspond to the FPGA core (Island
8) since it is the island where the biggest changes are observed. The captures in
the oscilloscope were taken at the input of the ADC. This means, these values
represent the voltage drop in the shunt resistor after the conditioning circuitry.
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The gain introduced by this circuit is 2.4. This means, every voltage measurement
in the oscilloscope must be divided by 2.4 to obtain the values of the current
consumption. The frequency of the configuration clock is set first at 2 MHz and
then changed to 6 MHz.
The average power consumption of the rest of the islands during the different
phases are shown in Table 19.
Table 19: Average power consumption test application
Island

Power Phase 1 (mW)

Power Phase 2 (mW)

Island1 (External Layers)

0 (off)

118*

Island2 (I/O Bank 0 & osc.)

25

25

Island3 (Power Measurement)

0 (off)**

0 (off) **

Island4 (RAM & I/O Bank3)

0 (off)

0 (off)

Island5 (I/O Bank1,2)

4

0 (off)

Island6 (Flash)

5.2

0 (off)

Island7 (FPGA Aux. Logic)

43

50

Island8 (FPGA Core)

57

***

*With the ZigBee module ON and the radio active
**Technically it could be off but it is now turn on to do the measurements.
***Results shown in each case along the following tests.

The basic steps followed to carry out these tests are the following:
1. The ATtiny is programmed with the power management execution code.
2. Depending on the test, a full or a compressed bitstream is loaded into the
Flash memory using the IMPACT SW provided by Xilinx. The bitstream
includes the code running in the Microblaze. Depending on the test, this
code includes the SHA-1 algorithm or the interface with the HW version
of the SHA-1. In both cases, it includes the code necessary to interact with
the ATtiny for the management of the islands.
3. Each work cycle includes:
a. Node working in sleep mode.
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b. After some time, programmed by the timer in the ATtiny or the
ZigBee module, the node wakes up.
c. The bitstream is automatically loaded into the FPGA using the BPI
interface.
d. Execution of the algorithm for a changeable number of data blocks
in either SW or HW.
e. The FPGA sends the configuration and sleep commands to the
ATtiny and it switches the islands off.
The main setup used for these tests is shown in Figure 26.

Figure 26: Test setup

The following tests are organised according to the following codes: (1, 2, 3, 4):
1. Implementation:
a. HSW if the algorithm is running on the Microblaze (100 MHz).
b. HW if the encryption algorithm is running as a hardware block on
the FPGA.
c. SW if it is running on the MSP430 processor, in the low power
consumption version of the Cookies.
2. Number of data blocks to be encrypted. Each block corresponds to 16 x
32-bit row data words (512 bits).
3. Initial bitstream:
a. TOT in the case of the full bitstream (4122 kB).
b. COMP for a Xilinx-compressed bitstream (2130 kB).
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4. Depending on the wake-up policy used: ZB for the radio and TIMER(x)
where x denotes the period in seconds.
All the different tests are shown as follows.
Test 1 (HSW, 125, TOT, TIMER (5))
Figure 27, on the lower part marked in yellow, shows the power profile of the
FPGA core. D10, marked in red, shows the trigger used to measure time in each
stage. The three numbered stages correspond to: “0” for the inactive stage, “1” for
power-up and initial configuration and “2” for the processing time. Within this
test, 125 data blocks (8 MB) were processed by the SHA-1 algorithm running in
the Microblaze core. The initial bitstream is a non-compressed bitstream.

Figure 27: Power profile FPGA Core Test 1

Details about time and energy consumption are shown in Table 20. Columns
marked as I1 to I8 represent the power islands. Those marked in black represent
the active power islands during each specific stage. Total energy is shown for the
FPGA core, the FPGA and the whole node in each phase. Only those islands that
are strictly needed are powered so energy can be saved. As it can be seen, more
than 70 % of the energy consumption of the FPGA during the whole work cycle is
caused by the initial configuration. In addition, 97 % of the power consumption
of the node corresponds to the FPGA since no sensors or communication modules
are taken into consideration within this test. All the extra consumption is caused
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by the Flash memory. Notice that even though the power measurement circuitry
was on during these tests, its consumption is not considered since it is an extra
feature that can be disabled when it is not required.
Table 20: Results Test 1
Phase

Time
(s)

Energy
FPGA Core
(mJ)

Energy
FPGA
(mJ)

Energy
Node
(mJ)

0

5

0

0

0*

1

1.02

58.65

132.09

137.39

2

0.16

35.12

47.76

47.76

Total Energy
per cycle

93.77

179.85

185.15

I1

I2

I3

I4

I5

4

I6

I7

I8

50

*This corresponds to the energy consumption of the ATtiny processor in Power-Down mode. This
is < 0.1 µA powered at 1.8 V and multiplied by sleeping time, which makes a total of around 0.9 µJ.

Test 2 (HSW, 125, COMP, TIMER (5))
As it can be seen, this test is exactly the same as the previous one with the
exception of the initial bitstream. By compressing the initial bitstream, even using
the tools provided by Xilinx, it is possible to divide by half the energy
consumption of the FPGA during configuration. The compression of the bitstream
reduces 4122 to 2130 KB. This shows the importance of reducing the size of the
initial bitstream as much as possible. Details of time and energy consumption can
be seen in Table 21 while the working profile is shown in Figure 28. Notice that in
this particular example, the time required for initial configuration is more than
three times the time required for processing. Therefore, in general, using this kind
of platforms will only be suitable when processing requirements are high enough.
However, by decreasing configuration energy, it is possible to decrease the
computation threshold.
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Figure 28: Power profile FPGA Core Test 2
Table 21: Results Test 2
Phase

Time
(s)

Energy
FPGA Core
(mJ)

Energy
FPGA
(mJ)

Energy
Node
(mJ)

0

5

0

0

0*

1

0.52

29.9

67.34

70.04

2

0.16

35.92

48.56

48.56

I1

I2

I3

I4

I5

4

I6

I7

I8

50

Total Energy
65.82
115.9
118.60
per cycle
*This corresponds to the energy consumption of the ATtiny processor in Power-Down mode. This
is < 0.1 µA powered at 1.8 V and multiplied by sleeping time, which makes a total of around 0.9 µJ.

Test 3 (HW, 125, COMP, ZB (2))
Performing intensive processing tasks in SW running in the Microblaze processor
is not an efficient solution. Both the power consumption handicap of the FPGA
and the timing handicap of the SW-based processing are included. In this test, the
same amount of data blocks are processed by the HW version of the SHA-1
algorithm. Even though the HW implementation of the algorithm is not
optimised, processing is more than 20 times faster than in the case of the
Microblaze. Figure 29 (a) shows the power profile including the three phases.
However, during processing time (No 2), in Figure 29 (b), it is possible to observe
a flat part of 6.2 ms, that corresponds to different initialization instructions
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running in the MicroBlaze controller since it is the MicroBlaze the one in charge
of delivering the data to the HW accelerator. The second part of Figure 29 (b) takes
only 0.9 ms and represents the time required by the accelerator to process 125 data
blocks. Since the SHA-1 module is designed to process data in groups of 25 blocks,
each peak of the figure represents the processing time for each 25 data blocks.

(a)

(b)

Figure 29: Power profile FPGA Core Test 3

The energy consumption of the FPGA core during processing time is 20 times
lower than in the previous case, even including the initialization process of the
Microblaze processor. As it can be seen, the values of the consumption of the node
in this test change. This is because the ZigBee module was powered on and left in
active state so that it could wake the system up with an incoming message in the
radio. These wake-up messages where sent periodically from a computer to
emulate a real scenario. As it can be seen in Table 22, keeping the radio module
alive multiplies the consumption of the whole node by 2.5 even when the inactive
time per cycle is 3 s shorter.
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Table 22: Results Test 3

Phase

Time
(s)

Energy
FPGA
Core
(mJ)

Energy
FPGA
(mJ)

Energy Node
(mJ)

0

2

0

0

237.60

1

0.52

29.9

67.34

70.04

2

0.0072

1.75

2.32

3.18

31.65

69.66

310.82

Total Energy
per cycle

I1

I2

I3

I4

I5

4

I6

I7

I8

50

Test 4 (HSW, 2000 COMP, TIMER (5))
This test shows the increase on the energy consumption and time when the
processing requirements are increased from 125 to 2000 data blocks. As it can be
seen in Figure 30, the processing stage is now longer than the initial configuration.

Figure 30: Power profile FPGA Core Test 4

The increase in terms of energy consumption of the FPGA during processing time
compared to Test 2 is 17 times more energy consumption while the number of
data blocks are 16 times more.
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Table 23: Results Test 4

Phase

Time
(s)

Energy
FPGA
Core
(mJ)

Energy
FPGA
(mJ)

Energy Node
(mJ)

0

5

0

0

*

1

0.52

29.9

67.34

70.04

2

2.73

612.885

828.555

828.55

I1

I2

I3

I4

I5

I6

4

I7

I8

50

Total Energy
642.785
895.895
898.60
per cycle
*This corresponds to the energy consumption of the ATtiny processor in Power-Down mode. This
is < 0.1 µA powered at 1.8 V and multiplied by sleeping time, which makes a total of around 0.9 µJ.

Test 5 (HW, 2000, COMP, TIMER (2))
When the same amount of data blocks as in the previous test are processed by the
HW implementation of the SHA-1, it allows decreasing the inactive time to 2 s
while the energy consumption is 150 times lower. Processing time is 172 times
lower. In the case of processing 125 blocks the time difference between the HSW
and HW implementations was only 22 times. This shows how the more intensive
the tasks are the better the HW solution becomes. However, the comparison in
terms of energy is not fair because the whole FPGA is included when only the
Microblaze is used and therefore an power consumption overhead caused by the
non-used logic is included.
Table 24: Results Test 5

Phase

Time
(s)

Energy
FPGA
Core
(mJ)

0

2

0

1

0.52

29.9

67.34

70.04

2

0.0158

4.33

5.58

5.58

34.23

72.92

75.62

Total Energy
per cycle

Energy
FPGA
(mJ)
0

Energy Node
(mJ)

I1

I2

I3

I4

I5

I6

I7

0.00036
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(a)

(b)

Figure 31: Power profile FPGA Core Test 5

Test 6 (HW, 10000, COMP, TIMER (2))
The results when increasing the amount of data blocks to 10000 are shown in
Figure 32 and Table 25. It is clear than a dedicated HW design will be always faster
than a general purpose microcontroller if they are both working at the same
frequency. However, energy consumption can be much higher depending on the
platform.

(a)

(b)

Figure 32: Power profile FPGA Core Test 6

Table 25: Results Test 6
Phase

Time
(s)

Energy
FPGA

Energy
FPGA
(mJ)

Energy Node
(mJ)
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Core
(mJ)
0

2

0

0

0.00036

1

0.52

29.9

67.34

70.04

2

0.0545

15.80

20.10

20.10

45.70

87.44

90.15

Total Energy
per cycle

4

50

The comparison between HW and SW implementations when SW is running in
the HiReCookie platform is now clear. Nevertheless, SW tests are still running
inside the FPGA, so configuration time is also required. In addition, using an
embedded Microblaze inside a high performance FPGA is a completely inefficient
choice when only SW is required. Thus, the SHA1 algorithm has been also ported
to another Cookie with a MSP430 microcontroller. This microcontroller is widely
used in WSNs like the TelosB platform.
Test 7 (SW, 2000 and 10000 Data Blocks)
In Figure 33, the consumption profile of the MSP430 µC is shown. The time
necessary for the MSP430 to encrypt one data block is 7 ms. Time and energy
consumption to process 2,000 and 10,000 data blocks are shown in Table 26.
During these tests, the MSP430 microcontroller was running at 4 MHz, powered
at 3.3 V.
The consumption profile shown in Figure 33 represents only a small period of
time of 100 ms. In the upper part of the image, a signal acting as a trigger (in light
blue) represents the time required by the microcontroller to encrypt one data
block.
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Figure 33: Power profile MSP430 Test 7
Table 26: Test 7 Results MSP430
TEST 7
Phase 0
Phase 1

Time (s)
2
0.01

Energy (mJ)
0*
0.0792

Phase 2 (2000 Blocks)

13.92

137.808

Phase 2 (10000 Blocks)

69.6

689.04

*during these tests, the energy consumption of the MSP430 during sleep mode is considered to be
zero. This is close to reality and represent a worst case scenario for the comparison with the FPGA.

With these results it is possible to calculate a computation threshold above which
the implementation on the FPGA improves energy consumption. In the case of
processing 1024 data blocks, 64 kB, energy consumption is equal to 71.216 mJ in
both platforms. However, processing time in the case of the Spartan-6 is 14 times
faster for the same case. Although this is only one example, it is clear that through
HW acceleration it is possible to achieved better energy efficiency if computation
tasks become more complex.
Comparisons in terms of energy and processing time with other FPGA
architectures are carried out in Chapter 4. In order to carry out a fair comparison,
the HW architecture inside the FPGA is crucial.
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Table 27: Comparison HW-SW Spartan-6 versus MSP430 in terms of energy
consumption during active time.
Test
Test 5 (HW, 2000, COMP, TIMER (2))
Test 7 (SW, 2000)
Test 6 (HW, 2000, COMP, TIMER (2))
Test 7 (SW, 10000)

Time (s)
0.5358
13.93
0.5745
69.61

Energy FPGA or µC (mJ)
72.92
137.88
87.44
689.11

All the previous tests were carried out either using a full bitstream or a
compressed bitstream using the tools provided by Xilinx. In order to see the
advantages of creating a partial-initial bitstream, the following tests were also
performed.
The bitstream used to carry out these second tests includes only a Microblaze,
MDM (Microblaze Debugging Module), UART controller, AXI (Advanced
eXtensible Interface) interconnect and the ICAP instance is used. The idea is
having a basic system where it is possible to take advantage of all the empty areas
to reduce the size of the partial-initial bitstream as much as possible. The power
profiles of the FPGA core while loading the different bitstreams are shown in
Figure 34.
Notice that configuration time among the same bitstream compressed using
different methodologies cannot be modelled as a linear tendency. This process
does not only depend on the size of the bitstream but also on the commands
contained on it. Therefore, configuration time and energy are size, data and
frequency dependent. Table 28 shows time and energy results using different
cases of compression. For these tests, the initial configuration process was done
using the BPI interface at 6 MHz.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 34: (a) Full bitstream, (b) bitstream compressed by Xilinx Tool and (c) partialinitial bitstream.
Table 28: Initial configuration at 6 MHz
Compression Level
Full (No compression)
Compressed (Xilinx)
Partial-Initial

Size (kB)
4122
1352
469

Time (ms)
362
130
102

Energy Core (mJ)
20.9
7.73
6.1

Theoretically, configuration frequency can be increased up to 100 MHz. In case of
the same bitstream, the evolution of the configuration time with frequency is
linear. Therefore, for this particular partial-initial bitstream of 469 kB, if CCLK is
50 MHz, initial configuration could be decreased to 12 ms while it could go even
to 6 ms in case of working at a maximum frequency.
Comparing these values with other state-of-the-art results is difficult since they
are highly dependent on the bitstream used, the FPGA, configuration interface,
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frequency, etc. Some values of initial-configuration times can be seen in
[Meyer’11]. In this case, a bitstream including a Microblaze, MDM (Microblaze
Debugging Module), a SPI controller, DDR controller, PLB bus interface, a CAN
transceiver and the ICAP instance is used in a Spartan-6 LX45T FPGA. In this case
the configuration interface used is a serial SPI. The results obtained are shown in
Table 29. No energy values are provided though.
Table 29: Initial configuration results [Meyer'11]. SPI interface at 40 MHz. Spartan-6
LX45
Compression Level
Full (No compression)
Compressed (Xilinx)
Partial-Initial [Meyer’11]

Size (kB)
1450
920
314

Time (ms)
97
73
45

In this case, by using the compression methodology provided by Xilinx the
bitstream size is reduced in a 36 % while the partial-initial is 78 % smaller than the
full bitstream. In the case presented in this PhD Thesis, the bitstream is reduced
67 % by the algorithm provided by Xilinx and 88 % with the creation of the partialinitial bitstream. However, a smaller FPGA with a similar bitstream will have less
empty parts and therefore the level of compression is worse.

2.6. Conclusions of the Chapter
This chapter fully detailed the HiReCookie platform including its design, real
implementation, testing and validation. A review of state-of-the-art solutions was
also carried out. In addition, the advantages of designing both processing and
power supply units to be compliant with the Cookies platform were also
explained. In this way, it is possible to reuse existing sensor, memory-extension
and communication boards directly without any need for further redesign. The
suitability of using SRAM-based FPGAs was also addressed in addition to what
was already exposed in Chapter 1. SRAM FPGAs are a suitable solution both in
terms of performance and energy consumption for those applications that require
complex algorithms or/and high computing bandwidth. In order to mitigate the
effect of the high static power consumption of this kind of devices, different
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energy saving possibilities were also proposed within the different stages of the
working profile of the platform.
The division of the platform into power islands allows the inclusion of different
low-power modes as well as an important reduction of the instant power during
operation. The division in power islands not only reduces energy consumption,
but also permits the isolation of faulty areas such as memories or power
measurement circuitry, among others. The fact that the platform is aware of its
own power consumption can be used to implement more intelligent algorithms
and real-time strategies to reduce energy consumption on demand.
Although SRAM technology offers huge advantages in terms of speed, integration
and number of operation cycles, it also introduces handicaps in terms of reliability
and configuration loses at power down. Initial configuration after a switch-off
loop introduces an important overhead in terms of time and energy consumption.
This fact is crucial when trying to find a threshold in terms of computing
requirements, above which this kind of devices provide energy efficient solutions.
During this chapter, it was shown how manipulating the initial bitstream makes
it possible to add extra levels of compression on top of the ones provided by the
manufacturer. In this way, the time required for initial configuration can be
sharply reduced with the consequent time and energy saving.
Together with the energy consumption decrease provided by the compression of
the initial bitstream file, actual examples were also shown of how dedicated HW
modules can accelerate processing to obtain more energy-efficient solutions. HW
acceleration, combined with an intelligent management of the power islands and
bitstream compression, shows the usability of the HiReCookie platform for highperformance applications with limited energy budget.
The HiReCookie platform design includes all necessary documentation for
manufacturing, mounting and testing, as well as getting-started tutorials and
examples. This platform have been used in two European commission funded
projects: SMART (Secure, Mobile visual sensor networks ArchiTecture,
ARTEMIS-JTI) and RUNNER (Eurostars). Within the SMART project, the
HiReCookie was the main platform used by the partners for the integration of
different algorithms and tools. In the case of the RUNNER project, the node was
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introduced into the Nao’s head to test face recognition algorithms running into
the FPGA.
In conclusion, accelerating execution by means of HW acceleration minimises the
penalty of the high static power consumption in SRAM FPGAs. This fact
combined with a careful design for low power, and the provision of numerous
low-power modes for each type of activity, may yield to competitive energy
consumption for high performance distributed systems.
Given the fact that increased acceleration might further reduce energy by
reducing time, with not that high increase of instantaneous power, an architecture
for using multiple accelerators to further increase computing efficiency is to be
proposed in the following Chapter.
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FPGA Virtual Architecture: ARTICo3

In this chapter the ARTICo3 architecture is described.
ARTICo3 provides support for the inclusion of
dynamic resource management techniques to adapt the
system to different needs in real time. The architecture,
by means of Dynamic Partial Reconfiguration, allows
the replication of HW tasks to support module
redundancy

and

multi-block

and

multi-thread

operation. A configuration-aware data transaction
unit permits data dispatching to more than one
module in parallel, or provide coalesced data
dispatching among different units to maximize the advantages of burst transactions. The selection
of a given configuration is application independent but context-aware, which may be achieved by
the combination of a multi-thread model similar to the CUDA and OpenCL kernel model
specifications.
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3.1. Introduction
As it was already exposed in chapter 1, the requirements for the design of HPADS
impose very demanding needs in terms of computing performance, energy
consumption and dependability. Even though some of these requirements were
already fulfilled by the design of the HiReCookie node, the platform itself is not
enough to fully optimise the high-performance applications targeted by this kind
of systems. Therefore, strategies focused on the FPGA processing architecture
must be included.
FPGAs give the possibility of designing specific HW blocks for every required
task to optimise performance. Apart from the possibilities provided by
manufacturers, the way these HW modules are organised, addressed and
multiplexed in area and time can improve computing performance and energy
consumption. At the same time, fault tolerance and security techniques can also
be dynamically included. However, the inherent complexity of designing new
HW modules for every application is not negligible. It does not only consist of the
HW description but also the design of drivers and interfaces with the rest of the
system, while the design space is widened and more complex to define and
program. Even though the tools provided by the majority of manufacturers
already include predefined bus interfaces, commercial IPs, and templates to ease
application prototyping, it is necessary to improve these capabilities. By adding
new architectures on top of them, it is possible to take advantage of parallelization
and HW redundancy while providing a framework to ease the use of dynamic
resource management.
One of the main contributions of this PhD Thesis is the design of the ARTICo3
architecture. ARTICo3 is a DPR-capable bus-based virtual architecture for for
multiple HW acceleration in SRAM-based FPGAs. The main objective of the
architecture is dynamically optimising the use of the inner resources of the FPGA
at run time. This dynamic adaptation can be done according to both external
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working conditions imposed by the application and to self-measured parameters
that provide information about the state of the system. These parameters can be
the available battery level or the detection of certain errors, among others.
ARTICo3 eases the introduction of new HW accelerators by offering a generic
architecture for the Processing Elements (PEs) with a common interface to
introduce HW descriptions in VHDL or any other HW description language,
where in addition, special drivers for the new blocks are not necessary. This allows
the possibility of generating HW accelerators using HLS tools that can be added
as black boxes to the provided templates to be directly used within the
architecture. This is a very flexible approach, since Vivado HLS [VIVADOHLS],
AutoESL, ROCC or the HDL Coder of Matlab Simulink [MatlabHDL] are already
being used in industry to boost commercial systems performance.
By means of DPR, different accelerators can be multiplexed so that the amount of
available resources for any application is virtually unlimited. Taking advantage
of DPR capabilities and a novel way of transmitting data to the reconfigurable
HW accelerators, it is possible to dedicate a dynamically-changing number of
resources for a given task in order to either boost computing speed or adding HW
redundancy and a voting process to increase fault-tolerance levels.
It is widely known that SRAM-based FPGAs have high static power consumption
[Lin'05]. In addition, in complex applications where the level of resource
utilization is high, the combination of dynamic and static power is often
unaffordable unless energy-saving methodologies are included. All the lowpower modes included in the design of the HiReCookie node were already
detailed in the previous chapter. However, in order to find fully optimised
solutions, it is necessary to either accelerate processing to the maximum to reduce
active times, or make an intelligent use of resources so that only those parts of the
FPGA that are strictly required are configured and clocked.
As it will be explain in the following subsection, ARTICo3 works within a solution
space where working points change at run time in a 3D space defined by three
different axes: Computation, Consumption, and Fault Tolerance. Therefore, every
working point is found as a trade-off solution among these three axes. It is
important to highlight that while in some cases increasing the level in one of the
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axis implies a worsening in the other two, this does not always happen, due to
tightly-coupled dependences between axes in some specific situations. For
instance, it is necessary to reduce computing speed to gain fault tolerance while
energy consumption will be also increased. However, an increase of the
computation capabilities will accelerate execution allowing the system to change
earlier to an inactive state with the consequent energy saving.
The use of FPGAs allow including dedicate HW algorithms. Even though pureHW solutions can be optimal, hybrid solutions taking advantage of SW flexibility
and HW processing power are shown to be more efficient [Stojanovic'12]. At the
same time, it is important to remember that most application designers are more
comfortable writing SW code or using high level tools than describing HW
functionality in VHDL or Verilog. In ARTICo3, the application code runs in a host
processor. Therefore, in the proposed architecture, all the reconfigurable
accelerators will work as co-processors to perform tasks subject to parallelization
once the main processor invoke them. In order to ease application prototyping,
the main processor will invoke an accelerator to perform certain task, but it does
not know how many copies of the accelerator will be performing the task. Thus,
application designers can be focused on the application itself and not on the HWresource management of the system. Different levels of transparency are targeted
by the system:
1. Scalability transparency: a task must be able to expand its resources
without changing the system structure or application algorithms.
2. Performance transparency: the system must reconfigure itself as load
changes.
3. Replication transparency: multiple instances of the same task are loaded
to increase reliability and performance.
4. Location transparency: resources are accessed with no knowledge of their
location by the application code.
5. Failure transparency: task must be completed despite a failure in some
components.
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6. Concurrence transparency: different tasks will work in a concurrent way
transparent to the application code.
As it will be explain within this chapter, the model of computation selected to
optimise the use of resources and allow parallelization and concurrent processing,
follows an approach like OpenCL or CUDA. In an attempt to establish an analogy
between ARTICo3 and CUDA terminology, potential parallelizable computations
will be called kernels. Each kernel can use a variable number of Thread Blocks (TBs),
this is not possible in CUDA or OpenCL where the number of thread and thread
blocks need to be specified within the invocation of the kernel, for the execution
of all the required threads in an application-independent number of blocks, but in
a block-dependent number of threads per block. The architecture concept is
migrating from a CUDA or OpenCL model to ARTICo3 keeping as many
advantages as possible, i.e. transparent parallelism mapping and resource
allocation, or even thread-level scalability, while changing completely the
underlying HW to take advantage of application-specific designs and
performance and fault-tolerance scalability.
The concept of HW threads can be found, for instance in [Agne’13]. ReConOS is a
real-time operating system for reconfigurable architectures where the concept of
HW thread is addressed in a similar way as in ARTICo3. HW threads are treated
like additional processes by the OS. Each HW thread has a local memory and an
interface with the OS to launch interruptions and to indicate whether the task is
finished or not, or if it can start or not. As it will be explain, this approach is similar
to the one followed by ARTICo3. However, HW threads have no master rights
over the bus which can cause conflicts or an additional complexity in the
management of the communication protocol.
ARTICo3 is not only intended to work within the HiReCookie platform but to be
a general architecture for SRAM-based FPGAs. Although, for the time being, the
architecture has only been tested on Xilinx FPGAs, the concept can be migrated to
other manufacturers, provided that support for DPR is available. Changing from
one FPGA to another completely changes dynamic resource management policies,
since each FPGA has its own target applications, advantages and disadvantages
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and might work in different environments with different and changing operating
conditions.
The study of reconfigurable multiprocessor systems is gaining importance in the
embedded systems world. Not only high performance and low energy are crucial,
but also run-time adaptation for changing requirements and scenarios. Platforms
designed for hand-held devices where the level of resource utilization is changing
constantly over time to reproduce video, take pictures, gaming, etc. or image
processing for detection and object tracking in vehicles, where algorithms change
from one environment to another, require the use of run-time adaptation to find
optimal solutions. However, reconfiguration adds new challenges to the already
huge design space of multiprocessor systems. These new challenges have been
called Hydras heads [Gohringer'14] and are explained as follows:
1. Number and type of different processing elements (PEs).
2. Type of communication infrastructures for changeable architectures.
3. Application description.
4. Application partitioning and mapping.
5. Which components need to be adapted at run time?
6. Who and how the system needs to be adapted.
According to [Gohringer'14], these challenges can be divided into different
categories: HW architectures, design tools for design space exploration,
simulation and programming, and infrastructures and Operating Systems (OS)
for run-time operation. The present PhD Thesis is focused mainly on architectures
and neither on tools nor management policies, even though support for runtime
adaptation strategies is provided. As it will be detailed along this chapter, the
architecture provides feedback to help these design tools and runtime
management engines with power or time profiles, fault reports, etc. in order to
help future schedulers or OS like the OLLAF architecture [Garcia'08].
Regarding the challenges derived from having reconfigurable HW architectures,
the first one is related to the changeable number and type of PEs. The
reconfiguration of PEs can be understood from two different points of view:
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changing the inner architecture of the PE to adapt to new tasks or completely
changing the PE in a coarse-grain approach. In [Chattopadhyay'13], the authors
use Reconfigurable Instruction Set Processors (RISPs) to change the instruction at
run time and so, being able to change the functionality of the PEs. Virtual
reconfiguration [Hübner'11], or multiplexing like in [Brandon'13] is also used to
change the configuration of PEs. This solution can be faster, since less data need
to be configured but it is also less flexible. The use of reconfigurable
infrastructures like the MORPHEUS platform [Voros'13] with a mixture of
granularities for real-time processing has also been studied. The second approach
is completely changing the PEs like in RECOBUS [Oetken'10]. This is the approach
followed by ARTICo3. Since each PE can have different memory models, normally
the PE is reconfigured together with its local memory [Werner'12], which is also
the case of the ARTICo3 architecture. However, in the case of the ARTICo3
architecture, the reconfigurable modules are not directly attached to the bus.
There is a bridge module that provides transparency in terms of the number of
copies of the same HW accelerator used. A particular example of memory model
can be seen VAPRES [Jara'10], where run-time assembly of streaming processors
with HW module replacement and communication reconfiguration is done.
The second challenge for reconfigurable architectures is how to handle
communication interfaces among the PEs since both the number of them and their
locations are dynamically changing. These issues are addressed within this
chapter for the ARTICo3 architecture. Important aspects are, for example, the
architecture reduction on demand, i.e. changing the number of communication
ports according to the changing number of PEs. Depending on the number of
processors, different approaches are used: point-to-point communications for a
low number of PEs, bus-based architectures for medium, and Networks on Chip
(NoCs) for a higher number of processors. Star-wheels [Göhringer'13] or CoNoChi
[Pionteck'07] are examples of NoCs [Sepulveda’12] that can change their number
of processors at run time while they also use DPR to change the number of
switches on demand. In [Hübner'04] and [Oetken'10], it is possible to find bus
architectures capable of changing the number of PEs. This is also the approach
followed by ARTICo3. Another possibility is using the Internal Configuration Port
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(named ICAP for Xilinx FPGAs) to send information to PEs. However this is very
limited since most FPGAs only allow the use of one ICAP at a time.
The third challenge related to reconfigurable architectures is the memory
structure. As it was already mentioned, different PEs can have different memory
models and so it is convenient to reconfigured the whole block. Besides,
architectures based on shared memory need to handle a changeable amount of
agents accessing the memory as shown in [Göhringer'12] and [Dessouky’14].
In this chapter, a detailed description of the ARTICo3 architecture is shown where
the previously-commented challenges are addressed. The solution space covered
by the architecture is explained together with the required hardware to support
dynamic resource management and the Model of Computation.
This Chapter presents a reconfigurable architecture for SRAM FPGAs called
ARTICo3. This virtual architecture, its support for transparent dynamic
resource management and optimised bus transactions are contributions of this
PhD Thesis.

3.2. Solution Space
Distributed-embedded computers aiming to work in changeable scenarios face
very demanding requirements in terms of energy consumption and fault tolerance
while they are asked to perform increasingly demanding tasks. These
requirements are not only difficult to comply with independently, but they also
need to be combined while they are very likely to change over time. Therefore a
dynamic use of resources is crucial in order to keep performance, consumption
and a proper delivery of service. ARTICo3 offers a solution space within three
main axes: computation, fault tolerance, and energy consumption in which the working
point changes through different modes of operation by using DPR and a novel
way of bus-based data transmission.
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a) Computation: A path to low-energy and high-performance
computing
In order to fully exploit HW acceleration, the architecture must allow the dynamic
inclusion of HW blocks specifically designed to boost specific processing tasks.
Besides, these accelerators must be able to work in parallel or in a concurrent way.
Optimized burst transactions delivered in a cascaded way to multiple accelerators
allow multiple concurrent processing. This means, several computations are
performed during overlapping periods of time. By changing activation, data
collection times and the number of accelerators, it is possible to maximize
overlapping periods to save time and energy. Besides, each accelerator can contain
multiple threads so that pure parallelism is also achieved.

b) Fault Tolerance
Thanks to the optimized burst transactions, it is also possible to perform multicast
data transmissions to the accelerators. Therefore, it is possible to send the same
data block to different replicas of the same accelerator strictly in parallel to allow
HW redundancy. In this way, by adding a voting process, as well as an error
profiler, faults can be detected, isolated, masked and corrected.

c) Energy Consumption
Among all the needs of processing acceleration and fault tolerance, it is difficult
to keep energy consumption under acceptable ranges. However, HW acceleration
can also serve as an energy saving technique since the effect of static power can
be reduced. As it was mentioned before, the longer the system is asleep the more
energy is saved. In this way, those applications with small duty cycles can benefit
from HW acceleration by reducing active times. Besides, the dynamic use of
resources using DPR allows adjusting the number of accelerators dynamically to
be able to work with the minimum amount of resources required or performing
clock-gating when some accelerators are not being used.
All the techniques mentioned above can be combined or applied independently
depending on external and internal conditions by changing the working point
among the three axes of the solution space.
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3.3. Model of computation and execution modes
In order to exploit the opportunities provided by heterogeneous systems, the
ARTICo3 architecture implements a Model of Computation (MoC) similar to the
one proposed by OpenCL [OpenCL] and previously by CUDA [CUDA] devices.
The general architecture, shown in Figure 35, consists of a host in charge of
running the application code and the device in charge of running intensive
operations in HW. The device consists of a resource manager and scheduler
module and different computing units. An execution scheduler is used at kernel
invocation to deliver the appropriate data transfers, optimizing memory
transactions, and sequencing or parallelizing execution according to the
conﬁguration speciﬁed by the resource manager. The computing units are divided
in smaller processing elements and local memories. The number of computing
units per kernel can change dynamically at run time, while the number of
processing elements is defined before synthesis. Whenever the application
running in the host requires the computation of intensive tasks that are subject to
parallelization, data are sent to the computing units together with trigger
commands. These invocations are not sent directly from the host to the computing
units but to the resource manager and scheduler first. Resource manager and
scheduler select the optimal amount of resources and the execution mode. Then,
invoke the computing units with their processing elements.
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Figure 35: Generic architecture: ARTICo3

Since the architecture presented in this work is to be compared to both OpenCL
and CUDA, some information about these two architectures and programming
models is introduced as follows.
CUDA is both a computing platform that allows parallel processing and a
programming model invented by NVIDIA to be used in General-Purpose
computing on Graphic Processing Units (GPGPUs). These devices target
parallelizable computations, called kernels, working as co-processors in order to
accelerate the execution of certain intensive tasks. In the CUDA approach, each
kernel is subdivided into a predefined number of threads implemented in a fixed
number of Thread Blocks (TBs). The concurrent execution of these blocks is
mapped transparently into de GPGPU resources providing application-level
parallelism and so increasing computing performance allowing thread-level
scalability. One of the main disadvantages of CUDA is that it is limited to NVIDIA
devices.
CUDA devices can be programmed in standard C by adding some language
extensions in order to include control over thread hierarchy, shared memories and
thread synchronization. In this way, programmers can easily divide problems into
sub-tasks that can be solved independently by different blocks of threads while
every different sub-task can be carried out by different threads working in parallel
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within the same thread block. CUDA-based devices are divided in HW elements
called Streaming Multiprocessors (SM).
The aforementioned TBs are mapped into these SMs in such a way that they
cannot share data complying with the mentioned task independence and division.
Following a SIMD (Simple instruction Multiple Data) approach, each SM is
divided in several SIMD cores depending on the platform used. This SIMD cores
are grouped in warps, which are the basic units inside each SM. For instance, a
Fermi SM features 32 CUDA processors [Hoffmann'09], whereas a Kepler SMX
includes 192 CUDA cores [Hoffmann'10].

Figure 36: CUDA Architecture: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 680 Architecture [CUDA]

With this architecture, a global scheduler allocates one or several blocks in each
SM depending on their availability. Then, each SM divides its execution in
different threads. Each Warp includes 32 SIMD threads running in parallel.
On the contrary, OpenCL is a standard programming language and execution
model that targets parallel programming of heterogeneous systems. OpenCL can
be used with NVIDIA devices and many other platforms such as the AMD Radeon
HD 7870 Graphics Processor or AMD A10 5800K APUs. The standard has been
developed by very relevant groups such as ARM, Apple, AMD, IBM, Imagination
Technologies, Intel, NVIDIA, QUALCOMM, Samsung and Sony among others,
even FPGA manufacturers like Xilinx. OpenCL mixes both approaches to cover
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parallel programing in heterogeneous platforms. The platform model followed by
OpenCL is shown in Figure 37 [OpenCL].

Figure 37: OpenCL Platform model. [OpenCL]

The execution model of OpenCL is composed of kernels executed in one or more
devices and a host program executed in a host processor. The host processor
invokes the kernels that are executed in a context where memory, devices and
programming objects are defined. The kernel invocation is done through
commands from the host to the device or from a kernel to another device. These
commands are then queued and executed. Each device includes computing units
divided into processing elements.
The MoC intended to work with ARTICo3 relies on data-level parallelism, which
is exploited by means of HW acceleration and its massive parallel processing
capabilities. The proposed MoC is similar to the previous approaches, for it makes
use of explicit data-level parallelism, but with specific enhancements to increase
performance and adapt to HW-based platforms with variable requirements. The
similarities between ARTICo3 and CUDA or OpenCL devices are evident, since
both provide computing power acting as coprocessors of a host. Applications
running in the host device offload tasks with massively parallel computations
(kernels) to these coprocessors. The inherent data-level parallelism of these
computations enables a hierarchical approach in which kernels are divided into
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different TBs. Threads within the same TB have strong data dependencies,
whereas threads in different blocks are completely independent.
However, although the model followed by OpenCL is more generic and could be
applied to ARTICo3, significant differences can be found between CUDA and the
architecture proposed in this PhD Thesis. For instance, the SW-based approach of
CUDA uses Streaming Multiprocessors (SMs) to perform computations in SIMD
fashion. The HW-based approach of ARTICo3, on the other hand, uses
reconfigurable HW accelerators with application-specific implementations.
Therefore, the independence between TBs, which enables transparent scalability
on the available resources, is managed differently in each device, mainly due to
the large gap in the underlying HW. Moreover, DPR in ARTICo3 enables dynamic
kernel invocations in which the number of TBs can be changed during the
execution of the kernel itself, as opposed to the static approach available in CUDA,
where kernels are launched with a fixed number of TBs. ARTICo3 requires the use
of a resource manager and scheduler not only for the dynamic and partial
reconfiguration management of TBs. These modules are the final responsible of
how the invocation of the kernels is performed, specifying the distribution of the
load among a dynamic number of pure-HW-based TBs and selecting the
execution mode to optimise performance within the solution space detailed in the
previous section. By changing dynamically the amount of resources and the way
they are used, transparency for the host code is achieved so kernels are invoked
with no knowledge about the underlying HW that is executing them.
The architectural support for this MoC can be found at different layers, i.e.
different stages in the life cycle of the architecture, ranging from design stages to
run-time adaptation by means of DPR. This architectural support is extended to
run-time execution by a dynamic resource manager for TB scalability. However,
scalability at thread-level is managed at design time. TBs can be synthesized with
a variable number of threads, since their generic architectures provide a multibank memory to foster data-dependent memory accesses.
The different execution modes within the MoC are summarised in Figure 38. Each
one is presented with an estimation of the power consumption profile. This
profiling is intended to serve as an input for the resource manager and scheduler
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so it can apply the proper scheduling policies. Real data about energy, time and
power profiles are shown in Chapter 4. Kernels that run in the ARTICo3
architecture can be characterized by a combination of three different features:
overlapped execution of TBs for higher performance, parallel execution of TBs for
fault-tolerance purposes, and multithreaded execution (also in parallel) of TBs.
Concurrent processing is achieved by dividing burst data transaction among all
the different TBs of a kernel and trigger their execution as soon as they have
enough data to start processing (Figure 38 (a) and (b)). In this way, although data
transactions are limited by the bus bandwidth, the effect of this bottleneck is
minimised, since TBs are executed during overlapped periods of time. Since all
the TBs are identical, i.e. they show predictable behaviour, once the first TB
finishes with its execution, data collection can be done since their processing times
are equivalent. Depending on the complexity of the kernel, its execution will be
limited by the amount of resources inside the FPGA (computing-bounded
execution) or by the maximum throughput imposed by bus and memory
(memory-bounded execution). Results and trade-offs in terms of energy and
processing times are shown in Chapter 4. One of the advantages of this
architecture is that replicas of the same TB can also be used to add redundancy
instead of processing acceleration (Figure 38 (c)). HW redundancy is added to
increase the level of fault tolerance. It is responsibility of the resource manager to
change this execution mode and set the level of HW redundancy required. For
those kernels where execution can be divided into different threads, another level
of parallelism is achieved in addition to the concurrent execution of TBs. The
execution of the different threads can be done once they all have enough data to
start processing.
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Figure 38: Execution of TBs

The model of computation and execution modes inspired in CUDA but based
on reconfigurable HW with a dynamic number of thread blocks per kernel are
contributions of this PhD Thesis.
This MoC was originally intended for HPADS were the level of high performance
is relative because energy and dependability are limiting factors. However, in
order to fully exploit HPC capabilities, the architecture and MoC have been
exported to other FPGA-based platforms as it will be seen in Section 3.5.
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Sometimes this nomenclature can be confusing among all the different levels of
abstraction. In order to make names clear within the ARTICo3 architecture:
-

Host processor refers to the MicroBlaze processor in all the platforms
tested within this work.

-

The term Kernel refers to an algorithm or a task that is invoked from
the host processor during the application program. If the algorithm is
implemented in HW, then it is implemented in variable number of
identical thread blocks.

-

Thread Block refers to each of the reconfigurable HW modules in which
a kernel task can be divided.

-

Thread is each of the partitions in which each thread block, or
reconfigurable module, is divided in. Each thread has an independent
access to the local memory of the thread block.

3.4. ARTICo3: Definition of the Architecture
3.4.1

General Definition

ARTICo3 provides support for the inclusion of dynamic resource management
techniques to adapt the system to different needs in real time.
The ARTICo3 architecture is divided in two regions as seen in Figure 39: static and
dynamic. The static region hosts all the HW modules that are not changed while
the application is running: the embedded processor, bus interfaces, memory
controllers, I/O interfaces, etc. On the other hand, the dynamic, or reconfigurable,
region contains all the reconfigurable accelerators that are subject to be changed
along the execution of the application in order to adapt the use of resources at run
time. Each reconfigurable accelerator corresponds to a TB of a kernel. The
following definition is centred in the Spartan-6 FPGA. However, a generalization
of the architecture to other Xilinx families is detailed in Section 3.5.
In order to provide support for DPR, there are fixed LUT-based bus macros
[Koch’12], placed in the boundaries between both regions acting as connectors for
the changing reconfigurable TBs. It is important to remember that the
reconfiguration methodology followed is not the one provided by Xilinx and so
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bus macros are used to connect static and dynamic parts. Due to the big
granularity of the reconfigurable accelerators, the area occupied by Bus Macros is
negligible. An interesting future work is using the virtual borders proposed by
[Otero’14]

Figure 39: ARTICo3 Architecture

The dynamic region is divided into several sub-regions called slots. The amount
of slots, their size and their distribution depend on the FPGA device where
ARTICo3 is being implemented, since the partitioning is based on clock regions,
although it is possible to define different partitions, such as, for instance, doubleregion module.
The distribution of the two regions in the Spartan-6 FPGA of the HiReCookie node
was studied and chosen before designing the processing layer of the highperformance node since it was necessary to take into account where the I/O pins
of memories, sensors, communication modules, and dedicated pins needed to be
placed beforehand. None of these connections can belong to the dynamic area
with the exception of those pins that are connected to the vertical connectors in
case any accelerator needs access to any sensor or communication module. The
dynamic region takes up 8 over 12 clock regions vertically and half the FPGA
horizontally. More information about the implementation of the architecture can
be seen in Section 3.4.4.
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As it was already mentioned, the static region hosts those modules that are not
changed at run time. As it can be seen in Figure 39, the static region contains the
following HW blocks:
-

Bus interfaces: Control and Data bus interfaces.

-

Host Processor: it is a MicroBlaze from Xilinx in the case of the Spartan-6
of the HiReCookie Node.

-

Resource Manager: Code in charge of the management of the HW
resources. For testing purposes, this code is also running in the MicroBlaze
but a future and more adequate solution is either design a HW module or
run its code in a multiprocessor environment.

-

Reconfiguration Engine: For testing purposes, it is the HWICAP provided
by Xilinx in the case of the HiReCookie node. However, custom-made
drivers and a partial bitstream extractor to allow relocation are introduced.

-

External memory controllers: RAM and Flash.

-

Interfaces with external components such as communication modules and
interfaces with sensors (some sensors can have their interfaces in the
reconfigurable accelerators).

-

External µC interface: In the case of the HiReCookie, SPI interface
communicate with the external processor for the control of the power
islands.

-

Internal memory

-

A DMA (Direct Memory Access) engine.

-

Shuffler: data dispatcher to the reconfigurable accelerators.

In order to optimise data transactions, the architecture includes two different
communication interfaces: control and data. The control interface is the one in
charge of connecting all the different modules within the static region as well as
to exchange control commands or status messages with the accelerators. On the
other hand, the data interface connects external and internal memories with the
accelerators. The selected interconnection protocol in both cases is the AXI4
[AXI4]. AXI is part of the ARM AMBA protocol, a widely used bus protocol for
µPs since 1996. The AXI4 protocol defines how data is exchange between Master
and Slave modules. The connection interface used by AXI4 is called AXI
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interconnect. This module can include several master and slave interfaces. There
are three different possible configurations for AXI4:
-

AXI4-Lite: low-throughput interface normally to exchange control
commands and status information.

-

AXI4: high-performance memory-mapped requirements allowing burst
transactions up to 256 data (up to 64 bits) transfer cycles with only a single
address phase.

-

AXI4-Stream: ultra-high performance interface with no burst limit but
used for non-memory-mapped transactions.

AXI4 is divided into five different channels: Read Address, Write Address, Read
Data, Write Data and Write Response. In this way, it is possible to move data
among masters and slaves in both directions simultaneously. For the ARTICo3
implementation, the control interface is configured as AXI4-Lite while the data
interface is configured as AXI4. Therefore, there are two AXI interconnects in the
system. In order to fully exploit burst data transactions, a DMA module is used
exchange burst data between memories and accelerators using the data interface
but controlled from the control bus.
The host processor used is a MicroBlaze core [MicroBlaze]. The MicroBlaze is a softcore processor optimised to be used in Xilinx FPGAs. It is a 32-bit processor highly
configurable to be adapted to the needs of embedded architectures. Apart from
running the algorithm, the application code will invoke HW accelerators placed
in the dynamic region, through the resource manager, to work as co-processors to
perform high parallelizable tasks.
As it was already explained in Chapter 1, SRAM FPGAs have the capability of
being self-configurable. This is possible thanks to the ICAP through which the
configuration memory can be read or written partially and dynamically from the
inner fabric of the FPGA [ICAP]. This means, different portions of the FPGA can
be changed at run time while the rest of the architecture is working. This is a
fundamental feature for the ARTICo3 architecture. DPR allows the adaptation of
the inner resources of the FPGA to respond to the needs of the application in both
external and internal contexts. Therefore, configuration speed conditions the
strategies to be taken to optimise the use of resources. The ICAP port of the
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Spartan-6 LX150 FPGA is placed in the lower right corner of the FPGA. As it can
be seen in Figure 53, this is right under the reconfigurable region so special care
must be taken when placing the ICAP controller so that no connection cable
crosses the dynamic area. Besides, the ICAP port in the Spartan-6 devices is very
sensitive to the location of its controller due to timing restrictions. The ICAP
controller provided by the Xilinx is called HWICAP [HWICAP]. Since it is based
on the previously-described AXI4-Lite interface, it does not support burst
transactions which limits its performance enormously. There are several examples
in the literature [Otero'11], [Santambrogio'12], [Touiza'12] of customised ICAP
controllers. This is of high importance when the ICAP port can go over a 100 MHz,
like in the case of Virtex or Kintex families. Reconfiguration speed is limited
although the technology used allows higher frequencies of reconfiguration. For
instance, Xilinx continued delivering the same reconfiguration speed when
changing to new generations even though Virtex-4 and Virtex-5 were
manufactured in 90 nm and 65 nm while Virtex-6 is manufactured in 40 nm. It is
possible to find examples where the ICAP port has been overclocked [Hansen'11].
In these cases, designing a customised ICAP controller can sharply improve
reconfiguration speed and hence system performance when DPR is constantly
required. This feature could be included to improve ARTICo3 performance in
applications where the accelerators need to be changed very frequently.
Depending on the application, there will be different controllers and interfaces
with several sensors and communication modules. Those are some examples for
the case of the HiReCookie node:
-

UART interface with the Telegesis ETRX2 ZigBee Module.

-

UART interface with a WIFly 2.21 WI-FI module from Roving Networks.

-

AXI_W5200 with an SPI Interface with the HanRun HR961160C Ethernet
module.

-

I2C interface with the Toshiba TCM8230MD micro camera.

The interface between the FPGA and the external µC (ATtiny 2313V) was already
detailed in Chapter 2. It consists of a SPI interface and a tristate buffer for the
management of the interruption and end commands.
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All the previous peripherals can be selected among the IPs provided by the
manufacturer. However, in order to provide support for the dynamic
management of resources, optimised data transactions and to separate the SW
application from the use of HW resources, some custom modules must be
designed.

3.4.2

Shuffler Module

The Shuffler module is the bridge in charge of connecting dynamic and static
areas. Therefore, it must include the two communication interfaces described in
the introduction of this chapter: a control bus interface (AXI4-Lite) and a data bus
interface (AXI4) to maintain a standard and portable connection. The Shuffler
module manages all the data interchanged with the reconfigurable accelerators.
However, the way it works is defined by the resource manager. As it can be seen
in Figure 39, accelerators placed on reconfigurable slots are connected to the
Shuffler module creating a tree-like structure. Both address and write data buses
are shared among the different slots. On the other side, every TB has a separated
read data bus connected to the Shuffler module. In order to address the desired
TBs, the Shuffler module generates a vector of enable signals in order to exchange
burst or simple data to those slots containing TBs of the same kernel. This
transaction can be done either in a cascaded way or strictly in parallel, but always
without breaking the burst transaction.
According to the way these enable signals are created, read and write transactions
permit different functionalities linked to each mode of execution as it is explained
below:
Transactions for concurrent processing: in order to boost processing performance,
it is possible to run several TBs in a concurrent way minimising the bottleneck
created by the bus-based communication interface. During a burst data write
transaction, the enable vector activates the desired TBs one by one in a cascaded
fashion dividing the burst transaction according to a predefined data block size,
as shown in Figure 40. As it will be explained in the Enable Generator subsection,
the introduced delays are only the ones required to generate the vector of enable
signals and the pipeline stages. This process needs three clock cycles from the
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moment a write or read order gets to the Shuffler peripheral until the enable
vector is ready. In this way, different portions of the burst transaction are
transmitted to each block. Changing from one TB to another does not introduce
any time delay so burst data are passed cycle by cycle without breaking the burst.
Whenever a TB receives its portion of data, it can start working. Thus, execution
is done during overlapped periods of time by different modules, and therefore
concurrent processing is achieved with the consequent acceleration. Whenever the
first accelerator finishes processing, the burst read data transaction can be
performed if the bus is not busy.

Figure 40: Data transactions for concurrent processing. (a) Write transaction and (b)
read transaction.

The enable vector activates, as it happened during the write transaction, all the
desired blocks one by one for a predefined data-read block size. In this case, due
the inherent latency of one clock cycle required for a BRAM memory read
operation in Xilinx FPGAs, there is a one-clock-cycle delay introduced in every TB
change. Data arrive in separated and shorter burst transactions to the Shuffler
module where they are combined to be sent through the data bus in a single burst
transaction to maximise bus utilization with no intermediate storage.
Transaction for HW redundancy: In order to perform this functionality, the enable
vector activates all the desired accelerators at the same time as it can be seen in
Figure 41. Thus, the same portion of data is sent to all the selected accelerators
strictly in parallel. This multicast-like transaction is very helpful when HW
redundancy is required. When the burst read data transaction is performed, the
enable vector activates again all the target accelerators at the same time. Therefore,
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different burst transactions reach the Shuffler module in parallel at the same time.
A majority voter contained within the Shuffler module compares every datum
cycle by cycle so that only correct data are sent to memory.

Figure 41: Data transactions for HW redundancy. (a) Write transaction and (b) read
transaction

Transaction with reduction operation: as for concurrent processing, different TBs
of a kernel addressed during the same transaction do not share data. However,
there are some cases where the tasks performed by the kernel blocks do not deliver
a final result. Therefore, they need to be combined using certain predefined
operations such as addition, subtraction, maximum, minimum, etc. before being
stored in memory. Data transactions are done in the same way as for the
concurrent processing functionality with the exception of the reorganization of
the incoming data from the accelerators as seen in Figure 42. Cycle by cycle, data
are processed in the Reduction block. After performing the reduction operation, a
single result is passed to memory. This is the case, for instance, of a scalar product
split in different processing elements.
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Figure 42: Data transaction with reduction operation. (a) Write transaction and (b) read
transaction

The structure of the Shuffler module to optimise burst data transactions
providing coalesced or parallel data to HW accelerators, the parallel voting
process and reduction operation are contributions of this PhD Thesis.
When a simple one-data transaction is required, it can be done either to a single
HW block or to several blocks at the same time. This is useful if the same command
or configuration code need to be sent to different accelerators.
When a kernel is invoked, the order is transmitted to the resource manager.
Depending on the working conditions, the resource manager configures de
Shuffler module to work within the operation modes described above. The TBs in
which the kernel execution is divided are placed in arbitrary positions within the
dynamic area. In order for the resource manager to call on these blocks, it has an
ID list with the identifiers of all configured kernels and their positions. This
position list is updated every time a partial reconfiguration is carried out and
passed to the Shuffler module so it can create the proper enable vector for each
case. Every slot has a four-bit dynamic identifier ranging from 0x1 to 0xF. The 0x0
identifier is reserved for an empty slot.
Data transactions to the Shuffler module can be done either to write or configure
its own registers, to send burst data to the kernel blocks, or to pass configuration
parameters to the kernel blocks. These transactions are launched by the scheduler
(part of the resource manager). Every peripheral attached to an AXI4-Lite or AXI4
interfaces is mapped as registers and/or memory. Therefore, when a data
transaction is ordered through any of the two buses, the bus addresses needs to
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specify the corresponding base address of the Shuffler peripheral followed by the
identifier of the kernel and the address of the destination register or memory
position. In order to save time and provide all necessary information to the
Shuffler module within the same transaction, the address is coded as shown in
Figure 43 :

Figure 43: Kernel Positioning and Bus Address Mapping

When data transactions are sent through the control interface to the Shuffler
module, write and read operations include in their bus addresses the identifier of
the kernel and the address of the destination register. The first 16 bits correspond
to the base address of the Shuffler module referred to the control bus, bits 15 to 12
include the kernel identifier and the last 12 bits correspond to the address of either
internal registers of the Shuffler module or registers of the kernel block.
Depending on the value of the destination register, the Shuffler will pass the
information to the specified kernel blocks or it will store the values in its own
registers. For instance, if a transaction is to be done to the first register of all the
blocks identified as kernel “A”, the address would be 0xSSSSA040 where the ‘S’
character represents the base address of the Shuffler module in the system.
However, if the information is to be sent to an internal register of the Shuffler
module, the address would be for example, 0xSSSS0020.
When a data transaction is performed through the data bus, the information is
always sent to the accelerators. Therefore, the address must include the base
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address of the Shuffler module, the identifier of the kernel and the initial memory
address of the TB. This time, there are more bits required for the destination
memory address so the first 12 bits correspond to the Shuffler Data base address,
bits 19 to 16 include the kernel identifier, and the last 16 bits contain the
destination memory address. An example of the addressing where data is sent to
every TB of kernel “A” starting from address 0x4, would be 0xSSSA0004. The
address memory pointer is increased in each TB, so that the Shuffler module only
sends the initial position where burst data start.

Figure 44: Architecture of the Shuffler block.

All the different configurations are detailed in the Configuration Registers
description within the following submodules description. All the sub-modules
contained in the Shuffler peripheral are shown in Figure 44.
3.4.2.1

Shuffler Control

This module includes the AXI4-Lite interface to link the Shuffler module with the
control bus, a Control Unit, a SW Reset Generator, and the Address Bypass block
to distinguish between configuration registers and kernel block registers. All the
information about the AXI4-Lite interface and the SW Reset module can be found
in [AXI4-Lite] since they are part of the AXI4 standard. The Address Bypass filters
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the control bus address so that when it is higher than 0x3C, i.e. not targeting any
configuration register, it generates the required signals for the write or read
transactions to the TBs of the kernels.
The Control Unit contains all the configuration registers, the required logic to
generate write and read orders to the TBs according to the target address, the
identifiers control and ready interruption management coming from the kernel
blocks. All the configuration registers contained in the Control Unit and their
addresses can be seen in Figure 45.

Figure 45: Configuration Registers.

The Operation Register (op_reg) contains the following fields:
-

Burst Single (Bit 0): when set to ‘1’ activates burst transactions.

-

Replica Block (Bit 1): when set to ‘0’ activates the block mode (transaction
for concurrent processing) to generate the enable vector in a cascaded way.
When set to ‘1’ activates replica mode to enable all the target blocks at the
same time for HW redundancy.
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-

Reduction (Bit 2): when set to ‘1’ activates the reduction mode.

-

Reduction OpCode (Bits 3 to 7): they select the reduction operation when
bit 2 is activated (See Figure 50).

-

Clock Enables (Bits 16 to 31): reserved for the clock enable signals of the
reconfigurable slots. The number of clock enable signals varies depending
on the available clock buffers in each platform.

The Redundancy Register (red_reg) specifies which TBs must be configured
following a TMR (Triple Module Redundancy) or a DMR (Double Module
Redundancy) approach. When a transaction to a kernel is done and the identifier
is sent coded within the bus address, those positions matching the identifier set
an acknowledge flag. This flags are stored in the ID Acknowledge Register
(id_ack_reg) and they are used to generate the enable vector. In case the replica
mode is active, the enable is created by comparing the value of the ID
Acknowledge Register with the value of the Redundancy Register.
As it was already introduced in the transaction for concurrent processing section,
a burst data transaction needs to be divided in equal parts to be sent to the selected
TBs. The Block Size Register (bs_reg) specifies the amount of data assigned to each
one of these blocks. The value of the Block Size Register multiplied by the number
of TBs addressed in a transaction, provides the total length of the burst
transaction.
The ID Register (id_reg) contains the kernel blocks list sent by the Resource
Manager with the position and identifiers of all the TBs in the reconfigurable area.
Once all the data assigned to a kernel block are stored in its local memory, the
block can start processing. In order to know when the transaction to collect all the
results can be performed, every kernel block generates a ready signal when their
processing is finished. The ready signal in charge of allowing the collection of the
results is the one coming from the first TB that was addressed during the write
transaction due to the intrinsic predictability provided by HW. In order to select
which ready flag will launch the interruption, an Automask is generated using the
IDs Register. Every ID is compared to the following so that only the first kernel
block of each kind sets the Automask bit to ‘1’. Then the ready signal is filtered
with this Automask to generate the interruption flags stored in the lower part of
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the Interrupt Register (int_reg). The higher part of the Interrupt Register contains
the interruption Mask set by the Resource Manager to select which kernels are
activated to launch an interrupt when the interrupt flag is on.
Registers 5 to 12 contain error reports generated by several submodules during
data transactions. The number of errors corresponding to each error code are
stored in their corresponding registers. Error codes and their corresponding
registers are listed in Table 30. A description of each error is detailed in its
corresponding submodule definition.
Table 30: Error codes and registers
Error Code

Source Module

Error Register

0000

Enable Generator

Error Reg5. Low

0001

Enable Generator

Error Reg5. High

0010

Enable Generator

Error Reg6. Low

0011

Enable Generator

Error Reg6. High

0100

Voter

Error Reg7. Low

0101

Voter

Error Reg7. High

0110

Voter

Error Reg8. Low

0111

Voter

Error Reg8. High

1000

Voter

Error Reg9. Low

1001-1111

Not used

Error Reg9. High to Error
Reg12.High

Where Regi.Low stands for the 16 less significant bits and Regi.High for the 16
most significant bits of register number i.
The Command Register (cmd_reg) is reserved for those commands sent to the
kernel blocks. For the time being, the only implemented command is the kernel
Reset command. When an identifier of a kernel is written in the Reset dedicated
bits of the register, the Shuffler module resets all the kernel blocks matching the
identifier.
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3.4.2.2

Shuffler Data and Synchronizer

The Shuffler Data connects the DMA module and data memory with the Shuffler
module for burst data transactions. It contains the data bus interface
axi_slave_burst [AXI4Burst] and an additional block to bypass the initial
memory address together with read/write orders to the rest of the TBs. As it was
already introduced, the enable generator needs 3 clock cycles to create the vector
of enable signals. Therefore, the synchronizer block registers read/write enable
signals and the initial address coming from the Shuffler data to synchronise them
with the enable vector.
3.4.2.3

Enable Generator

The Enable Generator, is the module in charge of creating both the vector of enable
signals to activate the TBs and the start signal to trigger them. Every time there is
a change in the id_ack_reg, it means that there has been a new Read/Write (R/W)
operation from one of the bus interfaces to a certain kernel. Therefore, new enable
vectors need to be generated. Depending on the operation mode configured in the
op_reg, the vector may have different lengths and components. Whenever an
enabled TB receives its portion of data, its start signal is asserted so it can start
processing. The following examples of how enable vectors are generated are
focused on the Spartan-6 where 8 slots are available.
When a change is detected in the id_ack_reg, its value is used to generate a matrix
of enable vectors. In case the block mode is configured, the enable vector is
generated directly from the matrix shown in Figure 46. The pointer selecting the
corresponding 8-bits enable vector moves from one column to another in such a
way that each column is active during the amount of cycles defined by the bs_reg.
In case of a single-data transaction, the bs_reg must be set to ´0´.
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Figure 46: Generation of the enable signal for block mode operation

In case replica mode is active, id_ack_reg needs to be compared to the red_reg as
shown in Figure 47. According to the matching pairs, TBs are divided in groups
as shown in Figure 47. Each group is active during the amount of cycles defined
by the bs_reg. if there is an active TB not matching either the TMR or DMR
registers, then, it is consider as a group on its own. The process from the change
of the id_ack_reg until enable vectors are ready takes 3 clock cycles.

Figure 47: Generation of the enable signal for mixed-redundancy mode

A resource manager controls the configuration of the registers so that the amount
of slots configured in the TMR and DMR are always multiple of 3 and 2
respectively as it is circled in Figure 47. Besides, it controls that the same slot is
not configured in more than one mode at a time. According to these situations,
error codes are stored in the error registers as shown in Table 31.
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Table 31: Error codes in the Enable Generator
Error Definition

Error code

Error Register

0000

Error Reg5.Low

0001

Error Reg5.High

0010

Error Reg6.Low

0011

Error Reg6.High

No IDs match the target
kernel. No enable is
generated
Replica mode ON and
number of positions
configured in TMR not
multiple of 3
Replica mode ON and
number of positions
configured in DMR not
multiple of 2.
Replica mode ON and same
positions configured as TMR
and DMR

During BRAM burst reading operations, it is necessary to take into account that
changing from one TB to another requires an additional cycle in order for the
memory address to be set. These extra cycles must be included in the active
periods of each enable vector.
3.4.2.4

Positioner

When a reading transaction is performed, data reach the shuffler module either
serially, in parallel or even both, depending on the operation mode. When the
replica mode is active and TMR and/or DMR registers are configured, during
some parts of the transaction, data reach the Shuffler module in parallel and
results must be voted. The positioner is the block in charge of counting the active
TBs in each transaction and ordering data so they can be properly sent to the voter
module. As it can be seen in Figure 48, the positioner module is composed of
adders placed in a cascaded fashion and one decoder per slot. Each enable vector
is fed to the positioner. Every time one slot contains an active TB, one unit is added
to the total. Partial results in each stage of the addition process pass through a
decoder so it is possible to know both if the slot is active and which is its order in
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the redundancy transaction. The outputs of the decoders will serve as enable
signals for the voter module. This is important since the voting process establishes
priorities depending on the position of the TB, as it will be explained in Section
3.4.2.5.
In the example shown in Figure 48, the kernel is divided into 6 TBs. The ones
placed in slots 0, 1 and 7 are configured to work in TMR mode, 5 and 6 in DMR
mode, and 4 as a single block. Therefore, the data burst transaction will be divided
into 3 different portions: the first going to TMR blocks, second to the single TB
and third to DMR blocks. These three portions are collected in a cascaded way as
it was already explained. The enable vectors corresponding to this transaction are
shown in Figure 48. For instance, during the collection of the first data coming
from the TMR blocks, the final addition is 3 blocks so, according to the outputs of
the decoders, first is slot 0, second is slot 1 and third is slot 7. Since the second part
of the transaction does not correspond to a redundant processing, the positioner
is not activated and data is passed directly after the previous-voted portion into
the bus.

Figure 48: Positioner block. Example of a mixed transaction with TMR, DMR and a
single block
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3.4.2.5

Voter

The voter module is the one in charge of comparing the incoming results from the
TBs working on either TMR or DMR modes. As it can be seen in Figure 49,
depending on the outputs of the positioner module and the operation mode, data
are selected cycle by cycle to enter into the voter registers. Signal Si(n), with i the
slot number and n the position within the transaction, selects the data to be
compared. For instance, according to the example shown in Figure 48, S0(1), S1(2)
and S7(3) are the active enables to let data from slots 0, 1 and 7 pass to the voter
comparator.

Figure 49: Voter module

In case of DMR mode, the voter compares the results in Voter Reg.1 and Voter
Reg.2. In case of a mismatch, the module with priority is always Voter Reg.2 since
it is considered that replicas are always placed in slots with higher number. In
case of TMR, the possibilities are summarised in Table 32.
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Table 32: Voting process and error codes
Error Code

Definition

Voter Result

Error Register

2 (DMR)

Vreg1=Vreg2

Vreg1=Vreg2

Error Reg7. Low

Vreg1=Vreg2≠Vreg3

Vreg1=Vreg2

Error Reg7. High

Vreg1=Vreg3≠Vreg2

Vreg1=Vreg3

Error Reg8. Low

Vreg1≠Vreg2=Vreg3

Vreg2=Vreg3

Error Reg8. High

Vreg1≠Vreg2≠Vreg3

Vreg3

Error Reg9. Low

3 (TMR)

By analysing the content of these error registers, it is possible to know which TB
is failing, how many times it failed and where it is located. In this way, it is
possible to either reconfigure the slot in case of a soft error or even isolate it in case
of a hard error.
3.4.2.6

Parallel to Serial block (PISO)

The parallel to serial block is a simple submodule, acting like a multiplexer, in
charge of reorganizing data coming from a single TB and from the voter module
so that it passes in a serial way to the bus. Data is taken from the corresponding
TB or from the voter according to the value of the enable vector in each subtransaction.
3.4.2.7

Reduction Block

Different TBs of the same kernel do not share data. In addition, even though
threads of the same TB might have strong data dependencies, there are commonused operations that are worth having outside the HW accelerators in order to
save time and area. Operations such as addition, maximum or minimum, are often
used for comparison of partial results. In this way, HW accelerators can be
reduced in area while it is also possible to take advantage of data serialization to
combine read data cycle by cycle without adding additional latency to the reading
process. A scheme of the reduction block is shown in Figure 50. A simple example
could be a FIR Filter.
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Figure 50: Reduction Block

The abstraction provided by the Shuffler module to the host processor with
respect to the operation of the kernels in terms of the number of replicas, modes
of operation, location in the reconfigurable area and addressing, is a
contribution of this PhD Thesis.

3.4.3 Thread Blocks: Generic Architecture
As it was already explained, processing kernels are divided into identical TBs. At
the same time, these TBs can also contain a different number of threads. Each TB
is a self-contained HW processor that includes local memory and local registers
apart from the specific logic of the kernel itself. Figure 51 shows the generic
architecture of a TB. As it can be seen in the image, each TB can be allocated in
each reconfigurable slot with an arbitrary position since they are addressed
according to a kernel identifier and not according to any address (order is only
considered for voting purposes in order to establish priorities in case all thread
blocks provide different results). The communication interface with the Shuffler
module is summarised as follows and it can be also seen in Figure 51.
-

Enable signal: Activates the accesses of both registers and local memory
from and to the Shuffler module. This is the enable signal created by the
enable generator.

-

Start signal: triggers the TB so it can start processing. This signal is also
created in the enable generator module once the first data block is in the
local memory of the first TB.
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Ready signal: this is the signal that indicates a TB has finished processing
so results can be collected.

-

Data valid signal: This signal activates and deactivates a data counter so
TBs know how many data were written into their local memories and
therefore the amount of information they need to process.

-

Registers interface: it consists of read and write enable signals for the
different registers.

-

Memory interface: it includes read and write enables and signals to generate
the local memory address. Only the initial memory address is captured.
The internal logic of the TB is in charge of incrementing the pointer to
distribute the information as it is required by the internal threads.

-

Data2shuffler and data2kernel are the input and output data buses.

Figure 51: TB generic architecture

As it is shown in Figure 51, local memory, when seen from the shuffler side, has a
continuous address map. However, it is divided in a configurable number of
banks on the kernel-logic side. These banks can be independently accessed from
different parts or threads of the kernel logic so pure parallelism is achieved. This
allows the design of fully self-contained HW blocks.
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According to the actual design, each reconfigurable slot occupies one clock region.
This means, there is one bus macro per clock region in the reconfigurable area as
a communication channel with the static side. Therefore, a TB can take up several
slots, but one slot can host a maximum of one TB (with several threads each). As
it can be seen in Figure 52, in the Spartan-6 FPGA, the available resources per slot
are divided in 32 columns: 27 columns CLBs, 3 columns of BRAM and 2 columns
of DSP blocks.

Figure 52: Resources per reconfigurable slot in Spartan 6 LX 150

[CLB]

Each CLB column within a slot is 16-CLBs high. Each CLB is composed of two
different slices. According to the inner resources of the slice, slices can be: M, L or
X [CLB] .Slices are only combined in pairs as XM or XL and they are distributed
in alternate columns.
BRAM blocks in Spartan-6 can be configured as blocks of 18 kb or as two
independent 9-kb blocks. Each block can be addressed through two ports or
configured as a single port RAM. The available amount of BRAM per slot is
theoretically 26 kB. However, depending on the memory distribution chosen
during the design of each accelerator, it is not always possible to reach this
maximum capacity. Besides, since accelerators are intended to be reconfigurable,
all their resources and connections must be kept within the boundaries of the slot.
Thus, when using the maximum amount of available BRAM blocks, it might be
impossible to route all the cables inside the slot borders and therefore BRAM
capacity must be reduced.
DSP columns are also divided in slices. Each DSP48A1 contains an 18x18
multiplier, an adder and an accumulator. Each slot contains 8 DPS slices.
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As it can be seen in Figure 52, the resource distribution along the slot is not
homogeneous. Therefore limiting the reconfigurable portion to the kernel logic is
difficult since logic, DSPs and BRAM blocks are mixed along the architecture of
the slot. Keeping BRAM memory connections within the slot would allow
reconfiguring only the dedicated logic of the kernel, but this approach has not
been yet analysed.
The architecture of the thread blocks to make the system scalable by adding
HW threads interfacing to a BRAM port is a contribution of this PhD Thesis.

3.4.4

Implementation of the Architecture

Once all the different parts of the architecture have been detailed, the way they
are distributed inside the Spartan-6 FPGA is explained within this section. Due to
symmetry reasons, the architecture divides the FPGA in two halves vertically
being the axis of symmetry, the central vertical line. The dynamic or
reconfigurable area is placed on the right half side of the FPGA. It takes eight clock
regions out of 12 vertically. Two clock regions are left to the static area on both
top and bottom parts of the right half due to asymmetries and external
connections such as the BSCAN or the ICAP port. The static part is placed on the
left half where all the connections to the external memories, ADC, communication
modules, some sensors and external µC, are. The reconfigurable area is divided in
eight slots as it was explained in the previous section. Figure 53 shows an empty
reconfigurable area where the connection logic for each slot and clock lines can be
seen.
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Figure 53: Region division for ARTICo3 in Spartan-6 LX150 FGG484-2 (HiReCookie
Node).

Each TB of each kernel is synthesised once in a slot of the reconfigurable area being
careful that all its connections and blocks are contained inside the designated
region. If a TB occupies more than one clock region, then the communication
interface with the shuffler is kept in the upper one. Once all the partial bitstreams
of the TBs of the kernels (one per kernel) have been synthesised, a basic
architecture is synthesised with no TBs loaded. For that purpose, blank blocks are
added to keep the communication interface and the clock line. These blank blocks
are empty with the exception of the interface connections. Partial bitstreams of all
the kernels are loaded in memory so that they can be configured in any position
of the reconfigurable area. Figure 54 shows the layout of the architecture with the
static region, different TBs of different kernels and blank blocks. A Median Filter,
a Sobel Filter and two configurations of an AES (Advanced Encryption Standard)
encryption algorithm are shown. These algorithms have been implemented by a
PhD student, Alfonso Rodriguez to test the architecture. As it can be seen, both
AES modules occupy two clock regions. More information about these blocks is
explained in Section 4.1.
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Figure 54: ARTICo3 implementation. Spartan-6 LX150

The final implementation of the ARTICo3 architecture can be seen in Figure 55.
Figure 55 (a) shows the architecture with only one Median filter loaded and blank
blocks in the rest of the slots. Figure 55 (b) shows the whole reconfigurable area
empty and Figure 55 (c) shows a full reconfigurable area with four TBs of an
AES256CTR kernel (one TB every two slots).
Table 33 shows the resource utilization of several TBs and the Shuffler module for
the Spartan-6 LX150 FPGA.
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Figure 55: ARTICo3 architecture in Spartan-6. (a) Reconfigurable area with only one
TB of a Sobel Filter Kernel, (b) Empty reconfigurable area and (c) reconfigurable area
fully occupied with 4 TBs with one thread each of the AES256CTR algorithm
Table 33: Resource utilization ARTICo3
HW Blocks

Slices (total

DSP (total 180)

23,038)

RAM16 (total

Flip-Flops

169.37 kB)

(total 84,304)

Shuffler

842

3.65%

4

2.2%

0

0%

2681

3.18%

Median Filter

455

1.97%

0

0%

8

4.7%

2975

3.52%

Sobel Filter

398

1.72%

0

0%

8

4.7%

2594

3.07%

AES256CTR

1014

4.4%

0

0%

16

9.4%

3453

4.09%

AES128CTR

963

4.18%

0

0%

16

9.4%

2683

3.18%

3.5.

ARTICo3 in Xilinx 7-Series: Kintex XC7K325T

Xilinx 7-series was launched in 2012 to improve the ratio computing performancepower consumption and the level of integration with respect to family 6, while at
the same time they offer very competitive prices [Kintex7]. Kintex-7 is the second
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option in terms of performance after Virtex-7 and before the Artix-7. Table 34
shows some of the main features of this family together with the Spartan-6 FPGA.
Table 34: Family 7 overview and comparison with Spartan-6
Block

Logic

year

cells

Virtex-7

2012

1955k

68

3600

28.05

45.91

Kintex-7

2012

478k

34

1920

12.5

17.87

Artix-7

2012

215k

13

740

6.6

9.28

Spartan-6

2009

147k

1

180

3.2

4.04

Family

RAM
(Mb)

DSP

Peak

Launching

Slices

transceiver
Speed (Gb/s)

Configuration
Memory (Mbytes)

Xilinx 7-seriesis built in 28 nm High-k Metal Gate (HKMG) process technology
which improves performance with lower power consumption with 1 V supply for
the core or even 0.9 V available in some models. Besides, the unified architecture
provided by Xilinx ensures an easier migration process since the structure of the
common elements is kept such as CLBs, DSPs, BRAM or clocking among others.
The main innovations provided by 7-series are listed below:
-

Analogue and mixed signal capabilities.

-

SW programmability with ARM embedded processors.

-

Stacked Silicon Interconnect (SSI) technology permits the creation of highcapacity FPGAs by adding high-density routing wires among smaller
fabrics called Super Logic Regions (SLRs).

-

Heterogeneous integration consisting of including not only SLRs but also
high-speed I/O blocks.

For the demonstration of the migration possibilities, the Kintex-7 XC7K325T has
been selected. This migration is part of another research work in which the
adaptation of the architecture to be fully compatible to OpenCL is being targeted
[Rodriguez’15]. The definition of the architecture is not changing when migrating
the design to family 7. AXI4 interfaces are still available so no changes in the
design of the shuffler interfaces are required. The reconfiguration engine used for
testing purposes is still the HWICAP provided by Xilinx so the only modifications
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required were done to the HWICAP drivers to be able to write column by column
instead of frame by frame. Since the number of available slots changes, it is
necessary to resize the shuffler block according to the amount of TBs in the
dynamic area. This is configurable pre-synthesis. Both platforms use an
embedded MicroBlaze so code migration is immediate.
Important aspects to take into account are those involving the internal architecture
of the FPGA. Since both FPGAs are organised in a very different way, it is
necessary to reorganised the configuration of both dynamic and static areas. Clock
regions are much bigger (approximately 4 times bigger than in Spartan-6) in the
case of this Kintex device. For the time being, sub-clock-region reconfiguration is
not available, so each slot hosting a TB is four times bigger than in the previous
case. For this implementation, the best option was increasing the number of
threads inside each TB. Due to different asymmetries and the position of hard
elements such as ICAP ports, MCBs, etc. across the fabric of the FPGA, the
organization of the dynamic area was done as shown in Figure 56. As it can be
seen, the static area takes up the lower half of the FPGA and the dynamic area
occupies six clock regions on the top half. In order to be able to place the
communication interfaces for the TBs, a back-bone connection structure was
created as seen in Figure 56 (a). This positioning requires the synthesis of every
kernel TB in two different configurations, right and left. This is an inconvenience
since double memory is required to store the bitstreams for the same amount of
kernels. However, more threads means more parallelization or redundancy
capabilities so the features of the ARTICo3 architecture can be better exploited.
The design of the TBs is the same as with the Spartan-6 with exception of the
changing number of threads. Bigger slots allow the inclusion of more threads and
local memory per block. Therefore, local memory is divided in as many banks as
required by the kernel logic side to establish a parallel interface for the threads.
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(b)

(a)

Figure 56: ARTICo3 architecture in Kintex-7. (a) Empty reconfigurable area with only
Bus Macros for the connection of the TBs, (b) full reconfigurable area with 6 TBs with
2 threads each of the AES256CTR algorithm.

Due to the improved manufacturing technology, size, power consumption and
reconfiguration capabilities are increased within this series. Therefore, an
interesting option would be including an Artix-7 FPGA in the design of future
versions of the HiReCookie.

3.6. Conclusion of the Chapter
This chapter detailed the design of the ARTICo3 architecture. Requirements in
terms of flexibility, energy efficiency, processing performance and fault tolerance
were detailed, as well as state-of-the-art architectures and solutions. All these
requirements define a solution space for all the target applications. One of the
goals of ARTICo3 is providing architectural support for the applications to be able
to move their working points within this solution space. This is done allowing
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transparency and abstraction for the application code with regards to the
underlying HW and providing metrics to assist resource management algorithms
to find the most suitable working points.
The ARTICo3 architecture is intended to work using a model of computation
inspired in the model followed by GPUs: CUDA. In contrast to the CUDA
approach, all the different kernel threads are implemented in specifically-tailored
HW modules to take advantage of HW acceleration and efficiency. At the same
time, dynamic partial reconfiguration allows changing the number of kernel
thread blocks at run time to adapt to changing conditions and workloads.
By adding a bridge module between the bus interface connected to the host
processor and central memory, and the reconfigurable HW accelerators, it is
possible to optimise burst data transactions to be able to take advantage of
concurrent processing to accelerate certain tasks, or to perform multicast
transactions to different replicas of the same block to include HW redundancy. In
addition, this module introduces a level of abstraction so that kernels are invoked
from the host processor with no knowledge of the number of thread blocks
running, the physical location of the HW modules, or the mode in which they are
operating. For instance, from the EDK Tool point of view, adding ARTICo3 means
only adding the Shuffler module to the bus.
In order to favour the inclusion of new algorithms into the architecture, a wrapper
template is provided where HW modules only need to interface with a local
BRAM memory. In order to maintain scalability, this local memory is divided into
a configurable number of ports on the algorithm side, but it is seen as a continuous
memory map from the processor side. In this way, it is possible to add different
HW threads per module without breaking scalability. These algorithms could be
then designed using high level synthesis tools such as Vivado HLS or Matlab HDL
Coder with an easy inclusion in the architecture.
The floor planning of the ARTICo3 architecture allows reconfiguring HW blocks
in any free slot of the reconfigurable region, or even taking up several slots. In any
case, the location of the blocks, or the number of slots they occupy, is transparent
for the application code but must be known by the resource manager in charge of
scheduling and reconfiguration. Since bitstream relocation is possible, only one
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copy of each kernel thread block needs to be stored in memory. This reduces the
memory footprint enormously.
Although the architecture is mostly shown within the HiReCookie platform, it has
also been implemented in a 7-series Xilinx FPGA Kintex XC7K325T to test its
portability. The requirements for a platform to comply with the architecture are
basically: support for dynamic partial reconfiguration, an AXI or AMBA-based
bus interface, an embedded processor to work as a host, the possibility of dividing
the FPGA resources into static and dynamic regions, and the possibility of
dividing the dynamic region into identical partitions to allocate the reconfigurable
modules.
The way a complex resource manager determines which kernels to instantiate in
the slots and decide their corresponding operation modes are not addressed. This
PhD thesis has set the architectural basis to permit this, but the proposal of such
resource manager is left for future work. This line, together with the proposal of
a method based on HLS tools to produce accelerators more easily are the main
lines opened after this PhD thesis.
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4

ARTICo3: Validation Tests

In this chapter validation tests of the ARTICo3
architecture are performed and detailed. An
application for proof of concept is explained where
typical kernels related to image processing and
encryption

algorithms

are

used.

Further

experimental analyses are performed using these
kernels. Processing time versus number of thread
blocks, penalizations in terms of processing speed
by increasing fault-tolerance levels and energy
consumption under different working points are studied. Results are combined to build the solution
space for several kernels in order to understand the different trade-off among different scenarios.
Comparisons with other state-of-the-art architectures and platforms is also carried out to highlight
advantages and limitations of the architecture.
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4.

Validation Tests

Once the ARTICo3 architecture, as well as the HiReCookie node, have been
detailed, several tests have been carried out in order to validate the proposed
approach in terms of computing performance, energy consumption and fault-tolerance
capabilities. Possibilities to control energy consumption during inactive and
initial configuration times were already explained in Section 2.4 were numerical
results were also shown. Therefore, the tests shown in this section are focused on
the third stage of the working profile (See Section 1.1 for more information),
processing time. In addition, several tests were also carried out in the Xilinx Kintex
KC705 FPGA to validate the generalization of the ARTICo3 architecture.
The main objectives of these validation tests are summarised as follows:
-

Show the improvements in computing performance when using the
multithread/multi-block approach using the transaction mode for
concurrent processing.

-

Analysis energy consumption for each working point, including modes for
concurrent processing and HW redundancy.

-

Validate the correct behaviour of DMR and TMR modes by adding faults
and checking the values of the error registers and final results in memory.

-

Analyse the different trade-offs between consumption and computing
performance when increasing fault-tolerance levels.

-

Compare the solution HiReCookie + ARTICo3 with other state-of-the-art
platforms by analysing typical kernel units used in high performance
applications.

-

Compare both throughput and energy consumption to other dedicated
architectures in the state of the art including different devices analysing
advantages and limitations of the architecture.
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4.1. Introduction: Demo Interface for Proof of Concept
In order to validate the architecture, several kernels have been tested. Since high
performance applications are very often related to image processing with certain
levels of security, different kernels related to that field, under different
configurations, have been adapted and tested within the ARTICo3 architecture.
These are: Sobel Filter, Median Filter, AES128CTR, AES192CTR, AES256CTR,
AES128ECB, AES192ECB and AES256ECB. Along the following tests, results are
mainly focused on the Median and Sobel filters, AES256CTR and AES128CTR.
Apart from their usability in this kind of applications, it is possible to find a lot of
benchmarks for these algorithms in the state of the art, while they represent cases
of both computing-bounded and memory-bounded executions commented
previously. These kernels have been selected as testing algorithms and do not
represent a contribution of this PhD Thesis. Therefore, their implementations are
not optimised since they are not to be tested as standalone algorithms but within
the proposed architecture since they are subject to parallelization. Although these
kernels have been widely studied in the state of the art [Hong ‘14], [Kalali’15],
[Chang’8] [Mestiri’13] and [Floissac’11], some information about their algorithms
and implementations within the architecture are shown as follows.
Most image-processing applications required a first step where noise is removed
or at least reduced. A median filter is a non-linear digital filter that consists of a
window moving through the image in such a way that the central pixel is
substituted by the median value of all the pixels contained inside the window. In
this way, big differences among neighbour pixels are reduced. The size of the
window proposed in this work is a 3x3 pixels window (8 bits per pixel), since with
an odd number of pixels, putting them in order is easier. This algorithm was
included with the generic architecture of the TBs detailed in Section 3.4.3.
Once noise has been reduced, a very typical action is the detection of edges or
transitions. Sobel filters create an image where transitions are emphasised. The
Sobel filter is a discrete differentiation operator that calculates an approximation
of the gradient intensity function in each pixel of the image. The algorithm uses
two matrixes, horizontal and vertical components. This matrixes are convolved
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with the original image to obtain the gradient components. The value that
substitutes each pixel is the value of the norm of the gradient vector in that pixel.
The AES (Advanced Encryption Algorithm) algorithm for encryption and
decryption is a very well-known and used algorithm in many platforms and
applications [AES]. This algorithm is based on the Rijndael algorithm, named
Rijndael after its inventors, and was standardised by the NIST (National Institute
of Standard) in 2001. It is a symmetric key algorithm. Unlike the Rijndael
algorithm, AES has a fixed block size of 128 bytes and different key sizes of 128,
192 and 256. It is a substitution-permutation algorithm where a 4x4 matrix called
state suffers transformations within different rounds. The number of rounds
depends on the size of the key.
In order to develop a proof-of-concept application, a demo application using the
HiReCookie platform and ARTICo3 was designed [Rodriguez’15]. The main idea
of the demonstration is showing how the virtual architecture ARTICo3 works
within the high performance wireless sensor node. The selected demo includes an
image processing application with several filters running as different kernels
within the architecture. During the demonstration, an image taken from a video
camera attached to the node is processed in real time by several dynamically
reconfigurable kernels (Median and Sobel filters) under different working
conditions.
A demonstration setup is shown in Figure 57. The elements included in the demo
application are the following:
-

Computer running the software application. The demo SW was developed
by the PhD Candidate in C# using Visual Studio.

-

HiReCookie node including the sensor and communication layers with a
video camera and Ethernet connector.

-

USB cable to send commands via UART. The node can be powered from a
battery, but commands are sent via USB from the application SW so no
battery is required, since the node is powered from the same USB
connection.
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Figure 57: Demonstration setup

The demonstration interface allows the following interaction with the user as seen
in Figure 58, Figure 59, and Figure 60:
-

Both original and processed images are shown in the SW application to
observe changes in real time.

-

It is possible to change the level of noise in the input image to see how
filters respond.

-

It is possible to change working conditions at run time by sending
commands to the node from the SW application using different buttons.
These buttons allow changing the kernels to be tested, the number of TBs
(reconfigured dynamically), the operation mode (TMR, DMR or HPC for
concurrent for concurrent processing), and injecting faults by clicking on
TB image. A fault is simulated by configuring the TB to send zeroes instead
of correct values.

-

Both processing time and power consumption of the FPGA core are
measured continuously and displayed in the SW interface. Thus, it is
possible to observe how processing time and power consumption change
in real time within the different operation modes.
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The internal changes in the virtual architecture through Dynamic and
Partial Reconfiguration corresponding to each operation mode are shown
graphically in real time to fully understand the process inside the FPGA.

Figure 58: Demo SW interface. Median Filter working in TMR mode with 6 TBs.
Threads 1 and 5 are faulty. HiReCookie 3

Figure 58 shows the demo interface working with a median filter kernel divided
in 6 TBs. 20 % of salt and pepper noise is injected in the input image. Faults are
injected from the interface in TBs 1 and 5. Since the operation mode is TMR,
images are divided in 2 pairs of 3 TBs (2 effective blocks) so that results can be
voted and errors are masked.
Figure 59 shows the same situation but using 8 TBs. In this case, blocks 2, 5 and 7
have been injected with faults. Since the selected operation mode is DMR and
those blocks placed in the bottom of each pair have priority, the first section of the
image is black since the error could not be masked. However this fault is recorded
in the error register.
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Figure 59: Demo SW interface. Median Filter working in DMR mode with 8 TBs.
Threads 2 and 5 and 7 are faulty. HiReCookie 3

Figure 60 shows a Sobel filter working in HPC mode with 8 TBs and no faults
injected.

Figure 60: Demo SW interface. Sobel Filter working in HPC mode with 8 TBs. No fault
are injected. HiReCookie
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4.2. Experimental Results
All the results shown below have been obtained experimentally using the
HiReCookie platform as shown in Figure 61. Processing times were measured and
validated using SW timers, the embedded logic analyser provided by Xilinx
(ChipScope Tool) and from the consumption profile on the oscilloscope during
execution. Energy consumption has been calculated by measuring current
responses in the power monitoring circuitry of the HiReCookie node and
integrating the curves power-time for each island of the system. Fault-tolerance
analysis were carried out by injecting faults in kernel logic and checking both the
final results in memory and the contents of the error registers.
All the different tests have been carried out changing the size of the data blocks to
be processed, the amount of TBs, operating frequencies, working modes, and
fault-tolerance levels for the kernels mentioned before. Within each different case,
either computing times or energy consumption have been compared to finally
show the solution space and trade-offs offered by the architecture.

Figure 61: Setup for the validation tests

With this analysis, each kernel can be characterised either online (current
measurements in the ADC) or offline, so that it is possible to define the solution
space under different working conditions. Figure 62 shows the theoretical
solution space of a generic kernel for a fixed amount of processed data in terms of
energy consumption, processing time and fault-tolerance levels. Each one of the
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three curves represents a different fault-tolerance level: HPC for acceleration with
no HW redundancy, DMR and TMR for increased fault-tolerance levels.
Oblique-dashed lines represent the isoblock locus that contains different working
points for different operation modes but containing the same amount of TBs. The
right half of the figure represents typical results of a computing-bounded
processing behaviour where both elapsed time and energy can be reduced by
increasing the number of TBs. On the contrary, the left half pictures a memorybounded processing behaviour where up to a certain number of blocks,
acceleration cannot be improved, and the inclusion of more resources only
increases energy consumption. Each vertical line represents elapsed times for the
same amount of equivalent TBs, this is for instance, processing times are equal in
case of having 1 block working in HPC mode or 3 blocks working in TMR mode
while, as expected, energy consumption is higher in the second case.

Figure 62: Generic Solution Space of a generic kernel processing a fixed amount of
data with ARTICo3

With this solution space it is possible to quantify how each solution is penalised
in terms of time and energy consumption while increasing the level of fault
tolerance.
In order to build this solution space for the proposed kernels, the following tests
have been carried out.
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Computing Performance Vs Number of TBs

In this section, a processing time analysis for the above-mentioned kernels is done.
These tests are done under the concurrent processing mode by changing the
amount of data to be processed, operation frequency and the number of TBs.
As it was explained in the previous section, every TB located in each slot has its
own local memory. In these examples, the available local memory for each clock
region is 16 kB. Both Median and Sobel filters take up 1 clock region while AES
blocks occupy 2. For these tests, half of this memory is used to write the data to be
processed while the other half is used to store results. The given time results
include sending, processing and reading times of the whole data block among all
the different TBs. The example in Figure 63 shows a captured image from the logic
analyser for an AES256CTR when processing 512 bytes in 4 TBs (maximum
amount of blocks that fit in the reconfigurable area). The Shuffler2Kernel_data
signal shows burst data sent to the TBs. Shuffler2Kernel_Enable represents the
enable signals in charge of selecting the different blocks one by one so the burst
transaction is shuffled with no interruption. The Shuffler2Kernel_Start signal
indicates when a TB can start working. In this case, the burst transaction is divided
into 4 pieces in such a way that when the first TB receives ¼ of the burst
transaction, it starts working. When the first TB finishes processing its portion of
data, a ready signal is sent to the Shuffler module to indicate that results can be
collected. Then, the rest of TBs finish processing while the data is being collected
from their neighbours. All happens in the same burst transaction. The time
represented in “white” in the lower part of Figure 63 represents the time ranging
from when the ready signal is asserted until the reading data is being sent. It is
important to highlight that for this amount of data, this time seems to be a high
percentage of the whole transaction, but as long as the data block is increased, this
percentage is sharply decreased. As it can be observed, the AES256CTR presents
a computing-bounded execution, since with a higher number of TBs, higher levels
of parallelism can be achieved, and so higher speed of processing. However, only
4 blocks fit in the dynamic area of the Spartan-6.
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Figure 63: AES256CTR 512 bytes. Concurrent processing
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Depending on the available memory per TB and the size of data to be processed,
a single transaction might not be enough. When the total amount of data is lower
than the number of TBs multiplied by the amount of available local memory per
block, the whole process can be done in a single bus transaction. However, if the
amount of data is higher than the total memory available, different transactions
have to be done until the whole block is processed. Thus, data can be either
divided equally using symmetric transactions among all the available blocks, or
in such a way that memory usage is maximised. In this last case, one or several
blocks can be underused in the last transaction. Figure 64 shows this difference
when filtering 64 KB using a Median filter with a different number of TBs. In the
figure, SYM_DMA stands for symmetric transactions, while MAX_MEM refers to
maximised use of memory. As it can be seen, better results are obtained with
symmetric transactions.

Figure 64: Effect of the data delivery mode in processing time for a Median Filter. 64
KB at 100 MHz

Figure 65 shows processing time versus number of TBs for 4 different kernels. In
the case of the image filters, they clearly present memory-bounded behaviours.
As it can be seen, processing speed reaches its optimum value with 5 TBs with an
acceleration of 3 times faster processing. By using a higher number of blocks, since
bus utilization has reached a maximum, concurrent processing is not optimised
and so it happens with computing performance. However, in the case of the AES
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blocks, since processing time is much higher, the limitation is not caused by bus
utilization but by the number of available resources inside the FPGA, this is, the
maximum number of TBs that fit inside the dynamic area. Therefore, it is clear it
represents a computing-bounded example. For instance, the acceleration achieved
by processing using 4 TBs instead of 1 is, in the case of the AES256CTR, is 3.6 times
faster. Results are not 4 times faster since TBs do not work strictly in parallel but
during overlapped periods of time because data transactions are included. In busbased systems, cascaded processing takes advantage of burst transactions
minimising waiting times. This is achieved thanks to the improved data
transaction module proposed in this PhD Thesis. As it can be seen, processing
times are almost equal for both filters. For that reason, only the median filter is
shown in the following results.

Figure 65: Kernel Comparative. Fixed data Size of 64 KB

Different tests were carried out changing the operation frequency with the
consequent decrease in processing time as seen in Figure 66. In the Section 4.2.3,
the effect of these changes on energy consumption will be shown.
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Figure 66: Processing time variation with the system frequency for a Median filter and
AES256CTR algorithm. 64 KB at 100 MHz

4.2.2

Fault Tolerance Vs Computing performance

For the sake of simplicity, only 3 levels of fault tolerance are shown within these
results: TMR, DMR and no fault tolerance represented by the HPC mode.
Although it is possible to combine different modes by splitting in groups all the
available TBs of a kernel (Figure 67 (c)), processing speed is defined by the number
of equivalent TBs. This is, the number of groups, since every group will be
processing the same portion of data in parallel. Figure 67 shows several
combinations for different numbers of TBs. HPC columns represent the available
independent blocks with no HW redundancy, DMR and TMR columns show a
possible organization of the same amount of blocks in a pure DMR and TMR
approaches. MIX represents a combination of modes. This mode can be useful, for
instance, when different parts of an image are more sensible than others. The foot
of every column shows the number of equivalent TBs for processing. Thus, Figure
67(a) and Figure 67(c), although having different fault tolerance levels, both have
the same processing time. It is important to highlight that grouped blocks do not
need to be together. For example, slots 0, 4 and 7 could be working in TMR mode
with no additional changes in the voting system since position is arbitrary.
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Figure 67: Division in groups for HW redundancy. Examples

Figure 68 quantify these results showing the clock cycles spent in every different
case by a Median filter processing 64 kB. Several aspects can be observed in this
figure. First, notice that the same number of equivalent TBs results in the same
number of clock cycles, as it is for instance between points 4-blocks-DMR and 6blocks-TMR since the number of equivalent TBs is 2 in both cases. Besides, it is
possible to observe how improving the level of fault tolerance penalises
processing time. For example, along the 6-blocks line, increasing the level of fault
tolerance to DMR and TMR penalises computing performance in 1.3 and 1.7 times
lower speed. This is logical, since the number of equivalent TBs is being decreased
from 6 to 3 and 2, respectively.
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Figure 68: Trade-off between computing speed and fault-tolerance levels for different
numbers of TBs. Median Filter 64 KB at 100 MHz

Figure 69 shows the same results for the AES256CTR kernel. In this case, the effect
of increasing the level of fault tolerance is higher since every new TB reduces
almost by half processing time. For instance, changing from 4 blocks working in
HPC mode to 4 blocks divided into 2 groups for DMR, processing time is 1.85
times lower. In the next section, these losses will be quantified in terms of energy
as well as processing time. Lines shown in both Figure 68 and Figure 69 represent
the isoblock lines presented in the generic solution space in Figure 62.

Figure 69: Trade-off between computing speed and fault-tolerance levels for different
numbers of TBs. AES256CTR 64 KB at 100 MHz
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4.2.3 Energy Consumption Vs Computing Performance
The following results represent energy consumption of the core of the Spartan-6
FPGA and the external RAM memory and IO bank 3 (see Section 2.3.2.1 for more
information about power islands). Total values of energy consumption will be
shown in the following section to compare the combination HiReCookie +
ARTICo3 with other state-of-the-art platforms.
Power consumption of the FPGA core can be divided into different parts as shown
in Eq. 10 and Eq. 11:
𝑛𝑘

𝑃𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝑡) = 𝑃𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 (𝑡) + 𝑃𝑑𝑚𝑎 (𝑡) + ∑ 𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑖 (𝑡)𝑃𝑒𝑥𝑖 (𝑡) Eq. 10
𝑖=1
𝑛𝑘

𝑃𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 (𝑡) = 𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 (𝑡) + ∑ 𝑛𝑖 (𝑡)𝑃𝑖

Eq. 11

𝑖=1

Where 𝑃𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 represents the power consumption of the FPGA core at a given
instant. 𝑃𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 is the power consumption of the core when no kernels are being
executed. This value depends on the number of slots loaded with TBs and the
activity of the static region. 𝑃𝑑𝑚𝑎 is the contribution of the DMA data transactions,
𝑛𝑘 is the number of kernels and 𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑖 is the number of TBs of kernel i executed a
given instant.
Eq. 11 shows how 𝑃𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 is computed when the system has 𝑛𝑘 kernels, each of them
with 𝑛𝑖 TBs loaded in the reconﬁgurable slots. 𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 is the contribution of the
static region, i.e. the power consumption of the whole system without any
hardware accelerator, whereas 𝑃𝑖 is the contribution of one TB of kernel i loaded
in 1 reconﬁgurable region by the mere fact of being there. Note that, in general,
𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑖 is not equal to 𝑛𝑖 .
The contribution of the RAM memory and IO bank 3 to the total power
consumption during execution time is the following:
𝑃𝑚𝑒𝑚 (𝑡) = 𝑃𝑚𝑒𝑚,𝑠 (𝑡) + 𝑃𝑚𝑒𝑚,𝑑 (𝑡) Eq. 12
Being 𝑃𝑚𝑒𝑚,𝑠 the static power consumption, and 𝑃𝑚𝑒𝑚,𝑑 the dynamic power
consumption. With regards to the power consumption of the rest of the islands,
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their current consumption during execution is approximately constant, so average
currents are taken as a good approximation. All the different contributions can be
seen in Figure 70.

Figure 70: Transaction profiles for concurrent processing modes. (a) Memorybounded and (b) Computing-bounded examples

Al the different contributions to the total power consumption have been
calculated experimentally from the current values measured in the shunt resistor
of each power island of the HiReCookie as shown in Eq. 13.
𝑃𝑖𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖 (𝑡) = 𝐼𝑖𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖 (𝑡)𝑉𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑙 𝑖

Eq. 13

Where 𝐼𝑖𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖 (𝑡) is the current profile shown in Figure 71 after gain correction,
voltage values for each rail are Vcc, core = 1.2 V and Vcc, RAM = 1.8 V.
The power management circuitry is detailed in Section 2.3.2.1. Results shown in
Figure 71 were measured in the FPGA core and external RAM memory. Voltage
values shown in the oscilloscope were measured in the input of the ADC and then
transformed into current values using the gains shown in Eq. 14, Eq. 15 and Eq.
16.
𝐼𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑒,𝐻𝑖𝑅𝑒𝐶𝑜𝑜𝑘𝑖𝑒−1 (𝑡) =

𝑉𝑜𝑠𝑐,𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝑡)
1.6

𝐼𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑒,𝐻𝑖𝑅𝑒𝐶𝑜𝑜𝑘𝑖𝑒−2 (𝑡) =
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𝑉𝑜𝑠𝑐,𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝑡)
1.2

Eq. 14
Eq. 15
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𝐼𝑅𝐴𝑀+𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑘3,𝐻𝑖𝑅𝑒𝐶𝑜𝑜𝑘𝑖𝑒−1 (𝑡) =

𝑉𝑜𝑠𝑐,𝑅𝐴𝑀 (𝑡)
Eq. 16
0.58

Once current values were obtained, the curves shown in Figure 71 were obtained
as shown in Eq. 17:
𝑡1

𝐸 = ∑ 𝐼𝑖𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖 (𝑡𝑖 )𝑉𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑙 𝑖 𝛥𝑡 Eq. 17
𝑡𝑜

Where t1-t0 is the interval highlighted in blue in intervals of 𝛥𝑡 = 5 µs.

Figure 71: AES256CTR (a) and Median (b) voltage measurements in the shunt resistor
in the FPGA core and RAM memory for 4 and 8 cores respectively. HiReCookie-1

As it can be seen, these profiles match the expected theoretical consumption
profiles shown in Figure 70 for both computing-bounded and memory-bounded
kernels.
Figure 72 shows the consumption profile of the core of the FPGA when processing
10 blocks of 64 kB. Within each block, all the stages can be observed: sending,
sending-processing, processing, collecting-processing and collecting.
Characterising kernels online is a crucial task in order to perform an optimised
task scheduling and DRM. Self-awareness through execution modelling allows
the generation of efficient resource allocation and scheduling policies in different
kernel invocations. Real-time execution metrics such as elapsed times, power
consumption, battery level or requirements in terms of fault tolerance are some of
these characterization parameters. Figure 73 shows online-collected results using
the ADC present in the HiReCookie. As it can be seen, these results are equivalent
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to the ones collected offline using the oscilloscope so they can be used for kernel
characterization.

Figure 72: Processing of 10 blocks of 64 KB with an AES256CTR at 100 MHZ.
HiReCookie-2

Figure 73: Data captured with the ADC for 1 MB processed by the AES256CTR kernel
using 4 TBs. Sample frequency 50 KHz

As it was expected, changing operating frequency has an important impact in
processing time and instant power, and therefore, in energy consumption. Figure
74 shows the effect of operating frequency when processing 64 KB with a different
number of TBs with a Median filter and an AES256CTR. As it can be seen, the best
solution in terms of energy is at 100 MHz, since it is also the best solution in terms
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of processing time. The effect of time reduction is higher than the increase of
instant power consumption. For instance, it can be observed that in the case of the
AES256CTR processing 64 KB with 4 TBs, when increasing the operation
frequency from 50 MHz to 100 MHz, processing times almost divided by half and
energy consumption is 1.2 times lower.

Figure 74: Effect of the operation frequency on energy consumption for different
number of TBs. HiReCookie-1.

Figure 75 shows the consumption profile of an AES256CTR processing 64 KB at
100 MHz with different number of TBs. As it can be seen, since 64 KB correspond
to full memory occupation of the local memory of the TBs, processing with less
than 4 TBs (full reconfigurable area) requires several transactions.

Figure 75: Consumption profile: mV in the power circuitry versus time of processing
for an AES256CTR processing 64 kB at 100 MHz for a different number of TBs.
HiReCookie-1

Figure 76 and Table 35 show all the numeric results commented before.
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Figure 76: Energy versus processing time for both Median and AES256CTR with
different number of TBs working at 100 MHz in HiReCookie-1
Table 35: Processing times, maximum currents and energy consumption results under
different frequencies of operation and data size. HiReCookie-1
100 MHz
K
e
r
n
el

Data (KB)

64
M
E
D
I
A
N
32

A
E
S
2
5
6
C
T
R

64

32

75 MHz

50 MHz

B
l
o
c
k
s

µs

mA
max

mJ

µs

mA
max

mJ

µs

mA
max

mJ

8

345.6

541.2

0.19

460

500.6

0.22

690

349.4

0.23

5

353

475.6

0.17

472

430.6

0.20

704

313.1

0.22

4

391.56

451.2

0.18

520

399.3

0.21

782

296.3

0.23

2

609.72

366.8

0.24

812

318.7

0.28

1218

246.3

0.32

1

1057

318.1

0.38

1397

271.87

0.42

2094.84

208.8

0.49

8

175.3

531.2

0.09

233

486.8

0.11

350

346.9

0.12

5

178.11

475.6

0.08

237

440

0.10

356

315.6

0.11

4

195.76

449.3

0.09

260

401.8

0.10

391.31

299.4

0.11

2

304.84

365.6

0.12

406

321.8

0.14

609.98

250.6

0.16

1

523.62

320.6

0.19

698

278.1

0.21

1046

222.5

0.25

4

1276

505.6

0.71

1700

414.3

0.78

2550

318,8

0.88

3

1680

455

0.84

2200

371.2

0.91

3300

285.6

1.04

2

2370

396.2

1.06

3170

326.8

1.16

4760

253.1

1.34

1

4580

341.8

1.77

6110

281.8

1.95

9180

220.6

2.25

4

640

511.8

0.36

850

416.2

0.38

1282

320.6

0.45

3

830

455

0.43

1100

371.2

0.45

1660

288.8

0.53

2

1190

394.3

0.53

1580

326.2

0.58

2380

258.8

0.68

1

2294

340

0.88

3050

283.1

0.98

4585

229.4

1.17
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4.2.4 Complete Solution Space
Combining all the results of energy, processing time and fault-tolerance levels
collected in the previous subsections, it is possible to build the complete solution
space for each kernel for a given data size. The main purpose of the ARTICo3
architecture is being able to change from one working point to another to offer
optimised solutions for a changeable group of requirements in real time.
Figure 77 shows the solution space of a Median filter implemented in the
HiReCookie platform. As it can be seen in HPC mode, as the number of TBs is
increased, both elapsed time and energy consumption decrease. However, the
optimal point is reached working with 5 TBs since this point corresponds to the
maximum level of resources utilization (see Figure 70 for more information about
transaction profiles). Note that this point corresponds to the change from
computing-bounded to memory-bounded execution. Therefore, it can be seen
how computing performance is limited by both bus and memory accesses. The
behaviour shown in the figure corresponds to a memory-bounded kernel. As it
happened in the theoretical solution space shown in Figure 62, dashed lines
represent the estimated results for an amount of resources that do not fit in the
reconfigurable region. A TB of a Median kernel takes up one clock region of the
Spartan-6, so the maximum number of threads working at the same time is 8.
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Figure 77: Complete solution space of Median filter. Processing 64 KB at 100 MHz.

Changing the working point along the HPC line from 1 block to 5, the
improvement achieved by concurrent processing is filtering 3 times faster
consuming 2 times less energy. Continue increasing the number of TBs along that
line only implies an increase of energy consumption since processing speed is
stalled and more resources are being used. However, the same amount of
resources can be exploited in a different manner. For instance, 6 TBs are not an
optimised solution in terms of computing performance. Thus, moving along the
6-block line, it is possible to increase the level of fault tolerance without a big
penalty in terms of processing time and energy. This means, loading 6 blocks and
increasing the level of fault tolerance to DMR, implies processing 1.3 times slower
consuming 1.2 times more energy. In addition, if the level of fault tolerance is
increased to TMR, processing time is 1.7 times lower consuming 1.65 times more
energy consumption. Therefore, although lower performance is achieved, the
level of fault tolerance is much higher, which can be crucial under certain working
conditions. In case of having low computing performance requirements but high
reliability conditions, changing from one TB in HPC mode to 3 blocks in TMR
penalises energy consumption in 2.7 times.
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Figure 78: Complete solution space for AES256CTR. Processing 64 KB at 100 MHz

The online characterization of the kernels to provide information to a
scheduler/resource manager of energy consumption and processing time when
changing among different fault-tolerance levels, as well as if a kernel is
expected to be in the memory-bounded or computing-bounded areas, is a
contribution of this PhD Thesis.
The values shown in Figure 78 are summarised in Table 36.
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Table 36: AES256CTR. Processing 64 KB at 100 MHz

HPC

DMR

TMR

No. of Blocks

Energy (mJ)

Time (ms)

1

1.711

4.560

2

1.038

2.360

3

0.819

1.627

4

0.718

1.270

1

2.011

4.560

2

1.346

2.360

3

1.134

1.627

4

1.042

1.270

1

2.312

4.560

2

1.654

2.360

3

1.449

1.627

4

1.366

1.270

Figure 78 shows the solution space for the AES256CTR algorithm. In this case, this
task is more time consuming, so limitations are not imposed by memory and bus
accesses but by the lack of additional reconfigurable resources. Since each TB of
the AES256CTR takes up 2 clock regions of the Spartan-6, only 4 TBs can be
working in parallel. In this case, if, in a situation with 3 TBs working in HPC mode,
the level of fault tolerance need to be increased to pure TMR, the penalization in
terms of consumption are 2.8 times more energy consumption while processing
time is almost 3 times higher. Nevertheless, fault tolerance is increased. The
advantages of concurrent processing are more evident in this example since
changing from 1 TB to 4 in HPC mode reduces in 3.6 times the elapsed time while
energy consumption is 2.5 times lower.
Bus utilization, in case of running a single AES kernel, is lower than in the
previous case. However, performing a task scheduling policy combining
memory-bounded and computing-bounded kernel executions, it is possible to
maximise the use of resources to fully exploit the potential of the architecture. In
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Figure 79, a block diagram is shown to illustrate how the combination of 2
AES256CTR and 4 Median filters could be.

Figure 79: Task scheduling to maximise resource utilization

As it can be seen, the scalability of performance in the computing bounded area is
almost linear due to the convenient use of memory access and execution order
being matched to data availability. As a consequence, it can be shown that the
optimum working point execution is the one that corresponds to the lowest
energy. Taking into consideration that this working point can be set at run time
by the dynamic adaptation support provided by DPR, it is clear that the ARTICo3
architecture offers a global mechanism to provide scalable performance support
with fault tolerance and low energy by means of HW acceleration yet using MoCs
that can be adapted to other devices such as General Purpose Graphic Processing
Units (GPGPUs).
From the results obtained with a kernel with memory-bounded execution, the
maximum achievable bandwidth with the current implementation of ARTICo3 in
the HiReCookie node is 371 MB/s including write and read transactions and
processing. Since the data bus operates with 32 bit words at 100 MHz, the
theoretical bandwidth limit is 400 MB/s. Therefore, the current bus occupancy is
92.75% in memory-bounded execution. This reduction in terms of performance is
caused by the software overhead (mainly due to peripheral drivers), the DMA
engine operation and the external memory accesses.
However, changing from one point to another in the solution space is not free.
DPR has a cost, and this cost can be quite high if the reconfiguration process is not
optimised. If the number of TBs needs to be decreased, and there is the possibility
of keeping these slots unused because the area is not required by any other kernel,
the best solution is to perform clock gating in the slots to decrease power
consumption and update the ID register so they are not addressed until they are
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not needed. This is only possible if there are as many clock buffers as
reconfigurable slots. If the number of clock buffers is lower than the number of
available slots, the slots can be divided into groups so that the whole group is
either clocked or without clock. The control of this clock-islands is configured by
a resource manager in the Shuffler module according to the possibilities of each
platform. However, if the number of resources, TBs, needs to be increased, partial
bitstreams need to be copied from the external memory. Besides, depending on
the situation, partial bitstreams can be already loaded in RAM or they need to be
brought from a library in the external Flash memory. The latter case is even more
time and energy consuming.
In the case of single-slot TBs, in a worst case scenario, where the block takes up
the whole clock region, 32 columns must be written through the ICAP port. This
is the case, for instance, of the Sobel filter. The size of the bitstream file can be
calculated as shown in Eq. 18.
𝑏𝑠 = 𝑛𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠 𝑤(𝑛𝐿 𝑛𝑓𝐿 + 𝑛𝑀 𝑛𝑓𝑀 + 𝑛𝐵𝑅𝐴𝑀 𝑛𝑓𝐵𝑅𝐴𝑀 + 𝑛𝐷𝑆𝑃1 𝑛𝑓𝐷𝑆𝑃1 + 𝑛𝐷𝑆𝑃2 )

Eq.
18

Where 𝑛𝑥 is the number of columns per block of type x, 32 in this case, 𝑛𝑓𝑥 is the
number of frames per column of type x, 𝑛𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠 is the number of words per frame
and w is the word size in bytes. Refer to Section 0 to see those values. The size of
the partial bitstream for a Sobel filter is therefore, 123,760 bytes. Figure 80 shows
the consumption profile of the FPGA core during a reconfiguration cycle of the
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whole reconfigurable area, 8 clock regions equivalent to 8 Sobel filters (990080
bytes, when system frequency is 100 MHz and ICAP frequency is 20 MHz).

Figure 80: Consumption profile during dynamic and partial reconfiguration of the
whole reconfigurable area. (a) Clock is ON during reconfiguration and (b) clock is
OFF. System frequency 100 MHz and ICAP frequency 20 MHz

As it can be seen in Figure 80 (a), as the modules are configured, power
consumption is clearly increasing. However, this effect can be palliated by turning
off the clock or clocks of the reconfigurable region. Figure 80 (b) shows the results
without clock during the same reconfiguration process. As it can be observed,
power consumption is decreased, while at the same time, the effect of possible
small short circuits caused by reconfiguration is also decreased. The black
horizontal line shown in the Figure represents the average current consumed by
the core during OFF-clock reconfiguration. Thus, it is possible to observe how the
portion of area between the black line and the profile in (a), corresponds to all the
energy saved.
Numeric results for different frequency combinations of the ICAP port and the
system are summarised in Table 37 where t_sw is the elapsed time measure with
a SW timer, t_osc is the time measured in the oscilloscope, and avg stands for
average value of the units represented in the first column. Figure 81 shows the
consumption profile for these cases.
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Table 37: Results during a DPR process with the Xilinx HW_ICAP in Spartan-6
Xilinx
HW
ICAP

SystemICAP
(MHz)
slots

1

8

1

8

1

8

1

8

t_sw

64.58

516.64

50.2

401.67

39.94

319.58

33.41

267.28

t_osc

64.72

517.78

50.33

402.64

40.02

320.22

33.46

267.69

Max

27.03

216.28

29.48

235.84

30.93

247.44

35.13

281.05

Avg

23.05

184.45

25.24

201.99

26.57

212.62

30.24

241.95

mW

Avg

27.66

221.34

30.29

242.39

31.89

255.14

36.29

290.34

mJ

Avg

14.15

113.26

12.92

103.38

10.11

80.95

9.02

72.23

ms
mA

50-5

75-5

75-20

100-20

At it can be seen, dynamically configuring one TB of a Sobel kernel takes, in the
best scenario, 33.46 ms consuming 9.02 mJ. This is the energy consumption of the
FPGA core performing DPR from the external RAM memory while no other
processing is taking place. However, since the architecture includes two bus
interfaces, it is possible to continue sending and processing data to the rest of the
TBs while configuration is happening. This is the price to pay for flexibility but it
can improved.
Overclocking the ICAP only makes sense if an optimised HWICAP block is
developed. The HWICAP IP provided by Xilinx is controlled by SW drivers that
do not provide support for burst transactions through a DMA module. Drivers
are designed to write the partial bitstream frame by frame including all the
additional data such as header, tail, configuration commands, etc. in every
transaction. Even though for the results shown above, these drivers have been
improved sending frames grouped in columns instead of only one frame at a time,
the module is still very limited. In [Otero’13], an overclocked-custom HWICAP
module was presented with a throughput of 367 MB/s working at 100 MHz. This
would reduce reconfiguration time in two orders of magnitude, reducing energy
consumption accordingly.
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Figure 81: Dynamic Partial Reconfiguration consumption profile for different
frequencies of operation.

In order to validate the ARTICo3 architecture, a comparison with other state-ofthe-art FPGA solutions and platforms has been carried out. In order to make a fair
comparison, it is important to highlight that increasing generalization and
flexibility penalises performance compared to fully dedicated architectures that
might include parallel communication accesses, pipelined designs, etc. The use of
standard bus-based interfaces allows to easily generalise and export the
architecture to other platforms. However, this solution can be worse in terms of
computing performance compared to fully-dedicated parallel communication
interfaces. However, transparency and an easier application prototyping are
provided through HW-SW independency. To fully exploit architecture
advantages, tasks must be thought of as independent blocks with low
dependencies among them to properly divide the application in separated parts.
Performance scalability is achieved which permits adaptation through a dynamic
and optimised use of resources. However, HW blocks must be designed to be
dynamically reconfigurable, relocatable and constraint in size, where real
optimization is achieved by highly parallelizable tasks. Size constraints are
imposed to be able to fit replicas of a block for either parallelization or
redundancy. However, this fact can limit the use of strategies such as pipelined to
improve computing features.
Results obtained from the AES kernel execution can be compared with state-ofthe-art implementations of the same algorithm.
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Figure 82: Consumption profile Kintex KC705 processing 192 KB with the AES256CTR
Kernel divided in 6 TBs with 2 threads each block

As it was shown in Section 3.5, ARTICo3 has been ported to Xilinx 7-Series devices,
more speciﬁcally Kintex-7 platforms, which offer higher levels of integration and
thus, lower power consumption and improved performance [Rodriguez'15a].
Figure 82 shows the consumption profile on the oscilloscope of the FPGA core and
RAM memory while processing 192 KB with the AES256CTR working in the
Kintex XC7K325T FPGA. The kernel is divided in 6 TBs. Each TB is also divide
into 2 threads.

Figure 83: Close-up of the power consumption model in the KC705 development
board executing an AES256 CTR kernel with different number of TBs and input data
sizes.

Figure 83 shows power consumption profiles of the AS256CTR for different
number of TBs and block sizes.
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A comparison can be seen in Table 38. This comparison needs to be understood
not as a direct comparison but to put the architecture into a wider context.
Comparing different technologies like Spartan-6 and Virtex-6 in terms of
performance makes no real sense, or fully optimised pipe-lined HW designs with
the thread blocks included in this work. Within the comparison, values are
grouped according to the FPGA device technologies: Virtex-6 (40 nm) is compared
against Spartan-6 (45 nm), whereas Virtex-7 (28 nm) is compared against Kintex7 (28 nm). Notice that the power consumption of the 28 nm devices is signiﬁcantly
lower than the other ones, except from the Spartan-6 which is a low-power-proﬁle
FPGA. As it was introduced, in order to make a fair comparison, it is important to
notice that the implementations proposed in [Liu’15] differ from the one
implemented as TBs in ARTICo3. While the former clearly targets HPC
applications in which the main goal is optimizing data throughput, the latter
focuses on the validation of the virtual architecture and not on the optimization
of this algorithm in particular. Moreover, the limited number of resources per slot
makes it impossible to replicate the logic for the rounds in the TBs. This leads to a
non-pipelined behaviour that limits data throughput but increases ﬂexibility, as
opposed to even the basic implementation of the algorithm presented in [Liu’15],
where there is replicated logic and an optimised architecture to reduce
combinational path delays for each of the rounds.
Table 38: Results of the AES256CTR in different platforms
Design

Platform

TBs

Slices

[Liu’15]

XC6VLX240T

-

ARTICo3

XC6SLX150

[Liu’15]

XC7VX690T

4 (1 thread per
block)
-

335
(0.89%)
1344 (5%)

ARTICo3

XC7K325T

6 (2 thread per
block)

486
(0.45%)
1584 (3%)

fmax
(MHz)
323

Throughput
(Gbps)
3.45

Power
(W)
4.83

114

0.384

0.615

322

3.44

1

324

0.443

1

The results reported in Table 38 show that ARTICo3–based solutions are able to
achieve a throughput approximately 10 times lower than the basic dedicated
approach with almost 10 times less power consumption in the case of the Virtex6/Spartan-6 comparison, and the equivalent power consumption in the case of the
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Virtex-7/Kintex-7 comparison. Note that the throughput can be improved by
increasing the operating frequency of the TBs, especially in the 7-Series devices,
thus leading to a closer performance ratio between approaches. Besides, it is
important to notice that the kernel designs shown within this work are not fully
optimised since they were initially created to test the possibilities of the platform
and compare the different situations changing the number of threads but not to
be compare to fully optimised implementations of the algorithms.
However, although performance levels such as the ones reﬂected in the deeppipelined solutions of [Liu’15] are not feasible in ARTICo3 without losing
ﬂexibility, the proposed approach offers a ﬂexible and dependable solution which
is more convenient for HPADs applications: smaller blocks imply less
reconﬁguration times and therefore more energy efﬁciency, and DPR enables
having more than one functionality at the same time. A more extensive
comparison between different dedicated-hardware implementations of the AES
algorithm in several FPGA families can be also found in [Liu’15]. Notice that
results reported in [Liu’15] include power estimation using the Xpower estimator
provided by Xilinx. In the case of the ARTICo3 implementation on the
HiReCookie, power results were measured experimentally including the FPGA
core and the auxiliary logic (Vccaux).
The results collected in the validation tests have been also compared to other WSN
platforms based on high-profile µCs to demonstrate the suitability of FPGA-based
designs where computing-intensive tasks are required. For the comparison, the
ARM Cortex-M3 and the XScale PXA271 processors have been used. The ARM
Cortex-M3 processor is included in several WSN platforms for high-performance
applications such as Opal, Egs (Atmel SAM3U) or the MEMSIC Lotus (NXP
LPC1758) [lotus], and the XScale PXA271 is the main processor of the well-known
imote2 from Crossbow Technology Inc. [imote2]. The selected algorithm for the
comparison is the AES128CTR since it is a well-documented algorithm in several
platforms. The calculated energy for the HiReCookie node is the addition of the
energy consumed by all the different power islands required for the correct
operation of the node during each stage. The design is divided into eight power
islands. Among all these islands, the only ones required during processing time
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are the ones corresponding to the FPGA core, the auxiliary logic, the external RAM
memory and the required IO banks.
Results during processing time for the three different platforms can be seen in
Table 39.
Table 39: WSN comparison. AES256CTR 64 KB
imote2 (XScale PXA271)
[imote2] [Ahmad’12]
Frequency (MHz)

104

MEMSIC Lotus(NXP
LPC1758) [Lotus]
[Ahmad’12]
100

HiReCookie (Spartan-6)

Power (mW)

169,6

165

735

Throughput (MB/s)

0,752

0,75

65

Energy (mJ)

14.42

14.08

0.727

100

In order to properly compare these results it is necessary to take into account that
every time the HiReCookie wakes up from a shut-down mode, initial
configuration is required. The basic partial-initial bitstream containing the
ARTICo3 architecture occupies 1711 kB, configured with a BPI configuration mode
from the external Flash memory, initial configuration needs 140 ms and the node
consumes 18.73 mJ. Notice that processing times for the case of both µCs do not
take into account memory accesses while in the case of the HiReCookie node and
ARTICo3, both processing and memory transactions are included.
In a typical video application where, for instance, 60 FPS (Frames per Second) are
captured, the time required for these µCs to encrypt 60 images of 64 KB is 3.4 s in
the case of the Cortex-M3 and 5.1 s for the XScale, both working at 100 MHz and
not considering wake-up times from sleeping modes. However, in the case of the
HiReCookie node, the required time is 140 ms to wake up and 59.28 ms for
processing, this is 199.28 ms. Thus, processing is 17 times faster than the CortexM3 and 25 times faster than the XScale working at the same frequency. In terms
of energy consumption, the HiReCookie consumes, including all the active
islands, 18.73 mJ for the initial configuration plus 43.65 mJ for processing (total of
62.4 mJ). This is translated into 9 times lower energy than the Cortex-M3 (562.8
mJ) and 13 times less than the XScale (891.6 mJ).
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5

Conclusions and Future work

This chapter includes the main
conclusions of the PhD thesis. A
summary of the main contributions
during this work is also provided.
The results of this work in terms of
publications and co-directed works
are

also

summarised.

Finally,

possibilities about the future work
are proposed.
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Conclusions and Future Work

5.1. Conclusions and main Contributions
The main conclusions, original contributions and results obtained from this PhD
Thesis are explained within this chapter. In addition, some future lines that can
improve and continue with the lines studied in this work are also addressed.
This PhD Thesis is mainly divided into two different parts: the proposal of design
techniques for low-energy HW-platforms for high-performance adaptable
applications, which has been demonstrated with the design of the HiReCookie
platform, and the proposal of an FPGA architecture to address this adaptability
by providing the capability of application-code transparency adapting
performance, dependability and energy consumption. The design of the ARTICo3
architecture was done to demonstrate these features. The definition of the
HiReCookie platform includes its design, real implementation, testing and
validation. Several conclusions can be obtained from the design of the
HiReCookie platform:
1. The suitability of using SRAM-based FPGAs for this kind of systems was
also exposed. SRAM FPGAs are a suitable solution both in terms of
performance and energy consumption for those applications that require
complex algorithms or/and high computing bandwidth (for instance,
multimedia applications). Different tests showed how when tasks are
intensive enough, this is a suitable solution in terms of time and energy
consumption, when compared to microcontrollers.
2. In order to mitigate the effect of their high static power consumption,
different energy saving possibilities need to be included. With that
purpose, different possibilities were addressed within this work:
a. The division of the platform into power islands allows the
inclusion of different low-power modes as well as an important
reduction of the instant power during operation. The division in
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power islands not only reduces energy consumption, but also
permits the isolation of faulty areas such as memories or power
measurement circuitry, among others.
b. The fact that the platform is aware of its own power consumption
can be used to implement more intelligent algorithms and realtime strategies to reduce energy consumption on demand.
c. As it was explained along the document, SRAM technology offers
huge advantages in terms of speed, integration and number of
operation cycles, it also introduces handicaps in terms of reliability
and configuration loses at power down. Initial configuration after
a switch-off loop introduces an important overhead in terms of
time and energy consumption. During this work, it was shown
how manipulating the initial bitstream makes it possible to add
extra levels of compression on top of the ones provided by the
manufacturer. In this way, the time required for initial
configuration can be sharply reduced with the consequent time
and energy saving.
d. Together with the energy consumption decrease provided by the
compression of the initial bitstream file, actual examples were also
shown of how dedicated HW modules can accelerate processing to
obtain more energy-efficient solutions. HW acceleration, combined
with an intelligent management of the power islands and bitstream
compression, shows the usability of the HiReCookie platform for
high-performance applications with limited energy budget.
3. As a demonstrator of the usability of the designed HW-platform, the
HiReCookie has been used in two European commission funded projects:
SMART (Secure, Mobile visual sensor networks ArchiTecture, ARTEMISJTI) and RUNNER (Eurostars). Within the SMART project, the
HiReCookie was the main platform used by the partners for the
integration of different algorithms and tools. In the case of the RUNNER
project, the node was introduced as a visual cortex of a robot called Nao
to test face recognition algorithms running in the FPGA.
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This second part of this PhD Thesis details the design of the ARTICo3 architecture.
The main conclusions obtained from the design of the reconfigurable architecture
are listed below:
1. ARTICo3 provides architectural support for applications to be able to
move their working points within a solution space among the three axis
energy consumption, fault tolerance and computing performance. This is
done allowing transparency and abstraction for the application code with
regards to the underlying HW and providing metrics to assist resource
management algorithms to find the most suitable working points.
2. The ARTICo3 architecture uses a model of computation inspired in the
model followed by NVIDIA GPUs: CUDA. However, in contrast to the
CUDA approach, all the different kernel threads are implemented in
specifically-tailored HW modules to take advantage of HW acceleration
and efficiency. At the same time, dynamic partial reconfiguration allows
changing the number of kernel thread blocks at run time to adapt to
changing conditions and workloads.
3. By adding a bridge module between the bus interface connected to the host
processor and central memory, and the reconfigurable HW accelerators,
burst data transactions are optimised to be able to take advantage of
concurrent processing to accelerate certain tasks, or to perform multicast
transactions to different replicas of the same block to include HW
redundancy. In addition, this module introduces a level of abstraction so
that kernels are invoked from the host processor with no knowledge of the
number of thread blocks running, the physical location of the HW
modules, or the mode in which they are operating.
4. In order to favour the inclusion of new algorithms into the architecture, a
wrapper template is provided where HW modules only need to interface
with local BRAM memory ports. In order to maintain scalability, this local
memory is divided into a configurable number of ports on the algorithm
side, but it is seen as a continuous memory map from the processor side.
In this way, it is possible to add different HW threads per module without
breaking scalability. These algorithms could be then designed using high
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level synthesis tools such as Vivado HLS or Matlab HDL Coder with an
easy inclusion in the architecture.
5. Although the architecture is mostly shown within the HiReCookie
platform, it has also been implemented in a 7-series Xilinx FPGA Kintex
XC7K325T to test its portability with satisfactory results.
Apart from these conclusions, there are certain aspects of the Thesis that need to
be clear with respect to other research approaches or the scope that is intended to
be covered by this work. Some of these aspects are discussed as follows:


SRAM or Flash FPGAs?
One of the most important decisions for the platform design was the
selection of the FPGA. Different design criteria were shown along the
document in order to motivate the use of the Spartan-6 LX150 FPGA.
Basically, Flash-based FPGAs were discarded due to their lack of flexibility
and size. Flash-based FPGAs cannot be partially reconfigured. The only
way of doing something similar is emulating DPR using virtual
reconfiguration which has several limitations. Besides, reconfiguration is
extremely slow compared to SRAM-based FPGAs while they can only be
reconfigured a limited number of times since they are based on nonvolatile memory. Due to their manufacture technology, their performance
is lower and they are, in general, smaller in terms of logic resources. It is
true that power consumption is up to two orders of magnitude lower and
they are alive at power up. Therefore, the justification for using SRAMbased FPGAs is targeting applications with a high amount of HW tasks
and where performance and redundancy need to be changed at run time.
For instance, a multimedia application where several filters need to be
applied, a face recognition algorithm needs to be performed, data
encryption is required for security issues, etc. might not fit into a Flash
FPGA. Besides, if performance needs to be boosted at run time, the FPGA
can host not only one module of each algorithm, but also several copies to
increase parallelism at the same time. Several copies of the same algorithm
will sharply increase HW footprint making even more important to have
enough resources available.
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On-chip communication structure:
Another important decision was the selection of the communication
interface with the reconfigurable region in the ARTICo3 architecture. Using
a standard bus interface (AXI) to link the shuffler module to the static
region allowed an easy inclusion of the architecture in standard designs
that can be easily built with the manufacturer´s tools. At the same time,
the shuffler module and the wrapper structure provided allow designing
HW accelerators including a simple interface with a BRAM port per
thread. In addition, the interface with the Shuffler module reduces the
amount of signals compared to the AXI interface to simplify the
boundaries between static and dynamic regions. By adding this bridge
between static and dynamic areas, multicast and cascaded transfers to
several modules without breaking a burst transaction and voting with
comparison without adding additional delays are possible. Besides, the
Shuffler provides an abstraction layer to the host processor. The host
processor invokes a kernel and it is not aware of where the necessary
resources are located, how many copies are available, or if the thread
blocks are working to increase fault tolerance or to boost performance.



Shuffler module: optimization or single point of failure and bottleneck?
The inclusion of a bridge between regions could be considered as a single
point of failure or even a communication bottleneck. While it is true that
the Shuffler module is the only link point between static and dynamic
areas, it can be considered as a point of failure as much as any other
module of the static area, such as the DMA engine, the AXI interconnect
or the host processor. It is true that it is necessary to protect them, but there
are different strategies to harden FPGA designs that are not addressed in
this PhD Thesis, such as periodic scrubbing, memory protection with ECC,
static redundancy, readbacks, etc., as well as, of course, module
redundancy to some elements in this area. A future work is clearly
working towards this full protection proposing methodologies to be
combined with the ones included in this work.
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With respect to the fact of being a possible communication bottleneck, it is
important to clarify that the Shuffler module is intended to be the complete
opposite. It permits optimised transactions to the reconfigurable modules
increasing the capabilities of the AXI interface and burst transactions
hiding communication latencies by means of overlapped execution. While
NoCs are the reaction to the bus bottleneck problem, they are intended for
large number of elements. However, the number of slots in the proposed
architecture will always be limited by the FPGAs integration capabilities.
Moreover, as it has been shown that maximum memory bandwidth can be
reached, proving that the memory bottleneck is reached first, it is clear that
no further improvement is required.


Support for dynamic resource management that does not specify
strategies:
Another important thing that needs to be explained is that the ARTICo3
architecture provides architectural support for the inclusion of dynamic
resource management strategies. However, it is not the intention of this
work to detail those strategies. By providing information about kernel
characterization in real time, and the different modes of operation
available, it is possible to include supervisory and scheduling algorithms
to exploit the possibilities offered by the architecture. As it will be
mentioned within the future work section, these algorithms could be
implemented in OpenCL.

After analysing the main conclusions, the main contributions of this PhD Thesis
can be summarised:
1. Architecture of the HiReCookie platform including:
a. The compatibility of the processing layer for high performance
applications with the rest of the Cookies modules for fast
prototyping and implementation.
b. The division of the architecture in power islands.
c. The different low-power modes.
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d. The creation of the partial-initial bitstream together with the wakeup policies of the node.
2. The design of the reconfigurable architecture for SRAM FPGAs: ARTICo3:
a. The model of computation and execution modes inspired in CUDA
but based on reconfigurable HW with a dynamic number of thread
blocks per kernel.
b. The structure to optimise burst data transactions providing
coalesced or parallel data to HW accelerators, parallel voting
process and reduction operation.
c. The abstraction provided to the host processor with respect to the
operation of the kernels in terms of the number of replicas, modes
of operation, location in the reconfigurable area and addressing.
d. The architecture of the modules representing the thread blocks to
make the system scalable by adding functional units only adding
an access to a BRAM port.
e. The online characterization of the kernels to provide information
to a scheduler or resource manager in terms of energy
consumption and processing time when changing among different
fault-tolerance levels, as well as if a kernel is expected to work in
the memory-bounded or computing-bounded areas.
The design and study flow map followed during the conduction of the thesis is
shown in Figure 84 together with the articles published within each stage.
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3.

Figure 84: Concept map of the PhD Thesis

As it can be seen, this PhD Thesis contributes to the state of the art in two different
lines. First, the design of the HiReCookie node combines the use of a low-power
though powerful FPGA with a division in power islands. Thus, it is possible to
take advantage of deeper low-power modes while exploiting the HW capabilities
of the FPGA and the flexibility offered by dynamic partial reconfiguration. In
addition, the design is compliant with the Cookies WSN platform so that different
communication and sensor modules are directly pluggable into the platform.
Second, the ARTICo3 architecture takes advantage of dynamic partial
reconfiguration to provide support for the inclusion of dynamic-resourcemanagement techniques. The architecture allows the replication of HW tasks to
support module redundancy with multi-block and multi-thread operation. A
configuration-aware data transaction unit permits data dispatching in a multicast
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way to several blocks in parallel, or provide coalesced data dispatching among
different units to maximize the advantages of burst transactions. The selection of
a given configuration is application independent but context-aware. These
features can be exploited by a multi-threaded model of computation similar to the
CUDA and OpenCL kernel approaches.
The fact of including an FPGA in a WSN node is not an original contribution all
by itself since several platforms in the state of the art already include one.
However, while previous designs (see Section 2.2) include Flash-based FPGAs (for
instance Microsemi Igloo) to maintain low power consumption, but losing
performance, or high-profile FPGAs to improve performance but with very high
power consumption (for instance Virtex-4), the FPGA selected in the HiReCookie
node finds a trade-off solution among size, building technology, price and
reconfiguration capabilities.
The division in power islands to be able to include all the low-power modes apart
from the ones proposed by the manufacturers is also considered a contribution.
Although some works also include the possibility of powering the FPGA off, the
division of the HiReCookie platform goes deeper while leaving different wake-up
possibilities opened. This division allows using a power-consuming device in
applications powered by batteries since most of the time the only element
powered is the external ATtiny processor with almost zero consumption but still
allowing different wake-up policies.
The previous division in islands, and implementation of the low-power modes
needs to take into consideration the overheads included by initial configuration.
With this purpose, within this PhD thesis, the creation of a partial-initial bitstream
is proposed to reduce the time needed for the initial configuration of the FPGA
and then to reduce energy. With this methodology, a reduction in size of up to
88% of the bitstream file was achieved. Other works, like [Meyer'11], report
reductions of 78 %. However, performing a fair comparison is difficult since the
bitstream used conditioned enormously the maximum compression achieved.
However, consider this methodology an original contribution is not clear since a
similar method is used in [Meyer'11]. However, it would be necessary to apply
both methodologies to the same bitstream to do a proper analysis.
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Regarding the FPGA architecture, different architectures designed to exploit the
features of DPR can be found in the state of the art (See Chapter 3). Some of them
propose the use of dynamic reconfiguration to increase fault tolerance on demand
based on different error metrics, like [Zhang’14] or to increase performance by
increasing parallelism [Watkins’10] in multiprocessor architectures. Among these
architectures, it is also possible to find examples using different communication
methods like custom bus protocols [Koch’08] or reconfigurable NoCs. However,
up to the author´s knowledge, there are no reports of reconfigurable architectures
specifying any of the features mentioned within the contributions of this PhD
Thesis.
-

Architecture that provides a method based on a multithread approach
such as those offered by CUDA or OpenCL kernel executions, where
kernels are executed in a variable number of HW accelerators without
requiring application code changes.

-

This variability in the number of HW accelerators running the same kernel
can be exploited either to increase fault-tolerance by replication with
comparison (a voter module is included), or by increasing the level of
parallelism to boost performance. These changes are transparent for the
application code that invoked the kernel.

-

Reconfigurable modules have no master capabilities over the bus (they are
not even directly connected to it) which simplifies data collision issues and
memory accesses. Besides, in general, to allow transparent scalability, HW
accelerators do not exchange data.

-

By using a data dispatch module acting as a bridge between a standard
bus interface and the HW accelerators, it is possible to provide abstraction
while exploiting concurrent processing capabilities in a standard busbased system by optimizing data transactions to and from HW
accelerators.

-

Provide architecture to dynamically adapt working points according to
either self-measured or external parameters in terms of energy
consumption, fault tolerance and computing performance. Taking
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advantage of DPR capabilities, the architecture provides support for a
dynamic use of resources in real time.
Together with these contributions, some research projects, publications and Codirections of Master Theses are also detailed.

5.2. Research projects
5.2.1


SMART
Name: Secure, Mobile visual sensor networks archiTecture (SMART),
ART-010000-2009-6



Project duration: 36 months



Start date: January 2009



Project website: http://www.artemis-smart.eu/



Funded by: ARTEMIS Joint Undertaking



Principal investigator: Teresa Riesgo.

Partners


Spain: MTP, CEI-UPM



Italy: Thales



Greece: Hellenic Aerospace Industry S.A., Telecomunications Systems
Institute, TEI Halkidas



Germany: IHP, Lippert, TU Carolo-Wilhelmina zu Braunschweig



The Netherlands: Philips Consumer Lifetime, Nanosens

SMART created an innovative WSN infrastructure based on both off-the shelf
reconfigurable devices (FPGAs) and specially designed Reconfigurable
Application Specific Instruction Set Processors (RASIPs). This infrastructure
supported video and data compression as well as high-levels of security with
lower power consumption than existing solutions.
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5.2.2 RUNNER


Name: RUNNER



Project duration: 41 months



Start date: November 2010



Project website: https://www.eurostars-eureka.eu/project/id/5527



Funded by: Eurostars



Principal investigator: Teresa Riesgo

Partners


Cyprus: Signalgenerix



Sweden: Mälardalen University, Meeq Ab ().



Greece: Algosystems S.a., Telecommunication Systems Institute /
Technical University of Crete.



France: Aldebaran Robotics.



Spain: Universidad Politecnica De Madrid, Ingenieria De Sistemas
Intensivos En Software, S.l.

RUNNER aims at providing an innovative infrastructure, to be exploited for the
creation of highly autonomous robots. It will utilize high-end reconfigurable
devices, in order to allow for extremely high performance and power-efficient
processing, when implementing 3D sensing/matching schemes.

5.2.3 DREAMS


Project duration: 12 months



Start date: 1 January 2012



Funded by: Ministerio de Ciencia e Innovación (TEC2011-28666-C04-01)



Principal investigator: Teresa Riesgo
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Partners
Universidad de Cantabria (Spain), Universidad de Las Palmas de Gran Canarias
(Spain), Universidad de Castilla La Mancha (Spain).

DREAMS is a 3-year project whose main aim is to propose new methods and tools
for networked embedded system design, considering aspects like complexity and
heterogeneity of such electronic systems. In particular, DREAMS addressed
aspects like reconfigurability, validation, specification, performance analysis,
HW/SW platforms, many-cores architectures, to cope with complex applications
like context aware multimedia, with adaptability features.

5.3. Co-directed Master Theses
i)

Author: Elena Quesada Gonzalez, Title: “Diseño y despliegue de una red
de sensores inalámbrica en dos fábricas agroalimentarias” Director: Jorge
Portilla Berrueco, Co-director: Juan Valverde Alcalá. Universidad
Politécnica de Madrid. 16/04/2015.

ii)

Author: Alberto Barbado González, Title: “Adaptación de una red de
sensores inalámbrica para la medición de emisiones gaseosas en la
industria alimentaria” Director Jorge Portilla Berrueco, Co-director: Juan
Valverde Alcalá. Universidad Politécnica de Madrid. 22/11/2014.

iii)

Author: César Castañares Franco, Title: “Implementación de una
arquitectura reconfigurable para FPGA”, Director: Eduardo de la Torre
Arnanz, Co-director: Juan Valverde Alcalá. Universidad Politécnica de
Madrid, 22/09/2014.

iv)

Author: Blanca López Cabrera, Title: “Implementación de un sistema
basado en hardware evolutivo para optimización multi-objetivo de
funcionalidad y consumo en FPGA Spartan-6”, Director: Eduardo de la
Torre Arnanz, Co-director: Juan Valverde Alcalá. Universidad
Politécnica de Madrid, 20/11/2013.
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v)

Author: María Victoria Maigler López, Title: “Diseño e implementación
de circuitos de acondicionamiento para medida de impacto ambiental
con redes de sensores inalámbricas”, Director: Jorge Portilla Berrueco,
Co-director: Juan Valverde Alcalá. Universidad Politécnica de Madrid,
14/03/2013.

vi)

Author:

Miguel

López

Lombardo,

Title:

“Configuración

y

reconfiguración de baja energía para redes de sensores con lógica
programable”, Director: Eduardo de la Torre Arnanz, Co-director: Juan
Valverde Alcalá. Universidad Politécnica de Madrid, 20/11/2012.
vii) Author: Alberto Sánchez de la Plaza, Title: “Desarrollo e implementación
de elementos hardware para integración e industrialización de
plataformas

de

redes

de

sensores

inalámbricas

en

industrias

alimentarias”, Director: Jorge Portilla Berrueco, Co-director: Juan
Valverde Alcalá. Universidad Politécnica de Madrid, 20/11/2012.
viii) Author: Julio Camarero Mateo, Title: “Diseño y puesta en marcha de un
sistema hardware reconfigurable para aplicaciones de visión en 3d”,
Director: Eduardo de la Torre Arnanz, Co-director: Juan Valverde
Alcalá. Universidad Politécnica de Madrid, 20/11/2012.

5.4. Publications
5.4.1 Books
i)

Juan Valverde; Eduardo de la Torre; Jorge Portilla. “FPGA-Based High
Performance Wireless Sensor Node” Lampbert Academic Publishing,
21/10/2014. ISBN 978-3-659-61299-2.

5.4.2 Book chapters
i)

Jorge Portilla; Andrés Otero; Víctor Roselló; Juan Valverde; Yana
Esteves; Eduardo de la Torre; Teresa Riesgo. “Comprehensive Material
Processing. Wireless Sensor Networks: From Real World to System
Integration. Alternative Hardware Approaches” Vol 13, pp. 352 - 373.
Elsevier ltd, 07/04/2014 ISBN 978-0-080-96532-1
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Journals
Valverde, J.; Otero, A.; Lopez, M.; Portilla, J.; de la Torre, E.; Riesgo, T.
Using SRAM Based FPGAs for Power-Aware High Performance Wireless
Sensor Networks. Sensors 2012, 12, 2667-2692.

ii)

J. Valverde, V. Rosello, G. Mujica, J. Portilla, A. Uriarte, and T. Riesgo,
“Wireless Sensor Network for Environmental Monitoring: Application in
a Coffee Factory,” International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks,
vol. 2012, Article ID 638067, 18 pages, 2012. doi:10.1155/2012/638067.

5.4.4
i)

National Conferences
M. V. Maigler; J. Valverde; J. Portilla; T. Riesgo, “Wireless Sensor
Network Solution for Sustainable Food Production”, Seminario Anual de
Automática, Electrónica Industrial e Instrumentación (SAAEI’13),
Madrid, July 2013.
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5.5. Future Work
As it has been already mentioned along the document, different results have been
obtained from this PhD Thesis. Going further and deeper into some of the research
lines followed within this work is possible, and the interest shown towards these
topics shows that it is worth it for different fields and applications.
Some of the envisaged research opportunities are listed below:
1. Regarding the design of platforms for High Performance Autonomous
Distributed Systems, there is still a lot of work to do exploiting the use of
more modern FPGAs and SoCs to improve the level of integration, energy
efficiency

and

reconfiguration

capabilities.

New

multiprocessing

architectures like Parallella [Parallella] are already being used with low
price and relative low energy consumption. The opportunities offered by
HW-SW co-design, apart from or included in multiprocessing
architectures, are also been studied using for instance Xilinx Zynq-7000
devices like in the case of the European funded project EMC2 where the
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platform is being used to for Embedded Multi-Core systems for Mixed
Criticality

applications

in

dynamic

and

changeable

real-time

environments.
2. Regarding the design of the embedded reconfigurable architecture:
a. The generation of the reconfigurable modules by using high level
synthesis tools to automatically generate code directly compatible
with the proposed interface of the thread blocks can be improved,
permitting further automation and formalisation. This is a required
point for fully-automated OpenCL-to-HW flows.
b. In order to improve scalability, it is possible to study the
architecture of the reconfigurable modules so that it is possible to
reconfigure each HW thread separately inside each thread block.
This will improve scalability, fault tolerance and flexibility.
c. In order to fully exploit the capabilities offered by the architecture,
resource management algorithms must be implemented. These
algorithms will make use of the metrics provided by the
architecture (errors, processing time characterization, energy
consumption, kernel behaviour) to decide the best operation mode
(concurrent, redundancy or reduction), the number of thread
blocks per kernel, or the different kernels executed in parallel.
d. These algorithms could be programmed in OpenCL. For that
purpose it is necessary to make the architecture fully compatible
with this programming model.
e. There is also a clear line to those works focused on enhancing
reconfiguration engines and controllers since the success of the
methodology proposed relies on how fast partial reconfiguration
is performed.
f.

In order to increase performance, it would be interesting to include
a cluster of FPGAs connected through, for instance PCI Express,
where the dynamic region is extended to these FPGAs to increase
the number of thread blocks.
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g. Include the dynamic and partial reconfiguration opportunities
provided by tools like DREAMS [Otero’14], in order to obtain a
more flexible architecture.
h. In order to improve fault tolerance, it is possible to combine the
possibilities proposed in this Thesis with other well-known
approaches such as scrubbing or hardened methodologies for the
static area.
i.

An interesting possibility is exploiting the capabilities of the
architecture to implement dual rail side channel attack protection.
In this way, it is possible to protect certain algorithms in real time
by duplicating the HW modules and using multicast transactions
and voting by comparison read operations to mask noise effects.
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